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Dedication

Dear Lady O'Conor,

It is very kind of you to allow me the pleasure of

dedicating this book to you. We have been friends

during the greater part of our lives—much the greater

part of yours—and your friendship towards me and

mine has been unvarying and constant, and illustrated

by a hundred acts of warm and ready hospitality. You
have always shown interest in my writings, and en-

couraged me by generous appreciation of them. All

these are good reasons for my desire to associate you

with a book of mine by setting your name in the dedi-

cation of it. There is another reason in your kindness

to the two people who have been dearest to me on earth:

for that I am even more grateful than for your steady

friendship for myself.

To look back to the beginning of that friendship is

to look back on a world much more different from the

present than it was from the times in which the first

chapters of this book are placed. Those chapters are,

I confess, a little too much like the opening of a novel

for a book that is not a novel at all, and was never in-

tended for a novel; but they serve, or are meant to
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viii DEDICATION

serve, as the introduction of the character who had,

till her death, the foremost place in Fernando's life.

When Gracechurch appeared, some of its best reviewers

picked out for special praise the parts which were most

autobiographical, and, like Oliver Twist, asked for more:

and that, particularly, in reference to the passages in

Gracechurch most indicative of the foregone conclusion

of "Johnnie's" conversion. Hence Fernando.

As for the beginning, so for the end of the book, some

apology may seem necessary: it has no end. But to

the writer it appears that it could have none. It is only

a Preface—a preface to a book never to be written.

That you may like it, I hope; if only because it may
help to bring back far-away days over wThich lies that

light that can never come again, under which lay the un-

discovered country of our lives. Whether strangers will

like it I cannot tell—in writing one never thinks of that.

Anyway I thank you for accepting so readily a gift so

slight.

Yours sincerely,

John Ayscough.



Fernando

CHAPTER I

HIS GRANDPARENTS AND AUNTS

When Fernando Burscough's grandparents

and aunts heard that Hubert was engaged to

marry an Irish girl they shook their heads over

it. There was, of course, no Fernando then

—

Hubert Burscough was his father, and Fer-

nando did not arrive till seven years after Hu-
bert had married Miss Desmond.

"An Irish girl!" said Mr. Roger Burs-

cough—all the elder sons among the Burs-

coughs had been christened Roger for many
generations.

That was all Miss Desmond's future father-

in-law said, but it meant a good deal. And
he pursed his lips as he left the room.

"With no more notion of management and

economy than a . .
." began Mrs. Burscough,

and paused for a simile.
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"Than poor dear Hubert," sighed his sister

Eleanor.

"Perhaps she has money," suggested Hen-
rietta, whose disposition was sanguine. She

was ten years younger than Eleanor—who had

always been plain—and retained the idea of

becoming engaged herself. She was better

looking than Edith, who had not married badly,

and as pretty as Maria, who had married quite

satisfactorily.

''Money!'' cried Fernando's predestined

grandmother. "Not a penny, I'll be bound. If

she had money Hubert would never have

thought of her."

Miss Burscough shook her head sighingly,

as though constrained to admit the correctness

of her mother's position. She did not under-

stand Mrs. Burscough as accusing her young-

est son of an unnatural objection to money
—he liked it, to spend—but merely of a con-

stitutional incapacity for enriching him-

self.

"If there were twelve sisters in a family and

all with money except one," declared Hubert's

mother, "he would fall in love with the one

without a sixpence."

"Has she eleven sisters?" exclaimed Hen-
rietta, whose mind, though sanguine, was
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literal, and apt to misapprehend rhetorical hy-

perbole.

"Mamma doesn't mean that/' exclaimed

Eleanor, "she is speaking of poor Hubert's

way."

"But," persisted Henrietta, "has he fallen

in love before?"

"Fifty times, of course," said his mother.

"And hasn't any of them money?" asked

Henrietta, accepting the fifty as historical

facts.

"This is Hubert's first engagement,"

Eleanor felt bound in justice to explain.

She was a just, indeed a kind woman; and

she was fond of her youngest brother.

"Mamma is speaking of his general disposi-

tion."

Mrs. Burscough never explained herself to

Henrietta; if Eleanor chose to, she had no

objection. It was always a mystery to her that

her youngest daughter should be such a goose.

"She has," she frequently said to herself,

"enough good looks to be my daughter

—

though barely. But not a grain of my sense,

or of her father's."

"General disposition!" cried Henrietta,

quite in the dark as to what might be implied

in a general disposition to become engaged
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to impecunious beauty. "Desmond is a

pretty name though. It sounds almost like a

title."

Her mother emitted an inarticulate ex-

pression of criticism closely resembling a

snort.

"There is an Earl of Desmond," Eleanor

admitted, with timid impartiality,
a
at least there

used to be."

"An Irish Earl!" said her mother sarcasti-

cally.

"But if she's an Irish girl, that makes it

all the more probable," urged Henrietta,

elliptically.

"But I don't know that the Earl of Des-

mond's name is Desmond," her sister con-

fessed.

Henrietta saw no reason why it shouldn't be

—and looked it. She liked the idea of a sister-

in-law connected with earls. She thought earls

very pretty.

"Perhaps," she said with some temerity, "she

has some money."

"I say no!" her mother insisted almost

fiercely. "They must be a large family; they

sit down fourteen to dinner; Hubert mentions

it. That'll tell you how much each girl is likely

to have."
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Eleanor shook her head again despondently.

"But," said the weakly persistent Hen-
rietta, "some may be visitors. We sat down
fourteen when the Bishop came. Edith and

Maria were at home; there was his chaplain

and the two churchwardens, and the Ship-

washes; you know, Mamma, you said your-

self we couldn't invite Mr. Shipwash to

come without his sisters, and we had all dined

there."

"If you are going to argue me down,

Henrietta," said Mrs. Burscough, with con-

siderable heat, "you had better say so;

and Eleanor can explain to you that I shall

not stand it for a moment. I tell you they

were not visitors. It would be all the worse

if they were; it would show what sort of

an Irish extravagant home the girl comes

from."

Considered in this light the idea she had so

vehemently scorned began to have some attrac-

tion for the old lady.

"It would be just like the waste and

improvidence of an Irish home," she declared,

"to sit down to a dinner-party of fourteen every

day. That's their way. Open house all the

year round, and not a notion of what's being

spent
!"
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" 'Sheila/ " murmured the obtuse and senti-

mental Henrietta. "It's a pretty name any-

way. I wonder what it means/'

"It means," snapped her mother, "roman-

tic folly and uselessness, and pretty-my-lady airs

and graces and baby-house incompetence."

Henrietta stared in amazement at a Chris-

tian name of such compendious significance.

"But," added Mrs. Burscough with finality,

"it's just like your brother. Trust him for

never marrying Maria Jones or Jane

Williams."

Henrietta's round blue eyes opened wider;

she was convinced there had been romances,

undivulged to her, with Hubert for hero,

and ladies of the names quoted by her mother

for successive heroines. All the same, she

was glad they had come to nothing; Sheila

Desmond (with an earl in the hazy back-

ground) wras much prettier.

"She is only eighteen," Eleanor observed;

"her character may be formable."

"Formidable!" cried her mother; "a

chit of eighteen formidable? I wonder which

of you was formidable to me when you were

eighteen? You knew better. And she shall

learn better, let me tell you, if she comes

here."
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"Formable, Mamma, formable . .
."

"You may have meant formable, or you

may have had no meaning whatever/' said

Mrs. Burscough with cold dignity, "you said

formidable."

Fernando's prospective grandmother wore

close caps and was really a little deaf, but only

when she chose. She never chose to be con-

sidered so.

Eleanor merely abandoned the point. Hen-
rietta, who never succumbed to experience,

dashed into fresh misfortune.

"I suppose," she opined cheerfully, "she is

not, being Irish, a Roman Catholic."

"My dear Henrietta/' her sister was begin-

ning with mild expostulation, "her father is a

rector."

But Mrs. Burscough was not prone to mild-

ness in correction.

A Roman Catholic!" she nearly screamed,

of all the monstrous suggestions for a

woman of one and thirty to make to her

mother's face! My son marry a Roman
Catholic—and that son an ordained clergyman.

Is it out of revenge, because he's five years

younger than you, that you sit there insulting

your father's son? Marry a Roman Catholic!

I desire, Henrietta, you will walk out, instead
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of boiling what's left of what you consider

your complexion to the colour of red cabbage

over the fire. Really, Eleanor, if you choose

to have an idiot for your sister, I do not

choose to have your imbecile sister making

indecent suggestions in my drawing-room.

Go out walking, miss, and suggest to the

gander to marry a Roman Catholic! If you

were as small as you look I should whip

you."

Henrietta fled, dissolved in tears. Eleanor

had to stay and be browbeaten for her sister's

faults.

"I wish," said her mother bitterly, "I

had let her go to school. It was your idea

getting rid of the governess and teaching her

yourself; even Miss Tribble couldn't have made
a greater fool of her than you have. I wish

you'd find a bigger fool than herself to marry

her."

"I really think," murmured Eleanor, "Mr.

Tromble will."

"And he's half baked. It's come to a pass

when your father's daughters have to marry

semi-idiots of eight and forty, and your

mother's sons marry Irish girls with names

out of novels."

Mrs. Burscough took off her spectacles and
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resumed her knitting; she never knitted any-

thing pretty, but only hard-looking socks of

a strong gray colour, with very long feet, for

her husband.

"I wonder/' Eleanor conjectured with a

timid diplomacy, "if Lady Drumshambo knows

the family."

Lord and Lady Drumshambo were undoubt-

edly Irish, and Castle Shambo was undeniably

in Ireland; though Tufted Hall Was in Hard-

stone parish; when Lord Drumshambo and her

Ladyship were at Tufted they saw a good deal

of the Rector and his family, and Mrs. Burs-

cough enjoyed the intimacy. It might do good,

Eleanor thought, to remind her mother that

they had Irish friends; and if it should turn

out that Lady Drumshambo was able and will-

ing to set her noble imprimatur on the Des-

monds, that also would not be without effect.

Perhaps Mrs. Burscough perceived the drift

of her daughter's conjecture; she merely

coughed and frowned at her knitting.



CHAPTER II

MY LORD CONSOUSS

Lord Drumshambo called that afternoon, and

Eleanor was alone in the dining-room when he

was announced. As soon as the servant had

left the room she made prompt use of her

opportunity.

"Papa is out," she said, "but mamma will

be down in a minute. Hubert is engaged to

be married to a Miss Desmond, ' Miss Sheila

Desmond, of Ireland—we heard this morning.

Papa and Mamma are afraid it's not a very

prudent match; you know my brother can't

have much; there are seven of us—and it's

not likely the young lady will have much either

;

it appears their family is very large. But I

thought you and Lady Drumshambo might

know about the Desmonds, and, of course,

Papa and Mamma would be interested to hear

about them."

"What Desmonds?" asked his lordship.

"There are a dozen families of the name."

"Well, her father is the Reverend Percival

10
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Desmond, and he is rector of a place called

Kilballyfrancis . . .
."

"A place called Kilballyfrancis! It's one

of the most famous towns in Ireland; and let

me tell you, Eleanor, Mr. Percival Desmond
is a very well-known man—of excellent posi-

tion.^

"Oh, yes, I thought so. They don't live in

a rectory but in a towers—WildclifT Towers.

I'm so glad you know the name."

"Know the name! Why, it's one of the

best in Ireland; a regular Norman family;

the Desmonds and de Burghs, the Butlers and

the Fitzgeralds, have been in Ireland ever

since Henry II's time. We only cropped up

under Oliver Cromwell. Mr. Percival Des-

mond would think small beer of the Ramsdales,

I can tell you."

Lord Drumshambo was Sir Timothy Rams-
dale, P.C. (for Ireland) grandson of a "Union"

Peer, and Hereditary Keeper of the Harp and

Irish Crown to Her Majesty.

"Eleanor tells me," he went on, as soon as

Mrs. Burscough came in, "that Hubert is

marrying into the Desmonds of Clonpatrick

Castle
"

"That's not the address," said Hubert's

mother grimly.
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"I know, I know, Air, Percival Desmond was
a younger son . .

."

"Ah!" said Mrs. Burscough, "I thought as

much."

"Well, we can't all be eldest sons. Hubert

isn't an eldest son—unless Roger and Joshua

have been carried off since I saw you last.

And, Mrs. Burscough, a younger son of the

Desmonds of Clonpatrick is somebody. The
head of that family is the Red Knight, let me
tell you."

Airs. Burscough was quite able to perceive

that Lord Drumshambo thought a good deal

of the Desmonds, and it had its effect; but

she perceived it almost too clearly, for he

evidently thought her son was finding a wife

in circles if anything rather above what his

own birth entitled him to. She did not like

that at all. The Burscoughs were a far older

family than the Ramsdales, though no

Burscough had borne a title since Henry
Ill's time. And she herself had been a Miss

Llewellyn, and claimed descent from Welsh
princes.

"The Red Knight!" she remarked coolly.

"It sounds like a piece in chess."

Lord Drumshambo was quite irritated.

"You'd better not say so to her Ladyship,"
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he observed tartly. "Her grandfather, Lord

Foyle, married the Red Knight's sister."

"I wonder," asked Eleanor, "if Lady Drum-
shambo knows these Desmonds?"

"We both knew Percival's father, Finbar

Desmond, and no one in County Waterford
had a finer bin of white port. What's the

young lady's name again?"

"Sheila," said Mrs. Burscough.

"Sheela, Sheela! for God's sake don't

call it 'Shylar.' Sheila is a regular Desmond
name: the first in the family was Sheila

M'Morogh, a niece of the King of Ireland,

who married Terence Desmond, great-grand-

father of the first Red Knight. I'll bet you

ten sovereigns to a gingerbread nut she's a

beauty; all the Desmond girls are. God
bless my soul, to think of Hubert marrying a

Sheila Desmond! All the bachelors in

Water ford and Cork will be ready to shoot

him."

Again it was obvious to Hubert's mother

that the old lord thought her son was doing

very well for himself, and again it was im-

possible for her not to feel the effect of it;

but again also the effect was double.

"Hubert would never look at an ugly girl,"

she observed dispassionately, "and there's no
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reason why he should look at anyone of no

family. But all the bachelors in Waterford

won't provide her a fortune before shooting

him, I daresay. They can't live on good looks,

nor on her pedigree either.''

Lord Drumshambo being very well off and

of an easy, though peppery, good nature, was
ready to be a little romantic for other people's

children. If his own and only son, who had a

good fortune already from an uncle and god-

father, had proposed to marry a pretty girl

without a penny it might have been different.

But the Honourable Ireton Ramsdale was en-

gaged to a wealthy cotton-spinner's only daugh-

ter of very ordinary appearance.

"Come, come!" he urged cheerfully, "we can't

get everything in this world."

Mrs. Burscough looked as if she were

wondering what it was that his lordship had

to do without; and perhaps he understood

her. He nearly said something about helping

Hubert to a living, but remembered that he

had already promised to do what he could

that way for the two elder brothers, who
wrere both of them clergymen and both still

curates.

"But do you mean," he asked instead,

"that the wedding is to come off at once?
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How old are they? Hubert is not thirty yet,

is he?"

"He's not seven and twenty."

"That's young—very young for a man," said

Lord Drumshambo, who had married as soon

as he came of age.

"The girl is nine years younger."

"Yes, that's young too," his lordship

admitted, without insisting on the circum-

stance that Lady Drumshambo had been

eighteen at the time of their marriage. Mrs.

Burscough was in a formidable humour and he

could not help remembering that Lady Drum-
shambo had had sixty thousand pounds. A
young lady with that fortune is obviously mar-

riageable at eighteen.

"I don't suppose the Reverend Percival can

do very much for them," he remarked. "I

think there is a large family; and Wildcliff

Towers is a regular country-house—kept up

very well, you know. The old Duchess of

Ulster left him a good legacy—twenty-five

thousand, I heard; and he got another from

another old woman—Miss O'Hara (of the

Kilwinny family) who fell in love with his

sermons. I believe it was eighteen or twenty

thousand. But he's a bit of a builder;

restored his church, and put in it a splendid
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monument to himself; and he practically built

Wildcliff—it was a square, family sort of

house, and that was not in his line. He is all

for feudal times and towers, and he waved

twenty or thirty thousand pounds over it and

changed it into a castle. You can't sleep in

any of the towers in winter; they all smoke,

I understand; but it's a pretty place, and looks

as old as Bryan Boru half a mile off."



CHAPTER III

MY LORD AND MY LADY

None: of the Burscough ladies saw Sheila till

she had ceased to be Miss Desmond. Roger

went over to Ireland and helped to marry his

brother, but the temporary delicacy of Mrs.

Roger's health prevented her accompanying

him. Eleanor would, perhaps, have liked

to go, but knew she would not be allowed, and

made no suggestion. Henrietta longed to be a

bridesmaid, and said so; without, however,

making the slightest impression upon her

mother.

"You've been a bridesmaid to two sisters

and two brothers," she observed coolly. "If I

were you I should be tired of seeing other peo-

ple married."

This speech so wounded Henrietta that she

tearfully repeated it to Mr. Tromble, who
looked frightened, but breathed heavily in a

sympathetic manner. He was not very young

and need not have been shy; still he blushed a

little, and drew his big feet under his chair

17
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nervously. He was big altogether, with a

great head, and huge hands, and broad

shoulders that he held badly. His light grey

eyes had not much expression, nor had his

wide mouth, with a slightly pendulous nether

lip; but he was a clever man in a useless

ineffectual way, though his falling in love with

Henrietta was hardly a proof of it. "Falling''

is perhaps too strong an expression for the

process; he never exactly fell, but merely

subsided into a mild desire to make her Mrs.

Tromble. The subsidence was not quite com-

plete at the time Henrietta reported her moth-

er's cutting speech.

"I suppose," Lord Drumshambo observed to

Mr. Burscough, "your bridal pair will get off

the train at Derby. You'd better let me send

a carriage for them; it's cold weather for a

ten-mile drive in a phaeton."

Mr. Burscough accepted the friendly offer

with a dry graciousness; but Lord Drum-
shambo was used to the dryness, and did not

mistake it for crossness. He valued both his

elderly neighbours, especially for their ex-

cellent qualities at the whist-table, but was

apt to spar pretty often with the lady. It

was, after all, a proof of intimacy; one dare

not quarrel with people whom one intends to
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treat as social inferiors. Lady Drumshambo
entrenched herself behind an invisible fence,

or ha-ha, of insurmountable urbanity, never

bickered with the rector's wife, and was much
less intimate.

"I shall send the big carriage," Lord Drum-
shambo told her Ladyship. "A bride's arrival

is a state occasion."

Lady Drumshambo had not the least ob-

jection. Without being so warmly romantic

as her husband she was perfectly amiable,

and was quite willing to show civility to a

young Irish girl about to make her first

appearance among a set of new relations whom
she shrewdly guessed the bride might find

rather formidable. Lady Drumshambo had

been a beauty, and was still handsome;

she was keenly alive to the claims both of

birth and beauty, and had felt, though she did

not show it, as much irritation as her husband

at Mrs. Burscough's frosty reception of the

news of her son's engagement. Her Ladyship

saw no reason why the rector's youngest son

should not pick up an heiress, and if the young

lady had good blood and good looks, it was
pretty well.

•1 shall call on her," she remarked, "on the

day after her arrival."
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"Yes do; that'll show 'em," said his

Lordship. "You'd better drive. If you

walk down, the old woman will be making out

that it's a casual dropping in like you always

do."

"Oh, I shall leave cards/'

"Yes, that'll be it. Don't you ask any special

parish questions, or Madam will be pretending

you called on purpose."

Lady Drumshambo laughed.

"Not the slightest danger," she explained.

"I shall ask for Mrs. Hubert, and not get out

if she isn't in. If I'm to drive—and it will be

best—you had better come with me."

"Very well," said her husband, and it was a

sign of great good-will, for he hated driving

short distances. "After all, Sheila Desmond's

a sort of relation of yours."

"I don't see that at all," said My Lady.

So Lord Drumshambo's best carriage, with

the best pair of horses, that never drew any

other, fetched Fernando's mother and father

from Derby to Hardstone (only Fernando was

not born, of course), and Hardstone parish

perceived duly that Mrs. Hubert was some-

body. When Mrs. Roger and Mrs. Joshua had

visited their husbands' parents for the first

time no carriage from Tufted Hall had been
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sent for them. True, Lord and Lady Drum-
shambo had been in Ireland at the time, but

that was not remembered.

"This noo Mrs. Burscough," the butler in-

formed the housekeeper, "is some relation of

My Lady's. His Lordship said as much and

she took him up quite sharp. I was coming

in with the second-post letters, and was be-

hind the screen, but I heard her, and quite

sharp she took My Lord up."

"Ah," said the housekeeper, "My Lady's a

deal higher than My Lord. He has a pottering

amiable way when he talks to you, but Her

Ladyship's all sugar and distance."

"Not to me," urged Miss Trim, My Lady's

own maid. "She'll ask my advice as simple

—about the hanging of a skirt, and that; but

your first place was a baronet, Mrs. Pucksett,

and mine were a countess. I'm sure when I

first come here it seemed so queer, the eldest

son being just 'Mr/—I wasn't used to it. It

makes a difference."

"Well, yes," Mr. Sellers admitted, "it do.

It was a marquess I was first footman to

—

there were four
"

"Four marquesses!" cried Mrs. Pucksett

helping herself to nearly all the kidney, which

she usually divided with strict impartiality.
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"Footmen," said the butler, slightly redden-

ing, as he saw the iniquitous division of the

kidney. "Not quite so much fat, Mrs. Puck-

sett. Yes, gravy. And all the sons were My
Lords. There was Lord Crosby, and Lord

Plantagenet, and Lord Tudor, and "

"And Lord knows who," interrupted Mrs.

Pucksett, inundating the butler's plate with

gravy.

"Come, come," said My Lord's valet, ad-

justing his chin in his collar placidly, "mar-

quess or earl, what's that? All subjicks. My
father drove royalty. But do you hear me men-

tioning it?"

"Very true," agreed the housekeeper. "Miss

Trim began it. So this Mrs. Hubert is own
cousin to My Lady "

"Nay, nay," urged the butler, "I didn't go

so far. Only His Lordship did 'int there was a

connection and My Lady didn't seem best pleased

—that's all it comes to."



CHAPTER IV

ON DISAPPROVAL

Henrietta was naturally the first to perceive

and proclaim the approach of the Tufted

carriage as soon as it drove in at the gate.

For full half an hour she had been, at intervals

of five minutes, fidgeting to the window, as her

mother, with gathering exasperation, had com-

plained.

"There they are!" she called out. "It's

the biggest carriage, that always fetches the

Duchess; the same she lost her teeth in last

time.
,,

"Now come and sit down," Mrs. Burscough

ordered her peremptorily, "and be ready to re-

ceive Mrs. Hubert properly."

To receive a new sister-in-law with pro-

priety implied, according to Mrs. Burscough,

being discovered seated, dressed for the after-

noon, and engaged in useful work. She herself

was knitting, so was Eleanor; Henrietta had

long had a piece of wool-work on hand, which,

when finished, would represent Queen
23
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Victoria in a tartan dress, the Prince Consort

in a kilt of no known clan, the Prince of

Wales in another, and a stag bounding away
from the presence of royalty towards a small

mountain that looked like a carelessly planned

purple pyramid.

The carriage drove up to the door, and Mr.

Burscough was heard welcoming the new
arrivals on the steps. Henrietta craned her

neck so as to be able to see about half of one

of the horses and nearly all the coachman.

"Hubert's giving the men money," she

announced; "both of them. I wonder how
much."

"Twice what he ought, I'll be bound," said

his mother, flinging a cap-string back with pes-

simistic emphasis.

There was a crunching of gravel, the car-

riage drove away, the voices where heard from

the hall.

"Shouldn't I go out?" Henrietta pleaded,

less perhaps out of eager affection than impa-

tient curiosity.

"You sit where you are," said her mother

decisively, beginning another row of her knit-

ting with stately composure.

The voices were plainly audible outside

the drawing-room door; it opened, and Mr.
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Burscough came in with his daughter-in-law

trying to lean on his angular elbow. He was
a little over seventy, with a winter-apple com-

plexion, and thick, shortish white hair, stick-

ing straight up like a brush; not tall, but very

upright, with long feet and cold-looking hands.

The girl on his arm was very short, uncom-
monly pretty, and dressed just as Henrietta

would like to be dressed had she known how
and been allowed.

"Insignificant," thought Mrs. Burscough,

whose ample contour followed large and flow-

ing lines.

Then, and not till then, did she arise, and,

leisurely placing her knitting on a little spindle-

legged table, sailed forward, every inch a moth-

er-in-law.

"Here," said the old gentleman, perspicu-

ously, "is Mrs. Hubert."

"And here," said the bridegroom, laughing,

"is Hubert."

"Present your wife," said his mother.

The young man did as he was bidden, and
bringing the girl forward a further pace, said

:

"Sheila, this is my mother."

Mrs. Burscough was not satisfied with the

correctness of this introduction: it was
rather presenting her, she considered. But
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she placed one hand—a well-shaped one,

expressing much lady-like firmness—flat on

the small of the bride's back, and with the

other shook hands; then, advancing her

broad bust another inch or two, she pursed

her mouth till it met her daughter-in-law's

forehead.

Standing back a little, she steered the new
arrival round and directed her attention to her

sisters-in-law.

"My unmarried daughters/' she announced.

"Eleanor" (Eleanor embraced Hubert's wife

with much cordiality), "and Henrietta" (Hen-

rietta kissed Sheila, not inaudibly). "How do

you do, Hubert?"

"I'm rather cold, and Sheila is half-

frozen."

It was late October, and the sky was black

with coming snow. The wind was whistling

in three different notes in the sash joints of

the three windows.

"The fire will be, lighted," said Mrs. Burs-

cough, "at tea-time. Till November we do not

begin fires regularly."

"It seems quite warm in here, coming in from

outside," Sheila protested, with chattering teeth.

"It is warm," said her mother-in-law, "but

you do not appear so."
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"Shall I put a match to the fire?" said Hen-

rietta, whose nose was pinker than beauty de-

manded.

"Let it alone/' said Mrs. Burscough. "It

always smokes when you light it. Jane will

bring tea presently. Henrietta will show

you your room, Sheila. She likes to be doing

something."

"Come on, Henrietta," Hubert suggested.

"Sheila can warm herself at her own fire."

Henrietta looked guilty, being perfectly in-

nocent.

Mrs. Burscough, who never was, nor looked,

guilty, explained that there was no fire in Mrs.

Hubert's room.

"Fires are unhealthy in bedrooms," she

said judicially. "We never have them. So

we never have colds—except Henrietta, whose

nose is over a fire wherever there is one.

If Mrs. Hubert is used to the practice, one

can be lighted in her apartment. Eleanor,

you will instruct Sarah; but, remember,

there's a soot-sack in the chimney. She

is quite capable of lighting it without remov-

ing it."

On the stairs Henrietta embraced Sheila

again, and she really seemed pleasant and

good-natured; all the same, the Irish girl
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was quick-witted enough to guess already that

Eleanor, wizened and flattened as she was,

would prove a better friend.

It was a goodish sort of house, with sufficient

accommodation for a large family; the furni-

ture was solid and respectable. The best

spare-room proved comfortable in a stony fash-

ion, and would have been really comfortable

had it been glowing with the red light of a

warm fire.

"Shall I help you to unpack?" asked Hen-,

rietta, with friendly willingness to see new wed-

ding clothes.

"No, I'll help you," said Hubert, who rather

wanted to get rid of his sister. He was sav-

age with his family, but was eager to make
the best of them to his wife.

"Shall I dress now?" Sheila asked, when
she had unpacked. "When's dinner, I won-

der?"

"I don't remember at bit. Yes, you'd

better."

It was dark now, and evening had certainly

set in. By the time they went down to the

drawing-room the fire had burned up, and

the stiff, rather gaunt room, looked more
pleasant.

"I don't remember at what hour you
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dine now," Hubert observed cheerfully, taking

his wife to the fire. Mrs. Burscough immune
from colds, was seated in the warmest corner.

"So I told Sheila she had better make one job

of it, and dress now."

His mother's black watered silk was very

handsome and thick; Eleanor and Henrietta

in dust-coloured alpacas were less imposing;

but all three considered themselves dressed for

the evening, and all three wore the gowns in

which they had received the bridal couple.

"We dine," said Mrs. Burscough, "usually

at half-past five. To-night, tea being put

off an hour for your arrival, we dine at seven."

She was eyeing Sheila with a severe scowl-

ing; Eleanor was trying not to look; Hen-

rietta was looking with all her might, with star-

ing astonishment mingled with appreciation.

"But," continued Sheila's mother-in-law,

"we make our final change for the evening

early. And this is a rectory. It is not

our practice to expose our chests to—observa-

tion. It is strange you, Hubert, should

have forgotten. In a rectory we do not

consider it delicate to undress for the evening

meal ~"

"Dear mamma!" pleaded Eleanor.

"Mother!" cried Hubert, reddening angrily.
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Mrs. Burscough raised an undaunted shapely

hand.

"It is best," she said, "to speak one's mind"

—(only she rather liked a monopoly of it)—
"and Mrs. Hubert must forgive me if I point

out the difference between a decorous English

country parsonage and "

"Sheila, keep quiet," interrupted Hubert. "I

think, mother, that what a girl has been accus-

tomed to in her own home is what she should

be expected to do. Her father would think it

slovenly and disrespectful for his daughter not

to dress for the evening
"

He meant well, and it was in a good spirit

that he stood up thus boldly to his mother in

defence of his wife; but courage and tact do

not always walk hand in hand. Mrs. Burs-

cough did honestly disapprove her daughter-

in-law's bridal finery; she could, however, have

disapproved without being angry. Hubert's

interference made her angry, not so much with

him as with the stranger on whose behalf he

had, almost for the first time, braved her dis-

pleasure. She had not been cordially prepared

to like his wife, and she began already to dis-

like her.

Little as the old woman showed it, Hubert

was her favourite child; Roger and Joshua
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had chosen wives without consulting her,

and she welcomed them to the family with

cool approval; they were, she considered,

harmless, sensible women, not too pretty

nor too fine; useful commonplace persons, if

not rich, without extravagant notions above

what their fortune justified. Had her young-

est son married a certain Miss Hayworth,

whom she, his mother, had decided he had

better marry, it is probable that Mrs. Burs-

cough would have received his bride with

some mild satisfaction; Eliza Hayworth had

twelve thousand pounds and spent very

little of the interest on dress. She was a

tallish, well-drilled young woman, with a

sufficiency of good looks and a natural

talent for housekeeping and economy. If a

little dull she was not stupid, and, being the

only child of a fairly wealthy mill-owner,

it was reasonble to suppose that the twelve

thousand pounds would not be the end of

the story. For Hubert to marry a poor

girl his mother thought to be sheer madness;

he was the only extravagant member of the

family, and was probably in debt already.

But even had he married a fortune it is

possible Mrs. Burscough would have been

jealous of his wife, had he found her for
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himself, and had it plainly appeared that he

had chosen her, not for prudential reasons, but

because he was in love with her.

"Hubert," said the old woman, speaking

tightly with hard lips and a cold, frown,

"I shall not argue with you; nor shall you

argue with me. Your wife shall dress as

pleases you. When I have said that it does

not please me, I have said all there is for me
to say."

"Dinner's on the table, ma'am," said Jane,

appearing as opportunely as she had ever done

in her life.

Eleanor was trembling in her chair; Hen-

rietta was quite good-natured enough to be

sorry for Sheila, and was much redder in the

face than if she had been scolded herself—she

was used to it. Hubert was red, too. Poor

Sheila had turned white, and was trying to

keep back a tear.

"Tell your master," said Mrs. Burscough.

But he was at the door.

"Why, why! how smart we are," he

cried with cheerful jocosity, rubbing his lean

hands as he made for his new daughter.

"Wedding grandeur, eh? Trousseau—what?

Well, it's a fine thing being a bride—and brides

are finer than they were in my day."
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(Sheila, in disgrace as she was, could not

help wondering how he had looked as a bride

in his day.)

"Is this the Irish poplin we've heard

about
"

"We were waiting for you to go to dinner,"

his wife remarked, with elaborate patience,

closely resembling ordinary impatience.



CHAPTER V

HOSTESS AND VISITORS

It was five minutes past three by Greenwich,

and five minutes past three by the gilt clock

on the drawing-room chimney-piece; but

that correspondence between the actual and

the apparent time could only occur once in

twelve hours, for the gilt clock had not gone

for many years. On the present occasion

it was afternoon; and the four ladies were

seated at work. Henrietta was putting a lit-

tle more blue into the Prince of Wales's eye.

He was in profile (looking up at Her Majesty

and politely offering her a dead rabbit), and

had but one.

Sheila was answering questions, for Mrs.

Burscough was in a gracious mood, and, when
that was the case, her conversation took a

catechetical form.

"Seventeen!" cried the old lady. "And all

living!"

"Oh, no! Nine living."

"We are seven," observed Henrietta, not

34
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intending a quotation from Wordsworth's

infant.

"Good gracious, there's the Tufteds' carriage

—the second biggest—and Lady Drumshambo
in it, and Lord Drum "

"Did you expect to see King Solomon in it

and the Queen of Sheba?" her mother demanded

tartly. In her most placable moments she

had usually a little acidity available for Hen-

rietta.

After a due interval, and a ring that lasted

three minutes, Jane appeared at the drawing-

room door.

"Please, ma'am, Her Ladyship's compli-

ments, and is Mrs. Hubert Burscough at

home!"

"She's in. Didn't you know she was?"

"Yes, ma'am. I said so, ma'am. But Her
Ladyship said I was to come and see. And, My
Lord, he gave me these."

Jane had a heavy old silver salver in

her hand, and she held it downwards with

three cards interposed between it and her

thumb.

"Very well. Go and say Mrs. Hubert is

in."

"It's Lord and Lady Drumshambo," ex-

plained Henrietta, "come to call—on you,"
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she added, that Sheila might be more im-

pressed.

"Do you suppose/' asked Mrs. Burscough,

"that your sister-in-law imagines they are call-

ing on the cat?"

"My Lord and My Lady," announced Jane,

returning with those noble personages.

Lady Drumshambo looked, as usual, civil,

friendly, urbane, and unimpeachable; a

viscountess, but a pleasant one; a thoroughly

pleasant neighbour, but a viscountess. Lord

Drumshambo ambled in almost as if he were

trying—very ineffectually—not to look quite

as usual, to look as if he didn't really come

three or four times a week. But he made
for his accustomed chair, and had his eye

on it, even while Mrs. Burscough was per-

forming the introductions. But they were

quick eyes, and they were quite able to inform

him at the same time that he had not rashly

engaged for Sheila's being pretty; had she

played him false he would have been much an-

noyed; as it was, he. waited to take her hand

with a lively sense of approval. He had a mo-

ment or two to wait, for his wife was making a

little speech.

"My dear," she said, with a very pretty

cordiality, "if your husband was here I
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should congratulate him. He should think

himself a lucky man. As it is, I must welcome

you to the ranks of the matrons—it is what

we all come to." (Eleanor shook her head

as one who would say "Too true"; Henrietta

thought of Mr. Tromble.) "Lord Drum-
shambo and I are Irish, too, so we have a

special pleasure in coming at once to welcome

you to England."

Lady Drumshambo was only forty-four

and Mrs. Burscough was nearly seventy,

but Sheila could not help feeling that the

younger woman was by far the more motherly.

It was the first time she had heard the word
welcome at Hardstone. Her lovely blue eyes

had a rather pathetic light of gratefulness in

them as she lifted them to the kind lady's pleas-

ant face.

"They've been 'Englishing' here," thought my
Lady. "I guessed they would."

"Now, Mrs. Burscough, present me," said my
Lord.

He promptly took the bride's hand and

squeezed it a little. The most correct of

elderly gentlemen, he had always a keen eye

for beauty, and his heart was .quite near his

eyes—if we may talk of people's hearts

being in their mouths (and it is where some
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people's hearts always arc), I suppose one may
speak of an amiable Irishman's heart being

near his eyes.

"I knew your grandfather well/' he cried,

"and remember your father, too. He was

a very smart young person, and had beautiful

hands. The ladies crowded to hear him

preach.
,,

He glanced at the little hand he still held

in his own big fist. It was, he perceived,

quite a lovely one, with long, extraordinarily

tapering fingers.

"The Desmonds," he added, "were always

famous for their hands."

"But," laughed his wife, "she has given her

hand to Hubert not to you."

Eleanor smiled vaguely; Henrietta thought

all this very intimate, and was confirmed in

her conviction of the power of clothes. She

would like to be receiving wedding visitors in

a dark blue velvet with a broad band of brown

fur round the skirt; but she had a mind

above servile copying, and decided on a ruby

velveteen.

If Mrs. Burscough had been able to read

her thoughts she could hardly have looked a

colder disapproval. Sheila wras being spoiled,

and the allusion to her father's hands, and the
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crowding ladies, had truly disgusted her

mother-in-law. Mr. Burscough's hands were

red and long, and he "merely preached the

Gospel." Mrs. Burscough entirely refused

to consider the Rev. Percival Desmond, with

his hands and his towers and his butler, in

the light of a clergyman; he was a sprig of

indigent, extravagant aristocracy, and how
was "Mrs. Hubert" to be weaned from the

offensive follies of her breeding, with Lord

Drumshambo patting her idle-looking hands,

and his wife talking to her precisely as she

might have talked to Lady Cynthia de

Bohun, or Lady Genesta Brougham, her

nieces?

Nor did it please the old lady to observe

that, shy as the Irish girl had seemed with her

own lawful husband's family, she evidently

felt quite at home with these strangers. If

it had been a farmer and his wife she could

not have looked more at ease with them.

"She'll never make a curate's wife, if she

lives to be ninety-nine," thought Hubert's

mother; and she was not far out of it. A
girl may be born to many sorrows, and have

no predestined fitness for dull, pedestrian

offices.

Lady Drumshambo paid all due respect to
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her hostess, and was all friendly civility to

Eleanor and Henrietta; but she showed

occasionally that she was listening to her

husband and Sheila, who were getting on

finely in a corner. Sheila could evidently

laugh, though she had not laughed before.

If Mrs. Burscough had known the feminine of

jackanapes she would mentally have called her

son's wife one.

"And now," said Lady Drumshambo, "we
must be going, or Bates will say the horses

have caught cold
"

"There's a sharp wind/' said Mrs. Burs-

cough.

"When there's an east wind," her Ladyship

admitted, "one always feels it here. (She

did not like being interrupted.) And Bates

will say it is our fault."

As she rose from her chair she turned to

Sheila:

"We have come in great pomp to-day," she

said smiling, "because wedding visits are

State occasions—and rare in these parts."

Henrietta looked as if it wasn't her fault,

and Mrs. Burscough sniffed.

"When Roger and Joshua married, you were

in Ireland," she remarked.

"Were we? Yes, of course, we were.
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But you and Hubert are not to return our

visit so formally
"

"Not the least occasion," interposed Hu-
bert's mother.

Lady Drumshambo did not like being in-

terrupted, or else she would probably have

continued to stand midway between the bride

and her mother-in-law, and have continued

smiling at both with strict impartiality,

addressing her remarks to each alternately.

As it was she moved on a step, and ceased to

smile at Mrs. Burscough.

"But you must return our visit; and you

must come when we are sure to be in; the

only way is to come at dinner-time. Drum-
shambo is never to be counted on in the after-

noon."

Then she did turn to the rector's wife and

said:

"You must bring your bride and bridegroom

to dinner to-morrow. And, of course, Eleanor

and Henrietta must come too—they will want

to see the wedding-dress."

Then, having sacrificed some irritation on

the sacred altar of good breeding, she turned

very unmistakably to Sheila.

"The wedding dress, mind. We want to

see it, too. And you must not think it would
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be too fine, for we shall have quite a party.

My brother is coming to-night, and my son

and his future bride are arrived already, I

expect, and we have other young men for

these young ladies.

"

She was too good-natured to smile this time,

as she turned towards Eleanor (who meekly

shook her head at the description applied to

her) and Henrietta who never doubted of its

accuracy.

"But," concluded her Ladyship, as if she

meant it, "it must be the wedding dress."

"How well you did it," observed her

husband admiringly, as they drove out of the

rectory gates. "I was afraid once you might

be too pointed. I could see the old vixen had

riled you."

"I never knew her so insufferable."

"She didn't say much to bring you down
on her."

"Say! What could she say? But her

whole way was intolerable. I am sorry for

that poor girl. It was not me she was vexed

with, but Hubert's wife, for being utterly

different from them all. The old woman hates

her already. And Eleanor, who is a lady,

can't call her soul her own; and Henrietta

is an idiot. Master Hubert had no business
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to marry a girl of that sort without letting her

know what he was bringing on her. If they

don't clear off soon there'll be a rumpus.

"

"You never call me 'Drumshambo' when
you speak to them. I could see the old

woman noticed it."

"Of course. I wash I had called you

Toggles.' I was very near inviting Hubert

and Sheila only—but " Lady Drumsham-
bo did not think it necessary to finish her sen-

tence; she merely smiled as though defying

principalities and powers, or Mrs. Burscough,

to make her behave in any manner short of

excellence.

"I'm glad you didn't. I like my rubber,

and they do understand whist"—it was evi-

dent he did not mean Sheila and her husband.



CHAPTER VI

SIX—OF HEARTS?

Lady Drumshambo was quite aware that in

asking six people to dinner from one house she

was showing unbridled hospitality; but old

Mrs. Burscough (who strongly disapproved of

Irish hospitality) would have been in high

dudgeon had her son and his bride been invited

alone, without his parents and sisters, and of

that also Lady Drumshambo was fully con-

scious. Besides, she was really an amiable

woman, and while remembering her husband's

whist-table, was willing to let Eleanor and

Henrietta see the wedding dress under favour-

able conditions.

"Nothing but the omnibus will hold them

all," she remarked to her husband.

"Oh, the big carriage will—better send it.

It'll be a tightish fit, but Hubert can go on the

box." So it was the big carriage (that the

Duchess lost her teeth in) and Henrietta was

delighted. She had never been in it before,

and felt quite grateful to Sheila.

44
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"I shall go," she had observed, "in my
puce. You being in white, Sheila, colours will

set you off better."

"You will go," said my grandmother

sharply, "in your dove-colour."

And of course she did. It was not a

pretty dress and it was not well cut or well-

made: poor Henrietta had only the will to

dress well, and had no taste or knowledge to

counteract the lack of it in the village dress-

maker. But nothing, not even her silliness of

expression, could alter the fact that she was
really pretty herself, and perhaps her silliness

made her look all the younger: she might have

passed for four and twenty.

To do her justice, she was neither cross nor

jealous; and when Sheila came down, in her

ivory-white brocaded silk, covered with soft

Limerick lace, with little knots of orange blos-

som among dark, glossy green leaves here

and there, she cried out quite rapturously,

"Oh, dear! How sweet—how perfectly lovely

you look!"

Hubert was clearly of the same opinion,

and even old Mf: Burscough rubbed his long

cold hands and nodded and gave a chuckle

that was so clearly appreciative that his wife

was out of all patience with him.
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"Henrietta," she observed, "look modest,

if you can; and let that be your finery.

(Brocade!" she thought within herself,

"and mischief knows how many yards of it!

and enough lace, I see, for window curtains.

And not a ten-pound note in her pocket, I'll

be bound.")

But Henrietta had as lief be hanged for a

sheep as a lamb, and was too well-used to

snubbing to mind it much.

"Sheila!" she called out. "What lovely

lace!"

"The nuns made it," my dear mother an-

swered innocently.

"Nuns!" cried grandmamma, too startled to

speak as loudly as she meant.

"Yes; the nuns in the convent at Kil-

ballyfrancis. They were so kind about it

—

they were all working at it to get it done in

time

"Nuns!" repeated her mother-in-law quite

sepulchrally.

Henrietta looked nervously triumphant. It

would, of course, be queer if Sheila should

turn out a Catholic after all, her father being

a Rector; but hadn't she (who was always

called a fool) said so?

"Yes," explained Sheila. "It is always the
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nuns, or the poor girls they teach, who make
the lace in Ireland . . .

."

"Lace!" cried her mother-in-law, as if noth-

ing much worse could be made by anybody.

"Lace, indeed
!"

Perhaps my poor father was tired of it all;

perhaps he was in a mischievous humour.

He remarked cheerfully: "Oh, yes! And
Sheila took me to thank them; and they made
as much of me as if I hadn't been a heretic

parson marrying another heretic parson's

daughter
!"

"Hubert!" said his mother. "To me? To
me—in your father's house, and your father's

presence!"

To tell the truth his father did not seem to

mind much; he did not care sixpence if

all the nuns in Ireland called him a heretic

parson; he was a beneficed clergyman and

a canon of Lowminster, and it made no

difference. All the same he was glad to hear

the sound of wheels outside, and sincerely

hoped the bustle of departure would stop the

discussion.

"Shall I go on the box?" suggested Hubert,

while cloaking his sisters.

"Yes, do," said Mr. Burscough, "it'll keep

you out of mischief."
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But, inside, my grandmother maintained a

stony silence. Not till the door of the

Tufted drawing-room was thrown open did

she relax; then, indeed, did she adjust her

expression to suit a company that had done

nothing amiss. She went in first, large,

handsome, and imposing, in a black watered

silk, that proclaimed at once her means and

her moderation. That Sheila would be sent

in to dinner before everybody she knew;

but Sheila should not precede her into the

drawing-room.

Lord Drumshambo had been boasting to

his guests of the Irish bride's beauty, and had

just appealed to his wife in support of his

statements when the Burscough family ar-

rived.

"Let them judge for themselves," Lady

Drumshambo answered. "She'll be here in

five minutes.

"

("The very best of women," the old Lord

complained to himself, "wouldn't confess un-

der the rack that a girl not her own daughter

was out-of-the-way pretty.")

And at that very moment Lady Drum-

shambo was saying aside to the County Mem-
ber's wife, "Airs. Hubert Burscough is really

a lovely little creature . . .
."
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Then the door opened, and the butler an-

nounced my grandmother, etc.

There were five gentlemen and three ladies

in the room when all the Burscoughs walked

into it, and the four gentlemen and two ladies

who had not seen the bride before all perceived

their host's triumphant look around meant
"Well! what did I say?"

"Quite right," the County Member's wife

responded, not in words, of course, but by

a little nod. The gentlemen did not nod,

but they were strongly of her (and Lord

Drumshambo's) opinion; her husband, Sir

Bolt Fencey, did not, however, as she did,

admire the bridegroom, too. Even before din-

ner was announced, Lord Drumshambo, who
seemed to make his countrywoman's beauty a

personal matter, got them in a corner and

said impatiently:

"Well?"

"She's all you promised," declared Sir

Bolt. "But what were your young Irish

fellows about to let her be carried off by this

English parson?"

"A very handsome couple," said Lady
Fencey.

"Oh, I only go half way with you,"

said her husband. "He's too little and
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slim; with his long eyelashes, and pretty nose

—and he has too much complexion; enough

for a girl."

Sir Bolt's own large face was all complex-

ion, of a deep purplish red, and he weighed

about sixteen stone; when he blew his thick

nose he made a noise like a foghorn.

His son, who was much better looking,

young Mr. Barnsdale, and his friend, Mr.

Kirby Misperton, though they had no occasion

to say so aloud, were much of his opinion

—

what had the young men in County Waterford

been about to let that lovely Irish girl be

carried off by yonder English parson, with the

delicate complexion, large eyes, and out-

rageously long, dark eyelashes. He was too

slight and too short and he looked too young

to be a husband. It would have annoyed

his mother finely had she been able to know
that every man in the room thought Miss

Desmond ought to have done much better for

herself. What annoyed, somehow, as it was,

was to note that Sheila, who had always

betrayed a certain diffidence, and dread of

doing or saying something wrong down at the

Rectory, did not seem in the least shy here:

without appearing even to notice that the

rooms were big, and the company fine, she
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moved and spoke as if she were at home;

there was no restraint or awkwardness in her

girlish modesty, and her eyes looked brighter,

and her whole air was happier and more

cheerful.

'Tine feathers and fine birds—that's what

she cares for," thought the old woman. "A
pretty wife for my poor boy!" (Not that

she meant "pretty" in Lord Drumshambo's

sense at all.)



CHAPTER VII

CLOUDS

So much for the arrival of Fernando's mother

in England. What has been said may suffice

to show that she was never likely to find a

cordial friend in her mother-in-law; nor did

she. Old Mrs. Burscough did not like her,

and did not try to: she saw in her an unfit

wife for her son, and from first to last never

concealed that opinion from anybody, from

her own husband, from Hubert, from his

sisters, or from Sheila herself: and she never

did anything to teach her to become more fit:

nor did she try to show him how, himself a

poor man, he should be a wise husband to a

girl-wife without money or any knowledge

of money or any knowledge of money-

affairs.

The Burscoughs were not as well off as

Lord Drumshambo chose to believe, but

Hubert's parents had never been poor, and at

no time of her life had his mother ever had to

struggle with poverty. A capable managing
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woman she would have known how to do it

very well: but she had never had any harder

duty in that way than to save and, except by

preaching up the glory and greatness of

saving (to a young couple who from the first

had less than enough to live upon), she never

tried to teach them, as she might, or to help

them as she very well could, to keep out of

debt.

Hubert was in debt when he married, and

tried to confess it: had he done so to his

father the old man would have at least started

the young couple fair: but unfortunately

it was to his mother that Hubert began to

explain matters, and she so stormed and

scolded at the first word of his having had

such reasons as that for not marrying a penni-

less girl, that he, offended at her abuse of his

wife and angry at her hectoring of himself,

went off in a fume and let it alone.

When he and Sheila left Hardstone Mrs.

Burscough gave him a present, but made it so

plain that the gift was personal that he kept

it as a boy might have kept a tip. And it

was almost always so in every instance of her

sending him any help; she knew he was
careless and extravagant about money, but

chose to assume that Sheila would be so and
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bade him not give her present to his wife "to

waste."

The old gentleman would now and then send

a present to his daughter-in-law "to buy a

ribbon," and the money bought no pretty finer-

ies for herself but clothes and boots for her

babies; but Mr. Burscough wrote seldom to

any of his family, and was apt to leave money
concerns for the most part to his wife.

Eleanor loved her brother, and liked his

wife, but her voice had no influence, and a

certain timid sympathy was all she had to

give. That Hubert and Sheila were always

struggling and never out of debt, she knew

pretty well, but she seldom dared to rouse her

mother's anger by alluding to it, and never-

ventured to tell her father plainly what she

rather guessed must be the case than was able

to prove to him.

Hubert had never been Mr. Burscough's

favourite son, and though the old gentleman

had no animosity towards Mrs. Hubert, he had

always thought the marriage a foolish business,

and was contented to forget it whenever his

wife would let him. She never mentioned it

without denunciation of its imprudence, and

so far he was quite of her opinion; but she had

never told him that Hubert had his own debts
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when he married, of which poor Sheila could

have no knowledge, and for which she could

have no responsibility.

"Of course !" Mrs. Burscough would cry,

when her husband said that Hubert had ap-

plied to him. "His brothers married properly:

their wives don't keep them in a pickle. No
doubt they get in debt."

Then Mr. Burscough, who had never been

much troubled by his other sons, would send

Hubert what he had asked for—or part of it:

with an admonition to be thrifty: and what

Hubert ventured to ask, was never so much as

he really needed; so that what he got was
only a sop, and Cerberus' three heads went on

growing. Had his original debts been greater

they might really have been less fatal, for

then he would have been forced to confess

them to his father: as it was he flattered

himself that, since his mother would only

abuse his wife, he might pay them as he went

along without making a clean breast of them:

and that was always what he was trying to do.

It became half the business of his life—only

the other half involved new spendings that

could not be paid as they occurred, because

what moneys he got had to go in mitigation of

arrears. He never really lost affection for his
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wife; but his mother's endless lesson was that

it was his marriage that had ruined him, and

as he was as little inclined to blame himself as

any of us, it was much pleasanter to lay the

blame anywhere else. His temper was nat-

urally sweet, but some sweets turn a little

in thundery weather, and his temper was made
for prosperity. In Lord Drumshambo's cir-

cumstances he would have been quite as easy

and amiable. Always harassed and anxious,

he was often irritable (as Lord Drumshambo
could be at times on very trivial provocation) :

his natural disposition to gaiety made him

gloomy in conditions where gaiety was hardly

possible: and having a conscience which hurt

him, every wound to it left a scar that would

not heal but keep up a perpetual soreness.

He never, till the end, frankly told his wife

all that ailed him: but, without telling, he

expected her to be as if she knew it all. She

was to behave as if she knew it all. She was

to behave as if she understood, and must not

understand because he shrank from a con-

fession that would have suggested blame of

himself (though she never had blamed him),

and it was quite enough to bear that his

mother blamed him—for his marriage.

The birth of his children could not lessen his
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anxieties any more than it could lessen his

expenses or improve his income. The birth

of each was duly announced to his parents, and

brought much sage admonitions from his

mother as to the more imperative need of sav-

ing—in view of education and future settling

in life, and from his father a letter of congratu-

lation, that would have tailed off into con-

dolence had it been longer, and a cheque that

might be more than sufficient for baby-clothes

and the nurse and doctor, but bore but a

meagre proportion to the other needs it actually

went to meet.

Hubert could hardly look upon his in-

creasing family with untroubled joy; never-

theless the death of his eldest son, when the

youngest was a new-born baby, could only

grieve and sadden him. It changed the face

of his young wife and set on it a wistfulness

and pathetic look of loss that he could not

believe time would ever heal. He never saw

it healed; long, long before she had learned

to cease listening for a childish step on the

stair, for a step that had carried the little

feet out of all human hearing up the golden

ladder, she was alone in the world, widowed,

with three children, and no income.



CHAPTER VIII

SHEILA ALONE?

Perhaps the reader may have wondered

how Sheila's own family regarded the mar-

riage which her husband's father and mother

thought so unfortunate for their son. The
juniors, her younger brothers and sisters,

thought the wedding very good fun, and then

thought no more about the matter at all;

they had expected her to make a better

match, but it was not their business, and they

only wondered a little that all her beauty and

cleverness—for she was the clever one of the

family—had done so little for her.

Mr. Desmond had disliked the marriage,

and said so: a much more prosperous one

had offered, which would have kept his

daughter near him in Ireland and given her

affluence and consequence. A parson him-

self, he was not particularly fond of parsons,

and the English clergy he suspected as all

more or less tainted with Puseyism; nor did

he care much for Hubert Burscough. But
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Mrs. Desmond liked Hubert and encour-

aged the marriage: her eldest daughter's

husband was a friend of his and perhaps

liked the idea of having his wife's sister as

his friend's wife; so there was a strong party

in favour of the match, and Sheila's father

let her have her own way. Neither he nor

her mother very seriously considered the

question as to how the young couple were to

live. No doubt the young clergyman would

get a living, and meanwhile his parents were,

they understood, well off. Mr. Desmond,

having opposed the marriage, thought himself

entitled to wash his hands of it; to yield

was all that could be expected of him. So

Sheila was married and went away to England,

and her family stayed at home and went on

amusing itself. The main business of Mrs.

Desmond's life had consisted in having seven-

teen children; it had taken so long and been

accomplished so fully that she had scarcely

had leisure for bringing them up. She was

very fond of the elder ones, and not so fond

of the younger ; with the former she had been,

as she thought, a wise and firm disciplinarian,

never indulgent, but often kind; to the

latter, by turns, inattentive and capriciously

strict, and her frequent long absences in search
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of health, at Bath especially, were not at all

regretted. Her younger children scrambled

up, how they could, under the inefficient

charge of frequently changing and indifferent

governesses—with considerable gaps, when
there were no governesses at all.

Mr. Desmond thought more about his

ancestors than his descendants, and spent

much of his time among the former, and very

little with the latter. A great genealogist

and herald, he found inexhaustible refresh-

ment in capturing from oblivion the threads

of his descent from countless sovereigns,

while even half-a-sovereign was seldom seen

by any of his younger children. His other

great occupation was even less lucrative, and

was much more expensive; without a single

vicious or unworthy taste, he was quite a

spendthrift—in building and restoring. To
restore the very ancient and historic church

of which he had charge can seem to no one

an unfitting task for him. But he made it

a hobby, and instead of riding it, with a firm

and moderate hand, he suffered it to ride

him. What it cost him year by year it is

very unlikely that he ever calculated, or

what proportion such cost bore to his income.

And he built as well as restored; built on
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his own account. A younger son of a family

that was far more illustrious by blood than

famous for wealth, he could hardly bear not

to be housed as became his name; and his

ideas of what was fitting grew quite as rapidly

as his own immediate family, though his

income did not. Four times he changed his

house, and never could he live in one for which

he would have to pay rent: each move in-

volved a purchase, and each house was larger

and more suitable to his inherited rank than

the last. He had, too, a charming taste, and

never entered on occupation till his new
home had been altered and improved out

of all recognition. These things must be paid

for, and they were; but they ended by tak-

ing all he had. The last move of all was
the most costly; it was to a house with land

enough to make it a "place"; but the house

was only a house, and Mr. Desmond was
determined it should be almost a castle.

Towers and turrets were added wherever

he could put one, and very pretty they were;

if they were useless, that was the fault of

the nineteenth century; that they were ex-

tremely costly, was the misfortune of Mr. Des-

mond's children.

Meanwhile he had many other tastes—for
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old armour and plate, for fine pictures and

beautiful—most beautiful—old china; and

such a house as his seemed to demand the

presence of such things. He bought them

and he paid for them, but, then, they swal-

lowed up all his money.

It was while he was clapping towers

on to every available bit of the house that

was to become almost a castle that Mr.

Desmond heard of his daughter Sheila's

widowed state, with three tiny sons, and

nothing to live on. He had washed his

hands of the marriage without in the least

quarrelling with the culprits, and he found

the present reminder extremely annoying.

Even Mrs. Burscough, had he been her pupil

for fifty years, could scarcely have taught

him to save, and he had never met that re-

doubtable lady, or wished to. He certainly

did not stop building his towers, nor did he

abate the dimensions of one of them—why
should he, when he had always wished Sheila

to marry that other man with an ample

income?

Mrs. Desmond appealed, almost in vain, to

his former special pride in Sheila; she herself

had no command of money, her personal

income was small, and her frequent visits to
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Bath used it all up; she really did what she

could and promised more than she could ever

regularly fulfil—even the promise was only

of about thirty pounds a year. Had Sheila

been on the spot her father might have given

her one of his towers to live in, and provided

in some precarious fashion for her and her

sons; but she was far away in England,

and the sight of poverty and dependence

was not so alluring to Mr. Desmond that he

ever dreamt of sending word to her to come

over.

Her husband's parents were not fond of

her; and, when her own family seemed

disposed to do so little, they were not in-

clined to do more than they could help.

One of her children they took off her hands

—

the only one who had no Desmond Christian

name; and, though it was the form in which

help was least welcome to the child's mother,

she could not decline it or refuse to part from

her son: by letting him go she secured his

comfort, and would have so much more
chance of securing it for her other two boys.

That chance seemed meagre enough. That

any lady, even fifty years ago, could keep

herself and two children on about three pounds

a month may seem impossible; yet it was
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all her regular income, if that can be called

regular which was often most irregular. All

the same she did live, and no one that met her,

of her own class or of any other, ever failed

to recognise that she was a lady, or to respect

as well as admire her. Her poverty never

made her squalid, nor could her sorrows and

anxieties ever make her sour, gloomy or

discontented. Her great loneliness in the

world gave her a Friend whom otherwise

she might never have known so well, and her

quiet and sweet trust in Him, when she might

have felt friendless altogether, He rewarded

by sending her many other friends.

At her first coming into England it was

rather from strangers than from her husband's

parents that she met with pleasant treatment

and gracious courtesies, and it was a type of

what was to be her future state. The

Drumshambos, indeed, she saw no more of;

and of her hard lot they may scarcely have

heard; but wherever she went she and

her sons found kind and generous friends

among strangers on whom she had no claim.

No doctor would ever let her pay him for

healing the childish maladies of her boys

—

and I think few people realise how generous

doctors are in these ways: they seem to me
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to have a more discerning charity than most

for the poverty of poor gentlefolk who cannot

dig and are ashamed to beg.

And, somehow, though she never went?

armed in all the pomp of introductions,

wherever she made her home richer people

found her out, people often of her own class,

and often, too, much less well-born than she

was, but prosperous and with hearts not

hardened with prosperity. I rather guess

than know in how many ways they helped

her; never in such a fashion as would wound,

but with a thought fulness and ingenuity

as generous as the richest gift could be. For

many years she taught her little boys herself,

and taught them very well, giving them the

love of books and of much knowledge that

is not found in books. Her talk to them

was a constant education and a far better

one than many children ever get. And
perhaps the most wonderful thing she taught

them, without saying a word about it, was
to find nothing hard or dismal in their poverty.

I suppose they knew that they were poor,

but I cannot remember knowing it; certainly

they never confounded riches with happiness,

for she made their childhood so happy that

nothing would have seemed more absurd
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to them than the idea that any sunshine

was lacking to their life because they were

a poor lady's children. Not to desire things

which only money could buy she must have

taught them, for they never did; and yet it

was not by any dull admonition, but by her

own exquisite example of sweet and gentle

contentment.

This I must say: I have never known any

children whose home seemed quite so happy

as ours, and I have never known any, of

anything like our social class, whose childhood

was so poor, as far as money goes. We
always had a home; though for all the years

I can remember, till I was a boy of twelve,

it was not a house nor a cottage, but only a

cheap lodging: nor had she many things,

then, such as the poorest gentry often have,

wherewith to give the little rooms an air of

refinement. Her own refinement made any

place in which she had to live what no

treasured heirloom -could have made it;

and her gentle dignity and cheerfulness never

let any want of convenience or even comfort

appear. The one room that for a long time

had to serve for day-nursery and dining-room

and sitting-room, no one could ever enter

without knowing that it was a lady's home,
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where she was happy and made her boys

happy, and was ready to make her visitors

happy, too.

Nor do I think her guests ever complained

to themselves if Mrs. Burscough's children

were present, as often they had to be; not

that she had preached us into good manners

and pretty behaviour; she was her own ser-

mon, and idiotic indeed must have been the

child who failed to learn its lesson.

Just as she never talked to us of money,

and yet made us cheerful and contented

without it, so did she never speak of high

birth, and say that it gave us something that

wealth could not, apart from it: of pedigree

and heraldry she could hardly think with

patience, and still we learned, somehow,

from her that nothing we must go without

could make the slightest difference to the fact

that we were gentlefolk and would, of course,

behave accordingly.

That she was very clever I have said al-

ready; but she showed it in a hundred ways

of which you might have less patience to hear

than I should have pleasure in recalling.

Of some I will speak, as briefly as I can.

She spent very little, or nothing for long times

together, on clothes; but she dressed herself
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to perfection, and her boys, too. Of course

kind friends helped; but of the old garments

she made quite new ones, with deft industry

and taste; and for years and years she was
her sons' tailor. I remember quite well the

first pair of trousers a real tailor ever made
for me; my knickerbockers before that had

been, I fancy, a lady's cloak or a gentleman's

overcoat till she cut out and sewed them to-

gether into their new form. To make and

mend for three people who were never allowed

to be meanly dressed means time enough;

yet when her little boys had been put to bed,

after saying their prayers aloud at her knee,

to all the Father they had, she would write,

write, write far into the night.

Once, I remember, Fernando, about six

years old then, had a nightmare, and, waking

in terror, he went across in his nightgown

to the parlour to ask his mother to soothe him

back to sense and courage: he found her

writing, and perhaps he interrupted the flow

of inspiration, the climax of a plot; but he

was not scolded or driven away to bed.

Eh, dear! how well I remember how young

she looked, as she lifted her pretty face from

her task, and smiled down into the frightened

eyes of her baby; and how lonely, too, in
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sleeping hours, with one candle to light her,

as she worked and worked to earn bread for

her boys to eat. It was then that Fernando,

forgetting his nightmare, resolved, for good

and all, to write, too, and determined that

what he wrote should pay her back a little,

and earn some ease and comfort for her in

return. It took him nearly half a century to

keep his promise to himself; but still, out of

that far-away past, he can hear the slashing

of the windy rain against the one window of

that lodging parlour, and feel against his own
the loving pulse of that great, great heart, all

motherhood and love and trust in the Mighty

Father of fatherless children, as the widowed

creature lifted her baby into her arms and

soothed and comforted him, patting him, and

whispering: "And I was here, all the time,

and your Father there! Oh, Fernando . . .
."



CHAPTER IX

TEARS AND TEMPER

Of course, I can remember many things

long before the night on which Fernando

found his mother writing; and her writing

had begun long before that, too, though

that was the first Fernando actually saw of

it.

That was in a little English town, not far

from the Welsh border, which we may call

here Gracechurch, where we had been living

then about a year. Before that we had

lived among the mountains of Wales itself,

in much pleasanter lodgings, in what seems

to my memory quite a good-sized house,

on the outskirts of a village much smaller

than Gracechurch. Llanberwyn, I think,

consisted mostly of one long and straggling

street of not very pretty houses, at the backs

of which on one side ran the lovely river Dee,

and all around were hills and higher moun-

tains. There was an hotel called "The Hand,"

and there it was I saw my grandmother
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Desmond, who came to spend a few days in

it on her way from Bath to Ireland, chiefly

to see her daughter, and a little, perhaps, to

see the famous beauties of that corner of

Wales.

She was a very pretty old lady, prettily

dressed, but with a brown "front" concealing

her own white hair, held in position by a band

of black velvet lest it should shift awry

and the parting not be duly in the centre.

Her complexion was still good, and, in spite

of her seventeen children, she had hardly

any wrinkles; nor were her eyes at all dim,

but clear and bright. Her cap was of delicate

old lace, with ribbons of a delicate colour,

and she sat still in her arm-chair with a

serene air of never walking except downstairs

to be driven out. She was plump, but not

fat, and her beautiful hands were rosy-white,

not pale; slim, but not thin or bony; she

held them, with the tips of the long, extraor-

dinarily pointed fingers (like Fernando's

mother's) just touching, on the lower part of

her chest, and they did not look as if they

ever did anything—if my small uncles had

ever depended on her making knickerbockers

for them, I fancy they would have gone like

little Highlanders without any kilts. I have
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understood since that those placid-looking

hands had been well accustomed to ply a

birch-rod with relentless vigour; but to her

grandchildren she was all gentleness and in-

dulgence; her whipping days were over, and

maybe she felt by then that it would have been

as well had they not lasted nearly so long.

There were no birch-rods in our immediate

branch of the family.

She did not stay long, and I do not remem-

ber her coming to our lodgings, though she

very likely did: perhaps she found it

pleasanter to see her daughter and her

daughter's children in her own handsome

rooms at the hotel. I never saw her after-

wards, though she lived for many years, and

to me she is only a dream of pleasant and

amiable prosperity. All the same I believe

she had troubles of her own, and she was

only rich by comparison. Had she been

really wealthy her daughter would not have

been poor.

Not far from 'The Hand" was the church,

which I recollect quite well. There I first

saw a lady in an enormous crinoline (under a

Garibaldi-scarlet gown with an immense

Greek-key pattern border of black velvet), and

hard work had she to slip into her pew

—
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she was a fashionable visitor and arrived very

late. There, too, I first heard my sovereign

publicly prayed for as "Our most religious

and gracious Queen," which I understood

to be a personal, as it was a just description,

not being aware at that time that Her Maj-

esty's uncle, George IV, had also been "most

religious." The Prince of Wales was men-
tioned as Albert Edward, and I thought it

was "Edwards" which was the vicar's

family name, and I concluded they were

related. The Prince Consort was no longer

prayed for, as he was dead, and people who
did not get new dresses very often were still

in mourning for him

—

we were in mourning
for him and Grandpapa Burscough, too, who
had died about the same time. I had never

seen him, though I was destined to confront

his widow pretty often, and always with deep

alarm.

I remember a good many of our acquain-

tances at Llanberwyn, especially a very old

gentleman called Mr. Minshall, a widower

with a pretty mature daughter; they lodged

nearly opposite us, but they had silver tea-

things, and had muffins as if it was almost

nothing, whenever you went to tea there, and

caraway cake, also cream out of a heavy silver
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jug of much Mr. Minshall's figure. I under-

stood that he often had gout (as both my
grandfathers had) and that it was a rich sort

of disease. They were kind, friendly people,

and I like them still very much. There was a

doctor (not our own doctor) whom I could not

abide, and if my mother were aware of my
feelings, she did not endeavour to correct

them. Once he took me on his knee (a

slippery concern, not a lap at all) and kissed

me saying I had beautiful blue eyes like my
mother.

"And 'oo," said I, examining his, "have

uggy g'een eyes like 'oor mother."

I do not defend the remark for I had never

seen his mother, and the undoubted greenness

of his own sly eyes may not have been inher-

ited. But it relieved me from being kissed

any more, and my mother from further oblique

and impertinent compliments. Anyway I was

not scolded. This striking anecdote, however,

is not a very happy illustration of the good

manners I mentioned above: remember I was

only three years old then, and learned better

presently.

There was a very nice family called Stuart,

of whom we saw a great deal. They were,

like their name, Scotch, and I made up my
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mind then that the Scotch were all delightful

people, and have never changed it since.

Mr. Stuart was an elderly widower, and there

were two daughters, not quite girls, one of

whom was a close friend of my mother's;

she was supposed to resemble Queen Victoria,

who was then only arriving at middle age,

and Miss Stuart must have been a dozen or

fifteen years younger than Her Majesty.

This likeness to her sovereign ("especially

in a photograph" said Llanberwyn) was con-

sidered rather a distinction; but what made
Miss Stuart and my mother friends was the

love they had in common for natural history

—

ferns, mosses, botany, geology, conchology,

entomology and so on. It would be hard to

convince lazy people that a lady with two

children, who devoted herself so closely to

them, and made their clothes and her own,

could have had time for all these pursuits;

but she had, for she never wasted any. I

often hear people declare that they love read-

ing, but have no time for it, though they spend

most of their waking hours in talk—about

nothing in particular.

During those years in Wales, and after-

wards as well, Fernando's mother made
collections of ferns and mosses, of plants,
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fresh-water and sea-shells, butterflies, moths

and fossils; and they gave her endless delight

in the finding of them, and in their arrange-

ment and classification; how well I remember

the exquisite, tiny writing in which each speci-

men was labelled!

Mr. Stuart was an authority on most of

these matters, and his elder daughter was an

enthusiast: Miss Jessie we saw less often, her

talents, I fancy, lying more in the direction

of music and embroidery—it was long after-

wards that my mother became a wonderful

embroiderer.

The Stuarts lived a good way out of Llan-

berwyn in a pretty, small country house that

stood high above the road, on a sort of

terrace of the hillside, with a hanging wood
behind, and then the lower slopes of a high

mountain. I went to stay there once for a

fortnight, and took with me an enormous

scrap-book that our mother had made for us

in winter evenings and on wet afternoons.

The leaves were over a yard square, of

doubled stuff called, I think, "calico-lining,"

and the book was as tall as myself and much
broader. It contained hundreds of pictures cut

from the Illustrated London News, Punch,

and odd numbers of magazines. As she cut
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out and stuck each of them down, Fernando's

mother told him and Peveril all about it.

All the Stuarts were very kind to me, and so

was the Welsh cook, who used to tell me about

the ancient Princes of Wales (not of the

Edwards dynasty) while she made blanc-

mange and custards. That kitchen was a

cheerful, well-lighted prosperous place, with

comfortable smells of hot jellies and fruit

tarts in the making; it was brilliantly clean

all day long and never untidy: Fernando sat

in the high window and listened, while he

watched the black cow (as unmistakably

Welsh as Myffanwy herself) in her precipitous

field outside, and thought how like a sheet

flung over her the square white patch on her

back looked. But there was someone else

beside Myffanwy to show the picture book

to. There was a short wray down to the high

road, leading from the carriage drive by

dozens and dozens of limestone steps; and

at the bottom of them was an iron gate

inside which Fernando felt rather like a small

lion in a cage. Opposite was another gate

belonging to a house where a boy in a kilt

lived, or was staying; and he used to come

and look at the pictures through the iron bars

while Fernando laid down the law about each
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of them. His own picture books were more

sumptuous but less interesting-, each one

dealing with a. single subject—Cinderella, for

instance—which tended to monotony. His

name was Fergus, and something else besides

very likely, but that is all of it I remember.

His hair and eyes were much the colour of the

cairngorm in the silver brooch of his plaid,

and he had freckles, which I rather envied

as a sign of advanced age—he must have

been nearly eight, as was Peveril, who also had

freckles.

Peveril always seemed to me very old, but

the only distinction his four years' seniority

gave him was a liability to toothache, and to

tumbling downstairs, and sitting on wasp-

nests, from one or other of which misfortunes

he was, so far as I remember, generally

suffering or recovering. He was always a

very kind brother, and never snubbed me or

teased me. He was graver than I was (as

beseemed his advanced time of life) and did

not talk so much: he, however, could talk

Welsh, which I never could. He also had a

more equable temper and did not fly into

rages like Fernando. Usually summery and

smiling, Fernando's temper was subject to

violent thunder-storms : birch-rod would
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have been the remedy for these disorders

had he been one of his own maternal uncles or

aunts, and his grandmamma Desmond the

physician; as it was, the cure was milder

(and perhaps violence is not the best cure for

violence). Master Fernando was lifted

(vehemently screaming) on to the top of a tall

narrow-seated chair, intended for a music

stool, and there left, apparently disregarded.

It seemed to be a dizzy height, and the

stamping area was horribly confined; to con-

tinue stamping threatened a fall not less pain-

ful than ignominious; to cease stamping

the only way of security. Even to shake

passionately from side to side, and bellow, was
hard to combine with anything like a prudent

regard to the centre of gravity.

"Fernando will be good soon," his mother

would confidently observe to Peveril, after a rea-

sonable interval.

"He's good now, I think," Peveril might, with

too hasty charity, decide.

"No! No!! No!!! I isn't/' would cry

Fernando, with a fierce (but guarded) attempt

to prove it by another stamp. Then his

mother went on sewing, with her back to him:

Peveril went on warming his toothache by the

fire, and reading Dr. Goldsmith's "Animated
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Nature." Silence: and a growing con-

sciousness on Fernando'' s part of dangerous and

not meritorious elevation.

"Are you good yet, Fernando ?"

"No."

Another silence, and a desperate desire to

jump, abandoned as spirited but impractic-

able.

Another pause.

"Are you good yet?"

"No-o: not quite yet. Nearly."

A much shorter silence; and then,

"Please I'm good now. Oh" (piteously) "take

me down. Please!"

I must say Peveril never crowed over me
when I thus succumbed without the honours

of war: nor did he lecture and point out that

he was never naughty. I knew it to be true,

and those true things are very hard to hear.

No more did our mother, afterwards, when
tenderly reproaching me for my passionate

temper, enforce it by a comparison with my
brother: she was too anxious that we should

love each other to save herself trouble by

that easy obvious course. It was of another

Child she spoke, not taking on herself to

threaten in His name that He would not love

her baby if he went on thus, but fearing that
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it would prevent my loving Him. As for

Peveril, she knew I was not so stupid as to

fail to notice his patience: he never grumbled

or became fretful in his wretched toothaches,

but bore them in silence. When he fell

clattering downstairs or got stung all over, he

never cried, but picked himself up apolo-<

getically, and ignored his bruises or bumps.

He did not blame the stairs for causing his fall

:

/ should have kicked each step with vehement

resentment of its treachery.



CHAPTER X

LONG SHADOWS

Besides the people we knew at Llanberwyn

there were others whom we only saw.

For instance, a stoutish copper-coloured

lady, with big gold hoops in her much bigger

ears, and raiment of great splendour and

great range of colour. She was fond of

sunning herself in the road where I was taken

to walk, but brandished a minute parasol

of lavender silk, octagonal, with a deep

fringe like a bed-valence; she clanked with

bracelets, and had gold brooches as big

round as the top of a tumbler; also a waist-

belt (doubtless of pure gold) clasped with

crown jewels. She often patted my head with

a large hand in a grass-green kid glove and

called me (I understood) a Piccadilly. And
that (I also understood) was because she was

a Macaroon. I thought her a very large

one, but though partial to them (Miss Min-

shall often had them for tea), I felt no canni-

balistic desire to eat her. That she herself

82
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was of cannibal descent I thought only too

probable; though personally she was amiable

and smiling to a degree. She did not live at

Llanberwyn, but was staying at "The Hand,"

having crossed to Europe in search of consola-

tion for a wrealthy husband—not very recently

departed, I should judge by her puce bonnet

(with pink flowers inside), her ruby satin skirt,

and her russet-brown velvet mantle.

She once enquired if I liked toys, and I

am sure she was longing—warm-hearted

creature as she was—to buy me half a dozen.

But my unhesitating reply that I should

prefer a little live pig discouraged her, as

she doubted whether my Mamma would

approve—a doubt strongly confirmed by

Mazy. Mazy was the only nurse I ever re-

member, and she was only, I think, a sort of

day-boarder; she was quite delightful, and

I was sure she was really an angel in spite

of her Welsh accent, except on that one occa-

sion when I was a little displeased with her

interference between me and my pig. I

longed to bring that pig up, in my bed,

where I could so easily have fed it on rice-

pudding—which I detested, but believed to

be eminently nutritious. It wras my firm

intention to put its tail in curl-papers every
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night—but Mazy smashed my dream to

atoms; in which capacity she has had innumer-

able successors to this day.

Once, too, we saw a whole cavalcade of

gypsies pass through the village under our

windows, and the impression they made on

me was so deep and lasting that "Dromina"

was the result nearly fifty years afterwards.

There were at least seventy of them, and

they were not at all the dirty poverty-stricken

creatures, almost like tramps, that I find

people usually associating with the idea of

gypsies. They were all well dressed in an

outlandish, picturesque fashion, and the

women and children all rode on sleek mules;

some of the men were also riding, while some

led the mules by their bridles: the harness

was of good leather, bright with brass,

instead of being mere rope; and we were

told that the King and Queen of the Gypsies

were among them. I, at all events, believed

it instantly, and fixed on a handsome and

rather proud-looking couple as their Majesties.

At Gracechurch, five years or so later, I

came across the same sort of gypsies again:

for one winter a whole camp of them settled

down in a big field, duly rented, outside the

town, and remained for several weeks, and we
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visited them and found them very interesting.

The old woman, Roma, and the girls, Agar
and Macha, in "Dromina," are idealized, but

not unlike, portraits of acquaintances we made
in the gypsy camp on that darkening after-

noon of winter forty-five years ago. The
gypsy King and Queen were certainly in

that camp, and I think it is likely enough

that the two parties, alike in numbers, those

at Gracechurch and those we had seen at

Llanberwyn, were the same. I can quite

understand that critics who have seen only

the ordinary roadside gypsy should find my
description of the camp near Dromina Castle

absurdly fantastic, but I do not think they

would, had they my memory of the gypsy

procession through Llanberwyn and the big

gypsy camp outside Gracechurch.
" 'Dromina' is your best book, by far the

most rich romance," said a lady to its author,

"but I can't swallow your fine gypsies, for

I've seen plenty and smelt them—a hundred
yards off!"

Well, our Gracechurch gypsies were per-

fectly clean, and the smell of their graceful

and becoming raiment was only that of smoke
and wood fires. The women and girls held

themselves proudly, and walked with a free
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and noble step; their voices were refined

and had no coarse or vulgar intonation;

and in the expression of their fine faces there

was nothing mean or sly, but rather a peculiar

gravity and graciousness, made more inter-

esting by a dash of mystery. The men were

something more conventional, and, though

they were anything but unkempt tramps,

there was in their furtively alert eyes a

raffish expression; but we hardly spoke to

any of them. I plead guilty only to having

in "Dromina" translated into romance real

memories; of course, the "prophecies"

were no part of those memories; they were

invented by the author who fulfilled them,

who was content in such a matter to follow

afar off the example of the great master of

modern romance, Sir Walter Scott, whom
none can imitate, whom none but the foolish

and presumptious would try to imitate, but

who, if the new romancists would but read

him more faithfully and learn of him more
admiringly, would teach them to weave a

cleaner web, more wholesome, more enthral-

ling, and more romantic because more true to

the unchanging realities of life. In another

place I have ventured to say what I repeat

here, that of the Catholic Church Sir Walter
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was profoundly ignorant; and that ignorance

is continually disconcerting to his most

devout admirers when he writes of periods

in which constant allusion to Catholic doc-

trines and Catholic practice is inevitable:

his abbots and monks, his friars and nuns,

his priests and prelates, must rouse in us a

resentful protest; and he often makes us

smile at the absurd inaccuracies that Macau-
lay's awful schoolboy would not have been

guilty of. But when every protest is made,

it remains true that Sir Walter's romance is

never unwholesome, never mean; he has no
sordid ugliness, no squalid "realism" and
life, as he paints it, is not a foul or. dismal

business, but honest and loyal; and its

prizes he gives to the sincere and courageous,

to fidelity and truth. In much of his un-

fairness to those whom I must say he has

libelled, he imagined himself to be merely

condescending to human weakness: he him-

self thought not a penny the worse of his

abbots and friars for the frailties he fits to

them; only he knew nothing of what human
weakness can become hand in hand with

grace Divine; what it had become among
those whose caricatures he sketched at second-

hand, whose portraits he could not paint
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because the originals were unknown to him,

because he had not the colours on his palette,

and because the inspiration to conceive of

such an ideal was not given to him and was
never sought by him.



CHAPTER XI

CHRISTMAS AND COUSIN SAM

Oddly enough I can remember nothing

which people would call worth remembering,

no public event, before the marriage of our

late King, then Prince of Wales, in March,

1863, while we still lived at Llanberwyn, and

when I was just five years old. There were

all sorts of village festivities which Peveril

and Fernando were taken to see, and the most

remarkable of which, to Fernando, was a

very tall pole, like a mast, plentifully greased,

with live geese, ducks and chickens at the

top; enterprising lads and boys swarmed up,

and each of them who managed to reach the

top came down with one of the fowls as his

prize.

We all wore medals with the portraits of

the Prince and Princess, and carried little

flags with the conjoined standards of England

and Denmark on them. The last time I

saw Queen Alexandra I was standing near her

for over an hour, and it seemed hard to realise

89
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that she had been old enough to be married

nearly half a century before.

Most of my recollections of the Llanberwyn

days are of very little and trivial things—as

the reader must have gathered already.

Particularly there remains vividly in my
mind the memory of the Christmas of 1862

—

I am writing this on Christmas Eve, 1913,

fifty-one years later. A big box arrived,

early in the afternoon of Christmas Eve, from

a cousin of our mother's, rich then, though he

outlived all his wealth and died saddened by

the ruin of his fortune, in which others were

involved. All sorts of things came out of the

box, and some we were allowed to see at

once: others were left in their wrappings,

and we could only thrill with wonder as to

what might be inside them. The packages

we saw opened immediately contained

crackers (not biscuits, but what new-fangled

wretches call bon-bons) real bon-bons, almonds,

raisins, figs, dates, and West Indian and

crystallised fruits—Cousin Sam owned ships

in the Jamaica trade, and others that went

to Portugal, the Canaries and the Azores,

The things seemed much more interesting

because they had been brought over the great

mysterious ocean on purpose for us: though
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our mother sighed as she spoke of the storms

and perils that the poor sailors might have en-

countered on the way.

Poor Cousin Sam! I know that long

afterwards, when his ventures failed, he was
sternly blamed, how far justly I cannot tell;

for people are ready enough to cry out when
they lose their money though they make no

objection while it leads to a scale of profits

too high for safety. But this I do know,

that in the days of his own prosperity he had a

kind, remembering heart, and thought of

many besides us his poor relations (not very

near relations either), whose Christmas might

have been gaunt and chill enough but for him.

Nor was he compassionate only at Christmas

time: at all seasons he had a large charity

for the needy and those on whose life the

shadow of trouble lay—into which he was to

fall at last.

Beati qui intelligunt super egenum et pau-

perem said a clearer Voice than any of ours,

and I think that He Who understands all

things must have had a pity for him who was
so tender-hearted in his wealth for poverty

out of sight—which is so commonly out of

mind too.

Before we went to sleep that night we heard
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the carol-singers outside in the garden, and

their voices in the frosty air sounded to me
just an echo, not a mere human music, but a

breaking out again of the never really silenced

Hymn the Angels had begun in the winter

fields by Bethlehem. No doubt they had

gone on singing it in Heaven ever since, and

now they had come down to let us hear.

To that music we fell asleep; and through

our dreams there smiled the Child who had

been so much poorer than ourselves. But

long before light we woke again to finger the

parcels under our bolsters, that Father

Christmas had put there at some mysterious

moment; and if, even then, I half suspected

that our mother had been with him, and shown

him where we lay, I did not love him the less

for that. At last we were allowed candles,

and could see as well as feel. Oh! such fat

tin soldiers, with regular figures, some on foot

with guns in their hands, some mounted on

plump horses with sticky-out tails; all on

little shiny tin bases to make them stand up.

(These were from Cousin Sam). Also ducks

and geese of most varied plumage, still

fatter than the military, able to float in a

washing basin, and with a magnet to make

them swim about. And a Noah's Ark, with a
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plum-coloured roof and a dove painted on it

holding an olive-sprig (like green tea) in his

beak, and sashed windows with the most life-

like green curtains, and, inside, such birds

and beasts: the very finest canaries, half as

big as elephants: the black-birds (you knew
them from the crows by their yellow legs and

beaks) as large as the lions; and camels with

two humps apiece, rather like our neighbour-

ing hills; and dromedaries with one: and the

Noetic family in cardinals' hats and cassocks.

As our mother pleaded guilty to Cousin Sam
as the sender of the soldiers, but finely

ascribed the swimming ducks and the ark to

Father Christmas, I hugged her for them,

Father Christmas not being handy, and felt

that she did quite as well.

There was no snow that I remember that

Christmas, but a hard frost with a clear sky,

and bright sun at noon: and our mother took

us to see the fairy palaces by the river. At
one place it narrowed to a deep pass, hardly

thirty feet broad, and, on the side away from

us, there rose a bank of rock, with clefts and

tiny caverns: the wrater oozing down from

the hills all frozen, and the wee caves were

frosted with slanting windows of thin, clear

ice, like glass. Those were the fairies' palaces,
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and it seemed to me that there must be millions

of fairies to live in them all. No doubt they

lived entirely on Christmas-cake and mince-

pies. There were queer tiny crackly noises

as the sun caught the ice, and they, I under-

stood, were caused by the wee creatures

singing and laughing inside their palaces as

they called on each to wish a Merry Christmas.

If you blame our mother for all this fairy-talk

I shall think you very stupid—it all made part

of the wonderful unearthliness and beauty of

the exquisite season. Nothing could be

common and ordinary then: the withered

ferns drooping over the river, their tips

frozen into it, were silver ferns, and the lines

of jewelled cobweb from point to point of the

little rocks had not been made by spiders,

but were diamond bridges the fairies had

drawn from palace to palace for the conveni-

ence of Christmas visiting: it was all a

homage to the Child whose birthday Christmas

was: all nature, and whatever breath there

is, unheard by dull ears, in nature, tuned into

an unearthly symphony of delight and worship.

What were the fairies who lived in the mar-

vellous crystal palaces? Myriads of for-

gotten sweet thoughts and words and tiny

deeds of unnoticed tenderness and pity, not
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quite supernatural (but better than common
things of utility's mean currency), hovering

about clean places of earth, to raise in baby

minds ideas of beauty that no material eye

can see, and set stirring in baby ears melodies

to which no ear filled with selfish mutterings

can attune itself. Older knowledge can teach

us better lessons yet, but there is an older

ignorance, as well, that drowns such innocent

fancies which are not far from truth after all.



CHAPTER XII

MEMORIES AND MONKS

In the summer following that Christmas

Fernando's mother took him to see the Abbey

of Valle Crucis, which was several miles from

the village, in a most lovely spot close to the

river Dee, among level meadows with high

hills all around. The road by which we went

wound along the opposite side of the Dee,

that on which Llanberwyn itself lay, and

there were exquisite views of river, valley and

mountain at every turn of it. Our mother

walked, but Peveril and I were mounted on

donkeys, with whose deliberate pace she had

not the slightest difficulty in keeping up.

In those days, and for more than thirty years

afterwards, she was a marvellous walker, and

on foot she had explored the heights and gorges

of all the hills round Llanberwyn, adding to

her collections of ferns and fossils, mosses, but-

terflies and land-shells.

96
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Nearly opposite Valle Cruris we crossed the

river by a bridge I had often heard of: the

Chamebridge I thought was its name, and it

was only when I saw it that I understood

it was a bridge of chains. The Dee was wide

and shallow there, in places there were long

and broad patches of rock and gravel left

quite dry, though no doubt in winter, or in

early spring when the mountain snow had

melted, the whole wide river-bed was covered

with water. At intervals wooden piles had

been driven into the gravel, or between clefts

in the rock, and from one to another of these

long and thick chains had been stretched, on

which planks had been laid. Yet the effect

was not that of a wooden bridge, for tfye

planks had gradually become covered with

soil, from the feet of those that passed over,

and with little stones, and tufts of fern and

grasses had sprung up, especially along the

sides, and there were spots quite green with

moss or rusted with lichens. It was a very

old bridge, originally put there for the

common service of the people by the monks,

and it was in a most picturesque disrepair,

so that here and there were holes through

which you saw the river down below. On the

further side we came to the rich, flat meadows,
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dotted with lovely trees among which what

was left of the Abbey stood up, basking in the

hot summer noon. There are many ruined

abbeys in England whose remains are much
more extensive; but it was the first I ever

saw, and the impression of pathetic beauty it

made on me nothing seen afterwards could

wipe out or weaken. I was only five years

old then, and did not become a Catholic for

fifteen years more, but what it made me feel

was exactly what I should have felt had I

been a Catholic child; and that must have

been due to the way in which our mother

spoke to us of the old monks who had built

it, of what it was that brought them here

into the farthest wilderness, what their life

was, how they served God day and night,

and lived only for Him and his poor, out of

sight of the selfish, greedy world. And yet

she was not a Catholic till two years after her

son; but I doubt if she was ever a Protestant:

the name she certainly disliked and repudiated,

thinking it arrogant and uncharitable. The
first time I ever asked her what it meant she

said, "It means those who Protest against the

errors of Rome—the Catholics; but it is

our business to mend our own faults and leave

other people's to God." And always she
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spoke with respect of the great Catholic

Church, explaining that it was the religion

of the greatest number of Christians, and had
been our country's religion for a thousand

years: not that she was ever in the least

ritualistic, or even very High Church as

things went in England: her father, indeed,

who I think was a Calvinist, would have

thought her quite Popish; but the Irish

Protestants have generally been more deeply

Protestant than the English who are not

dissenters. All this I mention because it was
from my mother I learned about religion, and

if she could not teach me Catholicity, she

certainly never taught me Protestantism.

Her own gentle and sincere, sweet and

lovely religion, was like a Catholic lamp,

ready trimmed and only waiting to be

lighted.

It was certainly at Valle Crucis Abbey, that

summer day over fifty years ago, that I began

to have for monks that deep veneration and

peculiar feeling of personal love that has

lasted ever since, growing only stronger with

clearer understanding. Not to have it at all

seems to me a lack of Catholic instinct, one of

the many false fruits that a non-Catholic or

unbelieving environment sometimes produces

S844
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in a lean Catholic soil. Half a century after

that Valle Cruris day I sat at a banquet given

during a Catholic Congress, beside a most

energetic Catholic gentleman, who considered

Contemplative Religion quite out of date, and

pointed out that this is the Age of Workers

—

he, he owned, had always been a Worker.

I did not doubt it or in the least wish to think

slightingly of his earnest work (which, he

assured me, caused his wife to complain that

she might as well have no husband at all)

but I was not certain he had contributed

to the quality of the Catholic Church as much
as a Carmelite nun, or a Carthusian monk, and

told him so. And, after all, it is that super-

natural quality that converts outsiders, not

our fuss or our sweating frenzy of eloquence.

What the Church is forces non-believers to

see in her something they see nowhere else,

not the things the wisest of us can say about

her. If English Catholics have a fault,

which is very improbable, may it possibly be

that they think a little too well of themselves

as English Catholics? That they have a

lurking sense of superiority to Latin Catholics:

and may be almost inclined to say, "If you

want to see the Church in perfection look

this way." Perhaps that was why I, who
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never count tact among the Four Cardinal

Virtues, asked my Worker whether he might

not learn a Catholic lesson or so from a

Calabrian monk—which he thought a very

funny suggestion: whereas a brilliant young

Jesuit on the other side of him seemed to think

there might be something in it.

Perhaps the sunny memory of Valle Crucis

lay like a shaft of clear and serene light

across my mind; at all events I was sure,

and am still, that the old monks have done

more for God and man than most of us,

with all our rush and tumble of energy, do

now. The Catholic Church we hear folk say

must fit herself to the times: must she?

Is it not rather true that God has already

fitted her for all times, because she reflects

His unvexed changelessness Who is Eternal,

and Time's Master. "They shall perish:

but Thou remainest : and all of them shall

grow old like a garment, but Thou art always

the self-same." Shall a weary world, sick

of vulgar novelty and noise, turn herself for

rest to a Church as novelty-crazed as she is,

a Church whose hard brilliance shall coldly

reflect, in a million facets, the million fancies

of an age that, in place of the Church's

perennial, tender, and sane charity for man
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(with a soul as well as a body), has taken up

the mere hobby of philanthropy and can

see nothing in man behind his troubled bones

and blood?



CHAPTER XIII

FERNANDO's FIRST HOME

Before I tell how Fernando's mother re-

moved herself and her children from Llan-

berwyn, I must say a word about her home
there, the first home he remembers. It was

a lodging, but homely and pleasant, not at

all like a lodging-house. There were no

other lodgers, and all the best rooms were

given up to Mrs. Burscough and her boys.

There was a small flower-garden, reached

by many steps from the road—it was hardly

a street—and the front-door, half of glass,

opened from the garden into a large cool

hall; the drawing-room, which was our dining-

room, and nursery, too, in winter; and the

dining-room where we sometimes had our

meals in summer—when it did not mean an

extra fire. The room that was really ours

had two windows, one looking into the garden.

the other over the street, which seemed to me
very far below—perhaps twenty feet. It was
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a pleasant cheerful room, and made homely

by a few framed water-colours painted by

my mother's beloved elder sister. One was

of the site of the Battle of the Alma, and

there were in it tall and melancholy Lombardy
poplars, under which was the grave of a dear

friend of the artist's and of my mother:

not that my aunt had ever been there;

she made the picture from a little sketch,

on the inside of an envelope, sent to her by

a brother officer of the young hero who never

came home by sea, but went straight there

from that distant place.

The other door in the hall led into our

landlord's kitchen—in our part of the house

he was never seen, only his wife and 'Liza,

their niece and maid-of-all-work. But I

knew Mr. Roberts very well, and liked him,

when he didn't kiss me: he was a large,

loose-jointed man, with iron-grey hair and

bright dark eyes, full of lazy mischief, and he

only shaved on Sundays—that, and reading

Lloyd's Weekly News was his substitute for

Divine Service. By the middle of the week

he was very bristly, and it was then that he

would especially enjoy kissing me, with a

horrible assurance that his "whisker-seed"

would cause me to come out "all over hair"
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on my cheeks and forehead. Loudly and

passionately I wept, unrelieved by Mrs.

Roberts's reminder that he had often kissed

her in his day, and that she had no whiskers

on her forehead. Except for this blemish,

Mr. Roberts was an agreeable companion;

and he constantly gave me "browis"—

a

luxury achieved by pouring boiling water into

a mug filled with stale bread-crusts well-

buttered, peppered and salted; a sort of

liquid savoury. He also made his wife give

me another lunch of hot mealy potatoes with

buttermilk over them. While I sat on a

three-legged stool consuming these dainties,

he combined instruction with pleasure by

teaching me to count in Welsh up to twenty-

nine; beyond that I never got, and Welsh
phrases I flatly refused to learn after he had

taught me one which proved to mean "Kiss

me, please, and rub the bristles in," an

invitation on which he traitorously acted.

Our Mr. Roberts never wore a coat indoors

except on Sundays (and not then while

reading his Sunday murders), but sat on the

"settle" in his shirt-sleeves, and, after

six p.m., in his "stocking-feet." The stock-

ings were blueish grey, and Mrs. Roberts

knitted them, and he abstained from boots
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at those hours out of cleanliness, "not to mucky
my kitchen," as his wife explained.

They had no children, and I never saw

that it mattered, for they had my brother and

me instead; and, besides, they had their

niece, 'Liza, who walked heavily, breathed

heavily, and fell down the back stairs heavily

—on the kitten (whom I preferred) ; and

she never got over it, I mean the kitten

didn't. 'Liza took it coolly, and insinuated

that there "were plenty more o' kittenses

where that came from"; which, indeed,

proved to be the case—five, I think in the

next instalment. Personally I was incon-

solable for the loss of Sooty (so christened by

my brother in a slop-bowl, with milk, which

she was allowed to drink after the ceremony),

and wept profusely over her shallow grave;

and hearing subsequently of someone who
had been buried in a trance, I exhumed her,

wrhen I had every reason to be satisfied of the

undoubted reality of her demise.

'Liza used to tell me stories, of an evening,

while she was making rush-candles, and I

remember some of them now, especially one

about an "Oger" (she made it rhyme with

so'ger) who resided in an adjacent mountain,

and lived entirely on male infants who wouldn't
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keep hold of their nurse's hands while out

walking. I respected his somewhat partial

rectitude, though hinting to 'Liza my opinion

there there was some negligence on the part

of the local police, whose business it would

seem to have been to restrain the Oger's zeal

within more legal bounds.

At right angles to our house, and also

facing the garden, was a much smaller one,

where another Mr. and Mrs. Roberts lived;

that Mrs. Roberts was a sister as well as a

sister-in-law to our Mrs. Roberts, but had

married the younger brother and accepted

cheerfully a slightly inferior position. To
distinguish her from our Mrs. Roberts,

Fernando called her "Mrs. Lobbits the Door,"

which meant "of the next door." The letter

R was his only enemy, and it was only by

ceaseless repetition that he learned to say at

last "Robin gave Richard a rap on the

wrist for roasting the rabbits too raw."

Long afterwards he had a friend whose father,

an Honourable and Reverend Canon of

Windsor (Fernando's senior by some seventy

years) could not manage the letter L, but

said instead, "Nord, now nettest Thou Thy
servant depart in peace."

Mrs. Roberts the Door had two advantages
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over her sister (though it was our Mrs.

Roberts who owned the two houses and the

malt-kilns)—she made potato-cakes for tea,

of an incredible butteriness; and she had a

little daughter, Grissy, who was a lovely

child, and never did anything to grieve

anybody but once. Eh, dear! how wrell I

remember that once; they took me to see

her, for the last time, in her tiny white and

silver coffin, and our Mrs. Roberts said she

would only play with the little angels now;

and she looked very fit for them.

I do not know if our mother had given

leave beforehand for that visit; but after-

wards she could hardly have disapproved of

it, for it could not be bad for anyone that his

first idea of death should be so sweet and

lovely.

Fernando's little playmate scarcely seemed

to be even sleeping, but rather listening with

softly closed eyes to a music he could only

guess from the smiling radiant reverence of her

face.

Opposite our garden, beyond the deep river

Dee, rose a queer-shaped, lowish mountain,

all by itself, with higher mountains behind

and a ruined castle on its top. All castles,

I thought, were built in ruins, and perfectly
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delightful; when confronted (before I was
six) with Chirk Castle, its air of complete pros-

perity and repair struck me as painfully stupid

and irregular.

Not far outside the village, at our end of

it, on a bluff over the Dee, lived, in adjacent

white cottages with pretty gardens, two sets

of people whom we knew. One was Mrs.

Smith O'Brien and her tiny daughter; their

husband and father, Mr. William Smith

O'Brien, was the famous Irish patriot, who
had been condemned to death for high treason,

which sentence was commuted to transporta-

tion for life. I believe, but am not sure,

that he was undergoing his punishment in

one of our penal colonies at the time when we
knew his wife and little daughter. Anyway,
he finally received a free pardon. I only

remember Mrs. O'Brien as a sad-faced, very

gentle lady, of whom people said that she

would be called The Honourable Mrs. Smith

O'Brien but for her husband's "treason,"

and that they always spoke of him as a very

noble if misguided gentleman. In the other

cottage lived a widow, also with a small

daughter, and I recollect that the latter was
photographed in a white Madeira muslin

frock with a real basket in her hand and arti-
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ficial flowers in it. The lady's brother, a

melancholy, grievous-looking young man,

lived or stayed with them; and about him

there was a tragic story. He had been in

the Army, and out in India with his regiment,

during the Mutiny, and a terrible duty had

fallen to him at the end of it (it had only been

suppressed three or four years when we knew
him). In some place where he was stationed

he chanced, by evil fortune, to be, I suppose,

the senior officer; at all events it fell to him

to stand by and give the word of command
when some wretched ringleader among the

mutineers had to be blown from the gun.

He performed his ghastly duty, but had to be

taken from the parade ground raving mad.

When we knew him he had recovered suffi-

ciently to be allowed to live at large with his

sister, and he was a harmless, gentle creature,

but always shuddering under the heavy cloud

of a grim and brooding memory. He had

but obeyed a terrible order, but he thought

that all who met him must hold him for a

murderer, and to himself he seemed to grope

always in a red mist of blood.

Once our mother, going to visit his sister,

found him in the little hall, and, without

noticing that he had half held out a timid hand,
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said a word of greeting, bowed, and passed

upstairs to the drawing-room.

"Ah," said he afterwards to his sister, "she

would not touch my hand. She saw the blood on

it."

Poor young man! After fifty years I re-

member well his harmless, hopeless face; and

I have often thought since that, had he been

a Catholic, he might, instead of his solitary

brooding, have joined some Order of Penance,

and there have found first peace and then

happiness.



CHAPTER XIV

THE FIRST STEP

When first we had gone to Llanberwyn

we went, though I don't remember it, in a

coach; the railway only came shortly before

we left the place, and my first journey in a

train was when we moved to Gracechurch.

Of our life there anyone who cares to read

may do so in the book I have called by that

name.

We were there chiefly because our mother

had been told of an excellent school for boys

of the "better class," kept by the Rev. T.

Knight. But when we arrived he was just

dead, and the church was hung in black in

honour of him. One of his former pupils

professed to continue the school, in the same

school-house; but there were no longer any

boarders, and the day-boys were mostly only

the sons of the small tradesmen of the little

town; and the new master was quite young,

had no great authority or mental endowments,
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and was hardly of a position to maintain

the school with its former prestige. My
brother went to it till he was old enough to

go away to a very distant public school;

and how I also went and how I left it very

shortly is told in Gracechurch, and need not

be told again here. It was not for many
years that Fernando himself went to school

away from home, for in all that time he was

delicate, and that is why he saw much more

of the life of the little town than either of

his brothers, who were only there in the

holidays.

Even now, after leaving Llanberwyn behind,

another thing must be said about the time

there: it was in the "dining-room" (which

I have said we seldom dined in) of Mrs.

Roberts' house that Fernando's mother first

told him the story of the death of Christ.

Tt is strange that he can remember well the

day, and almost the words with which that

Divine History first came into his life. He
had been very naughty, baby-passionate,

and had been sorry and forgiven. Then had

come a pause of tired half-sleep in his mother's

arms, by the window, in the nearly empty

room. It was a day of hard cold light and

bustling wind, with March dust driven by the
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gusts along the vacant street outside: for

though it was not Sunday it was a Church

day and the very day on which the Divine

Tragedy has its arch-commemoration among
Christians.

The child was not then, I think, four years

old, but the Crucifix itself wras familiar to his

sight, for it had hung all his little life over his

mother's bed: and already he knew whose

Figure it was that was represented. But,

though many crucifixes are realistic and full

of agonised suggestion, the one he knew was

not of that kind. The cross itself was
elaborately ornamented and the Divine Figure

suggested only peace, and sweetness, a super-

human dignity, and unearthly love. A child

who knew nothing of spite or cruelty, to

whom hatred was a word unheard of, and if

heard would have brought no meaning,

could easily be familiar with that cross and

never guess it had been an instrument of tor-

ture and death.

It was, I am sure, reluctantly that his

mother unfolded to her baby the fearful

story of man's envy and malignant hate of

God made man. Almost hurriedly, but with

the haste that dares not linger, pryingly, on

holy ground, she traced the sorrowful path
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to Calvary; and linked the human life of the

Christmas Child with the Man of Nazareth and

Golgotha. Her words were mostly those of

the Scripture itself, brief and plain, dilating

nothing, heightening nothing with colouring of

her own. But she told that tale of the world's

supreme tragedy in such fashion that the child

who heard could never forget, and never need

again to be taught that its Protagonist was God
Himself.

The windy afternoon waned to dusk, but

before it ended the little listening child had

already become fixed in the Love of all his

life. Looking back, over half a century, it

seems to me as plain and clear as death and

life themselves that all the later steps that

brought him actually within the Catholic Church

were but inevitable details; that he had come

to the threshold on that first-remembered Good
Friday.

Well, Mrs. Burscough and her two boys,

with their very few and meagre household

goods, moved back into England, though only

just over the border: and Fernando, who could

remember nothing but Wales, felt that it was

promotion. To live anywhere outside Eng-

land was in some fashion exile, and to be

in it again was coming home. And certainly
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Gracechurch was a homely place, kindly and

neighbourly, where everybody seemed willing

to make friends. It could hardly have been

so delightful if it had been less quaint, for its

quaintness gave it a character and individu-

ality of its own. No doubt there were, fifty

years ago (perhaps there may be now), other

little English towns outwardly just like it;

but I suspect that anyone who knew any two

of these intimately, from inside, would feel

certain that each was really separate and

individual. In a crowd hundreds of faces

look almost the same, but if you could make

real acquaintance with their owners you would

find how different each was from any other

of them.

When Gracechurch appeared reviewer after

reviewer cried out " 'Cranford' come again!"

and no more priceless eulogy could have been

given to any book of the kind. Yet the re-

viewers themselves confessed that the Grace-

church folk were distinct and different from

the immortal Cranfordians; not scolding the

Gracechurchians' chronicler, but admitting their

independence and individuality.

Some good reviewers, of the less acute

sort, summed Gracechurch up as a strongly

"churchy" little place; but it was in fact far
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more Positive than Ecclesiastical; theology

would have poured off its back like water off a

duck's—it thought more of coals, blankets and

flannel petticoats.

Some few of its inhabitants—mostly out-

siders who had settled there—were High

Church, or Low Church; but they were excep-

tional, and it was as exceptional personages,

of odd behaviour, that their doings were speci-

fied in Gracechurch, not as typical. The true

Gracechurchian was merely "Church" if of the

genteeler class, or very likely "Chapel" if of

the lower middling order. I don't think any

Gracechurchian thought of a Bishop, like Uncle

Pullet, as of a sort of baronet who might or

might not be a clergyman: we were too enlight-

ened for that: but few Gracechurchians ever

thought of bishops at all, except once in three

or four years, when one came to confirm from

the Cathedral town a good way off in the Mid-

lands: and our local baronet was anything but

episcopal.



CHAPTER XV

MY FIRST BIG HOUSE

There were in Gracechurch, for the size of the

place, a small town of well under two thousand

inhabitants, a great many good houses, none of

which ever stood empty: and accordingly there

were plenty of gentry. But, as the gentlefolks

were mostly elderly widow ladies with four

unmarried daughters apiece, it happened that

there were hardly any children for Fernando

to play with. After his own brother went

away to school, there was only one other little

boy: and the father of that one, Colonel

Grace, was a Member of Parliament, who
took his family to London for nearly half the

year.

It thus came about that Fernando, during

many months of each year, had scarcely any-

one of his own age to talk to, and spent his

time almost entirely with people much older

than himself, or else quite alone. He did

not mind this at all, but perhaps it made him

(what he hated to hear himself called) "old-
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fashioned/' Instead of games, which there

was no one to share, he invented rather odd

pastimes for himself: and these he grew to

like, so that when at last he himself went

away to school he could not play any boys'

game well, and thoroughly disliked them all.

Books had been for so long his real companions

that he found himself shy and awkward with

other boys: and probably to them he seemed

queer and stupid. He had made a world of

his own, and it was full of interesting and

pleasant inhabitants, but they were all grown

up: many of them were real people, famous

too, but if they had been still alive they would

have been hundreds of years old; and many
more if they had never died had never been

born either, creations of the child's own fancy,

or of the genius of great writers.

Sometimes he would live for weeks, not in

Gracechurch at all, but in Shetland, among
the people wThom Sir Walter sets in his

Pirate; with whose story Fernando took

strange liberties, adding and altering: at

other times he would be in Spain with Don
Quixote, whom he loved with a wistful

tenderness, never taking sides in the laugh

against him but making him far more success-

ful and triumphant, and to that end inventing
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for him new adventures and different compan-

ions. For which Cervantes, I hope, would not

be cross with the boy.

He made a history of England for himself,

saving many lives and sacrificing some others.

He changed clothes with Charles I in prison

(his must have been a tight fit for the poor

monarch), who thus escaped to Queen Hen-
rietta in France: and the change not being

detected till too late, it was to Fernando that

Bishop Juxon said, "You exchange an earthly

for an eternal crown.
,,

Not having spared his own life he could

not be blamed for depriving Oliver Cromwell of

his, whom he hanged, as later on he hanged Wil-

liam of Orange.

Mary Queen of Scots he also saved from

death, by means of a rope ladder flung up

(with a file and other small matters) to the

window of her bedroom in Fotheringay, a

fleet steed, and a ship of which Fernando

himself was captain. Queen Elizabeth he

did not execute, but merely dethroned, and

married (as his third wife) to Sir William

Cecil, Lord Burghley, for their mutual cor-

rection.

The Elector Sophia Dorothea of Zell he

released from captivity and re-united to
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her Elector George (not at St. James's, but

at Herrenhausen), a punishment that seemed

grievous enough for any offences she has ever

been proved to have committed. It was only

at the death of Henry IX, "Cardinal York,"

that Fernando permitted £he House of Bruns-

wick to ascend the throne of three realms,

which naturally made George I of George the

Third.

Prince Charles Edward was never forced by

his timid Council of War to retreat from

Derby, but went on to London, and after

his father's coronation, went to Ireland as Vice-

roy till his own accession. There was no Cul-

loden, and Cumberland never earned his title of

Butcher.

History thus edited is much pleasanter than

the real thing.

It may be a little different with romance,

for Fernando made Paul Dombey recover and

marry Cordelia Blimber, spectacles and all;

and Mr. Toots did also marry Florence,

though he expired, quite painlessly, a few

weeks before Walter's return from being

drowned—"drown-ded," as Captain Cuttle

put it. I'm afraid he took the appalling

liberty of making Ralph Nickleby repent and

lead Miss La Creevy to the altar—which she
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undoubtedly would have repented. And
David Copperfield's mother never married

Mr. Murdstone (which naturally saved David

much misery), but found a more congenial

partner in Mr. Dick—Miss Trotwood, espous-

ing Agnes' father, was not in the least jealous.

One of these singular impertinences, com-

mitted by Fernando on masterpieces of

fiction, has much to be said for it. He caused

Fanny Price, in Mansfield Park, to reconsider

her refusal of Henry Crawford, who was not

too good for her, as he would have made her;

so that Edmund married Mary, and two

prigs were ameliorated and became nearly as

fine characters as they thought themselves.

Did—the reader may ask himself—a small

boy of six read Dickens, Cervantes, Scott,

and Jane Austen? No; but the Grace-

church period lasted from the time Fernando

was six to the time he was nineteen, and at

nineteen he had written a novel of his own,

and two years afterwards it was published.

That it had nothing whatever in common
with any work of any master of fiction will

be believed very readily; its only merit was
brevity.

Some of Fernanda's more social pleasures

were connected with unlikely places; for
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instance, the first large party he ever went

to was at the workhouse. Gracechurch was
altogether so pretty that it could not even

have a really ugly workhouse. It was not

in the town, but some little way out in the

country, standing back from the road and

approached from it by a broad straight

drive—rather imposing; with trees on each

side of it, and beyond the trees the big garden

in which the more able-bodied paupers

worked. From the entrance gate the road

went somewhat, steeply up, and, on the

flat top of the hill, the big house stood looking

out over the lovely mere. In front was a

wide sweep of gravel with broad borders all

round it filled with old-fashioned flowers. The
workhouse itself was only plain, too simple and

unpretentious to be ugly, and its red brick was
old enough to have taken a mellow tint—besides

it was half covered with vines and jasmine and

trained rose-trees.

It was the first very big house Fernando had

ever been in—as it was the first and last for

many poor people whom he saw there. Inside

it was spotlessly clean everywhere, but it had

an odd smell, compounded of soft-soap, cordu-

roys and whitewash.

The party was a Christmas Tree given to
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the inmates by Colonel and Mrs. Grace, than

whom in all his life Fernando has never met

anyone kinder. In those days, fifty years ago,

it was not a mere fashion to think of the hidden

poor, but Colonel Grace and his beautiful wife

did think of everybody, and made the rays of

their own prosperity warm and brighten dull

and shadowed lives that by most would have

been forgotten.

There was a sumptuous tea, and the number

of them who sat down to it was too great for

all to be accommodated in one place, huge

as the wards were. There were very old

men and women, and women hardly old, and,

alas, many children who had no father to claim

them on earth. After tea there wrere prizes

for the men (and for some of the old women,

too), and during that interval we were shown

the house.

In Ireland workhouses are often managed
by nuns, and that gives them a homeliness

and friendliness that nothing else could.

But in England such management is, of

course, unknown. At Gracechurch, however,

the master and matron of the workhouse

were very worthy and capable people, by

no means hard or harsh, no stricter than

discipline required, and clearly thinking no
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worse of the folk under their charge because

they were poor and dependent on legal

charity. Mr. and Mrs. Williams were, I

should think, of a class somewhat above that

of those in their position, as things were

half a century ago; and perhaps Mrs. Wil-

liams was a degree or so more refined than

her husband: she was many degrees better

looking, and she had a daughter—Miss Prince

—by a former husband. Miss Prince was
quite aristocratic, almost aggressively so.

She was very pale, and was always dressed

in mourning, not weedy, dingy black, but

soft, rather rich-looking, gracefully flowing

draperies; and she knew how to wear her

clothes. Her eyes were nearly as black as

her dress, large, brilliant and liquid—but

not exactly soft. She talked the best English

and liked to talk a good deal of it. Her
stepfather treated her as a distinguished

visitor, and even her mother always listened

when she wanted to absorb the conversation.

Miss Prince was an invalid, though I never

heard of any particular disease from which

she suffered, and her delicacy made her more

aristocratic. I was going to say, just now,

that she carried herself well, but she never

carried herself at all; she and her Bath chair
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wore a sort of Centaur, and no one over saw
her out of it. Two paupers pulled it in

front, and one pushed it behind, and in it

she went every Sunday to church. There

was a chapel in the workhouse, and there

was. of course, a church in the town—

a

very large and beautiful one: but Miss

Prince frequented neither. About three

miles on the other side of Gracechurch

was a village called Marehthorpe (perhaps

because it stood in the March between Wales

and England), and the clergyman there was

soaringly High Church—he was like a lark

that sing's itself higher and higher while you

look. In his church alone could Miss Prince

say her prayers, and thither Sunday by Sun-

day was Miss Prince lugged and pushed by

her three paupers. To get there she had to

pass the gate of her own parish church,

and I think it was good of her paupers not

to break down at that point: but perhaps

they also were High Church. At Mareh-

thorpe site went in. Bath chair and a
1

!.

and took tip her position in church close by

the font. Some in Gracechurch be-

lieved that Miss Prince had once been en-

gaged to be married, and that the gentleman

had soared aloft, just before he should have
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changed her name. That, they thought,

was the reason why she always wore mourning

and always went about in a Bath chair

—

the reason also why she must go to church

at Marchthorpe, on the principle, I suppose,

that the higher she got the nearer she would

be to him. But this, so far as I know, was
purely conjectural romance. When we went

"over the house" we were shown Miss

Prince's own room: it was large, bleakly

lofty, and uncommonly well-furnished. But

what struck Fernando most was the bed;

its towering height suggested as many mat-

tresses as that of the famous princess who
felt the folded rose-leaf through them all.

However Miss Prince mounted it without a

crane to drop her there he could not guess;

clearly she could not be wheeled into it in the

Bath chair.

Downstairs in the matron's parlour we
had tea, and there wrere all sorts of good things

piled on a great table, beside which, in her

Bath chair, Miss Prince was drawn up. After

tea her paupers came in and wheeled her along

the gaunt passages to the big hall where was
the Christmas-tree; we joining the cortege.

How cheery sounded the voices of Colonel

and Mrs. Grace, and of their children, in
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those echoing corridors! And how infectious

was the pleasantness of their kind faces in

the crowd of the huge room! I think it

was the light of their friendly and neighbourly

smiles that shone, as much as that of the

countless tapers on the towering trees, on

the answering faces of the poor folk there.

I wonder if they who entertain the rich and

pleasure-jaded ever see in the faces of their

guests such a glow of grateful enjoyment?

The high, grim walls were decked well with

shining holly and ivy, and at one end, in tall

red letters of holly beads was this Scrip-

ture:

"and a little child shall lead us."

I think it was Miss Prince who had set

it there; and as Mrs. Grace read it, looking

up when she came in, there was a lovely

light in her sweet, kind eyes; and from it

they wandered round on the old, spoiled faces

crowding near, and in a little whisper she said

to herself, so low that Fernando, next her,

barely heard:

"Eh, yes ! back
"

How many, many parties has Fernando

been to since, in all these fifty years; of

how few does there remain a pleasanter

memory than of that strange one, in that
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great room so unused to merry-making, with

its white, long beams holding high the roof;

of its worn and failed old guests, of its child-

guests, who had seen so little of prettiness or

gaiety in their unwanted lives, and of its gra-

cious hostess, whose hand—long, long dead

—

was opening that night a little window to let

shine just a gleam of cheer and gladness on all

those unaccustomed faces. Are the tapers of

that bright tree burnt out? I doubt they never

did; but one by one the angels carried them to

set them up, votive, before the Mother of the

Christmas Child and Him, in that place of

which He is the Light.



CHAPTER XVI

THE MAGNET

I have said how Fernando re-wrote history

himself, as some compensation to his

hurt sympathies, that the harsh perversity

of fact had wounded. Perhaps every reader

of history, not this child-reader only, makes

for himself a special stage on which all its

: and a special drama of his own

their exits and their entrances

arc but scenes in a single piece which has

never had any last act yet. To some English

ry has been but the long drawn story

of the Constitution, dramatised among the

countless actors in many ages. To others

it is the tale of Democracy; to many formerly,

to few n iw, the crowned pageant of Monarchy.

Fernando also set. on a stage of his own.

his own drama of history; for him it was all

the story of the Church, which Kings came

up and touched, interfering!}-, and peoples,

: . In those first days the only history

books he had were those that professed to

130
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set out England's growth from her beginnings

till our own times. And they were certainly

not written from a Catholic standpoint;

the encroachments of Church and Pope were

carefully suggested. It seemed always in-

tended to show that the haughty foe of

princes and peoples alike was the Church,

above all as represented by her Head. But

Fernando wTould not believe. He wras vehe-

mently a monarchist, but half his strong

conviction of the rights of Kings came from

his idea that they fitted naturally into the

great scheme of Christendom, of which the

Head was not a King, but a priest; and his

feeling of the sanctity of their office was very

like that of the Middle Ages—their crowning

was not a mere ceremonial, but had a sacra-

mental character. A bad man might be

made a priest, but he must be a priest for

ever; and a bad man might be made a king,

but his anointing could never be effaced.

For the Kings of England, personally, as

he read of them, he did not care very much;

for Edward the Confessor, and for Henry VI
he did care with a peculiar, wistful affection;

they were made out failures, and for them

on whom history has set the cold label of

failure he had a deep and reverent tenderness.
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And those two gentle kings were sweet of

life, devout, and spiritual, better courtiers of

a greater king than themselves than masters

of stiff and unruly man. The Church was

their real home, and in the harsh jostle of their

own realms they had been but exiles.

Half of Fernando's sad loyalty to the first

Charles was due to the broken fortunes of

that coldly slaughtered sovereign, the other

half rose from the belief, true or mistaken,

that he was the martyr of men who hated

every reminder of the old religion. It was

the Dutch Protestantism of William of

Orange that made him utterly repulsive to

Fernando, and the fact that he stood in

opposition to the Catholic and real king.

To Fernando all England seemed strewn

with the bones of the old Church; not ugly

charnel-house bones, but lovely relics, with a

poignant sad fragrance—the ruins of abbeys,

the old churches, and the old cathedrals,

village crosses here and there, or the stumps

of crosses desecrated and overthrown, the

Colleges of Oxford, Cambridge, Winchester

and Eton. For every scrap of antiquarian

lore he had hungry ears, but chiefly because

all of it that he heard was ecclesiastical,

and served to witness the Catholic genesis
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of buildings that had long forgotten Catholic

uses.

Of the Catholic Church, as still alive, potent

and full of unaging vigour, in other lands, he

could not think at first, because he did not

know. Though half Irish he never set foot

in Ireland till he was twelve years old, and

his passionate love of the old faith and the old

Church had been an inextricable part of him

long before this. Of course long before then,

too, he knew that Ireland was Catholic, and

Spain and Italy, France and Poland, Austria

and half Germany, and all the huge southern

half of the New World. But, at first, when he

began to cast longing and loving eyes back on

the Catholic England in which he would

have wished to live, he only knew England,

and scarcely knew of any countries outside it

except as distant names. So that his ideas

of the Catholic Church were of a splendid and

lovely thing that had had a thousand years of

English life, and then had been foully mur-

dered: full well he hated her effectual

murderer, and, never having an enemy of his

own, he made Henry VIII his abhorred enemy:

and of all the women who ever lived he loathed

Elizabeth the worst. That she destroyed her

captive kinswoman Mary was enough, for
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him, to prove the Queen of Scots perfect in

body and soul. Henry and Elizabeth

between them had robbed him, he felt with

bitter resentment, of his own Catholicity:

they had killed his right mother, and filial

piety demanded his abhorrence of their

memory. They had slain the Church: and

she lay dead, her sweet bones lying up and

down the land, and he could only moan over

them, and kiss them with devout sorrow, and

passionate remembrance of his loss. And
then he was told, one memorable day, that she

was not dead, and had never died; that

stripped, robbed, disinherited, wounded

brutally, she lived on: that the English

Church he knew was the old Catholic Church

oddly habited, and with queer labels

scrawled upon her face, maimed in her

powers, problematic in her utterance, held

aloof from her friends, but alive. I do not

wonder that he leapt to the belief. Tell the

strange child who has ever been thinking in

secret, passionately loving and wanting in

secret, the mother he believed dead, whom he

thought he could not even remember, but of

whpm all his life long he has been shyly

treasuring hints and shreds of description

gathered everywhere he could—tell him that
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she did not really die; that he may nestle

to her warm and beating heart, and feel still

her arms about him—will he not believe?

Will he scan too close the ugly fashion of her

raiment, unlike what he had ever heard of it,

the sh'abbiness of the rags that scarce hide

her weak and wavering arms? If her speech

be less gracious and less sweet, less wise and

coherent than he has heard its dead echoes in

his faithful heart, will he be too critical?

If she be indeed his mother, who was dead and

is alive, can he be harsher to her than the prodi-

gal's father was to him?

It must be bitter to the devoutly tender

son to hear whispers that in her absence she

has wandered far, and filled herself by times

with but empty husks: but is he to make
question of them? Must he be like Noe's

wicked son and stare close and laugh at her

shame ?

To Fernando the hearing that his mother

the Church had never died in England, that

the English Church was still, and always had
been, Catholic: was breathlessly glad news;

that it brought some disillusionment he had

to try and bear. For a long time her life had
not been very spiritual or glorious: she had
made queer friends and had lived at ease
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with them, and like them. Their loose

opinions had affected her. There were spots

upon her raiment, and worldly lines scored on

her face: her mouth had used itself to un-

natural talk, her knees had grown pliant to

base custom. She had been no irreproachable

governess of her children, but had let their

heritage be filched from them, and had suffered

them to hear misstatements, truth perverted,

untruth winked at. But with all this

admitted, he was told she was alive still, and

would mend her faults. She who should

have taught her children, was beginning

to learn of them: they would patch the

holes in her raiment, and renew its beauty

for her . . .

If only the child Fernando had clutched at

this too flattering tale it would not matter

much: but thousands have drunk it in with

thirsty ears and rooted it in their hearts. As
for Fernando it was taught to him about a

year before his first visit to Catholic Ireland;

and full in the faith of it he went there, not

yet a Catholic himself but valorously believing

himself one; .as deeply in love as ever with

the old Church, but light of heart to think that

he really belonged to it.

Those among whom he staved, his own
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kinsfolk, were all Protestant—Irish Protest-

ant, with no nonsense about it! To some of

them his "Puseyism" was a mere English

vagary, pardonable in a young boy who had

unfortunately been brought up in England,

where Protestantism flirted with Popery:

to most of them it was too objectionable to bear

recognition or mention.

With no Catholics was he brought in

intimate contact—unfortunately. He was

never inside a Convent, or spoke to a priest

except in company of Protestants—and hardly

ever that. Sometimes he did find his way

into a Catholic Church, but it was not easy to

make the opportunity, and they were but

brief and stolen visits. In this way he

managed to visit a few churches in Dublin,

and a few other places : in Dublin, St. Andrew's,

Westmoreland Row, the Pro-Cathedral in

Marlborough Street, and one that he was told

was called Adam and Eve. At Malahide

he went several times to pray in the Catholic

Church, but never spoke to any priest there,

though he saw the Parish Priest at an auction,

bidding for a chest of drawers in which

Fernando would have liked to hide, that he

might creep forth and talk to his Reverence

after it had been carried home. In Youghal
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he was able only once to find his way to the

Catholic Church. At Cork he was luckier,

having several hours to spend there, on his

homeward journey, alone. All of the time he

gave to three Catholic Churches, though no

service was going on in any of them—the

Cathedral on Shandon Hill, near to which his

mother was born, the Dominicans, St. Mary
on the Quay, and the Franciscans. In the

first of these someone was softly practising

on the organ, and the low, plaintive sounds,

like a whisper, often pausing, and now and

then repeated, made a sympathetic accompani-

ment to the child's prayer to the Blessed

Sacrament.

Only once did he find himself alone with

Catholics of the peasant class; he had ridden

up into the mountain, from the castle where

his cousin lived down on an "inch" by

the matchless Blackwater that is so much
lovelier than the greater Rhine; on the

flattish table-lands of the mountain top, at a

place called, I think, Kilnaclurachorn (I

apologise for the spelling), it came on to rain

in black torrents, and Fernando took shelter

in a cabin, a lad taking the horse under some

cover somewhere. There was a very old

woman, huddling close to the dull fire of peat,
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her daughter, and her son-in-law, and ever so

many boys and girls. None of them could, or

would, speak English: and all that Fernando

had Irish for was "A hundred thousand

welcomes'*—and that phrase was for them,

not him. They doubled it, each of them, in

their eyes, but what else they said he could not

guess. They were merry and genial in manner

—till a blinding lightning-flash came, and lit

up the dim corners of the hut for an instant.

Then Fernando crossed himself out of a habit

already years old, without thinking. And it

made a difference. They, whose guest he

was, sat and stood still, with more restraint,

and they said no more: but seemed one and

all to arm themselves wTith an impenetrable

reserve. They knew who Fernando was, and

whence he came; that he was a Protestant

was his misfortune, and perhaps not just his

fault—a black inheritance he had been born

to: but that a Protestant should steal a

Catholic pass-word—that woke in them a

silent watchful suspicion.

Fernando must have been duller than he

was not to be instinctively sensible of the

suspicion and the change: and it was not,

perhaps, strange that he half resented it.

But, looking back after four and forty years,
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I am not sure that it did not in the long run

do him good. That those half-clad, ill-fed

peasants in the smoky hovel on the rainy

mountain were Catholics he never doubted;

he knew already many, many things of which

they were as ignorant as a fish is of the sea,

but one thing at all events they knew—What
their Church was and who belonged to it.



CHAPTER XVII

FERNANDO's FAVOURITE SCHOOLFELLOW

During that, his first visit to Ireland,

Fernando, as has been said, came into no real

personal contact with Catholics. And perhaps

there may be hundreds of thousands of Pro-

testants that have lived all their lives in Ire-

land who have had as little, though they may
have been meeting Catholics, and exchanging

talk with them, weekly and almost daily.

The Boyne river divides, not two counties

but two religions, and there is scarce a

bridge.

But Fernando peeped wistfully at the

Catholic Church in being from outside, and it

was there that he slowly began to re-learn the

bleak lesson that he was outside.

From outside Fernando had meagre and

rare peeps at Catholicity in Ireland. At
Kingstown there was a Convent, with wrought

iron gates at which he often waited half an

hour together, in hopes of catching glimpses

of the nuns: I am sure if those good Sisters
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had known of the little queer Protestant boy,

with patient eagerness, watching For a sight of

them, they would have passed slowly from

their high walled garden to their house, and

perhaps have spared a short prayer for him.

There was at Kingstown an Institution

called the Birds' Nest, and that Fernando was

perfectly free to visit: but he did not want to.

No doubt it was very good in its way, but it

was the Protestant way, and it had no

attraction at all for him. No puzzled police-

man ever saw him loitering there, and flattening

his young nose against its gate.

Well, he came back to England, and soon

left home For school: a school Founded by the

very un-Catholic Edward VI in a Cathedral

town of the English Midlands. Dr. Johnson,

"The Great Lexicographer," had been there

before Fernando, and the boy held him in

loving veneration. The great heart in that

unwieldy, uncouth body, was not only tender

and charitable, but it was half-Catholic. No
man ever belittled the old religion to the

aw Ful Doctor without a sharp bringing to

book. lie was a Protestant by accident—the

grim accident of the .Reformatidn and in-

heritance: by sympathy he was, generations

be Fore Pusey, more really Catholic than
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Pusey ever became. His friendship for

broken, even fallen, creatures was most

Catholic in quality; and he would always

make protest against misstatements or mis

com ept ions of ( Catholic doct 1 ine, When
Boswell asked him what he thought of

Purgatory, he said, "Why, Sir, if is a verj

harmless doctrine. They (the Catholics) are

of opinion that the generality of mankind

are neithei so obstinately wicked as to deserve

eternal punishment, nor so good as to merit

being admitted into the society of Messed

spirits! and therefore God is graciously pleased

to allow of a middle state, when- they may be

purified by certain degrees of suffering, Yon
see. Sir, there is nothing unreasonable in this."

Boswell: "But then, Sir, their Masses for

the dead?"

Johnson: "Why, Sir, if ii be once estab

lished that there are souls in Purgatory, ii is

as proper to pray for iiwui, as foi our brethren

<d mankind who are vet in this life."

Boswell: "The idolatry of the Mass?"

Johnson: "Sir, i here is no idolatry in the

Mass. They believe GOD to be there, and

they adore I Eim."

BoSWell: "The worship of Sain! ?"

Johnson: "Sir, they do not worship the
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saints; they invoke them: they only ask their

prayers . .
." (Here he went on to blame

what he supposed to be certain abuses of these

doctrines in practice, then)

Boszccll: "Confession ?"

Johnson: "Why, I don't know but that it

is a good thing. The Scripture says 'Confess

your faults one to another' and the priests

confess as well as the laity. Then it must be

considered that their absolution is only upon

repentance, and often upon penance also. . .
."

Johnson also delivered to Sir William Scott,

the following dictum: "A man who is

converted from Protestantism to Popery

may be sincere: he parts wTith nothing: he is

only super-adding to what he already had.

But a convert from Popery to Protestantism

gives up so much of what he has held as

sacred as anything that he retains: there is so

much laceration of mind in such a conversion

that it can hardly be sincere and lasting."

When Dr. Leland's History of Ireland was

mentioned, Johnson said ("bursting forth

with a generous indignation") : "The Irish

are in a most unnatural state; for we see

there the minority prevailing over the

majority. There is no instance, even in the

ten persecutions, of such severity as that
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which the Protestants of Ireland have

exercised against the Catholics. Did we tell

them we have conquered them, it would be

above board: to punish them by confiscation

and other penalties, as rebels, was monstrous

injustice. King William was not their lawful

sovereign: he had not been acknowledged

by the Parliament of Ireland, when they ap-

peared in arms against him."

Fernando spent more time in thought

with his "old schoolfellow," the Doctor,

than he spent in games with the boys who
were actually his schoolfellows then; and

many prayers did he offer up for the soul

of that loved and venerated friend. The
Cathedral at Lichfield is very lovely; not

one of the largest, but one of the most

perfect in form and in situation. Behind the

gardens of the houses at one side of the

Close is a broad pool, in which the three

exquisite spires of the minster ever lie, in

inverse picture, as though hanging down
into the fathomless sky beneath.

Around the warm red-brown Cathedral

are smooth lawns of greenest velvet, and the

front of the fane itself is covered with statues

of saints in canopied niches; over the porch

is that of St. Chad, its founder, in the vest-
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ments of a Catholic bishop; within the porch

is Our Lady's image with the Divine Infant in

her arms.

In the Cathedral Fernando spent his hap-

piest hours, ever dreaming of the old days

when its choir was filled with priests, and

sometimes imagining himself lost there in

an eager crowd while the Holy Wars of the

Cross were being preached.

Once he went almost straight from it to

the little Catholic church at the other end

of the town; as he saw it, it was perhaps

sixty or seventy years old, and poor enough;

with hardly any claim to beauty. The con-

trast was sad and poignant. St. Chad's

Cathedral; and his own special church where

his cell w^as, and where his Holy Well is;

Our Lady's church, large and stately; St.

Michael's topping the hill: all without Mass;

and only this meagre shelter for the Blessed

Sacrament. Here were no lovely spires,

here no sculptured lines of saints decking the

narrow front; but here Fernando already

knew was the Saints' Master, whose Perfec-

tion they mirrored piecemeal as the many little

facets of gems give out but fragments of the

one Light.

Nearly opposite the school itself was a
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"Hospital" of St. John, for a Master and

thirteen poor men, that had once been a

priory. It was a quaint and beautiful little

place, with the old Pre-Reformation chapel still

in use.

Certainly a Cathedral town in England is

a bad place to drive out of the mind of a

boy given to musings on England's Catholic

days, the thoughts that were ever drawing,

drawing him more and more irresistibly to

Catholicity.

It was during his time at Lichfield, however,

that Fernando, with other boys, was confirmed

as an Anglican. The head master of the school

gave the lads certain instructions, and they

also were sent, as a class, and severally,

to one of the curates of St. Mary's. He was

much more High Church than the head master,

though perhaps he would not be held very

"High" now. He set papers of questions

on the Creed to the boys, and some of Fer-

nando's answers were, he pointed out (not

at all fiercely) more Roman than Anglican;

he was good-natured enough to keep these

strictures between himself and the boy, and

Fernando received no scolding, and was duly

presented for Confirmation.

His "First Communion" followed, and
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many others, in which the boy firmly believed

that he was receiving the Body of Christ him-

self. It was not till full five years later that

the disconcerting doubt of Anglican Orders crept

in to trouble him.



CHAPTER XVIII

A PRIVATE PUPIL

To Lichfield Fernando had gone from one

vicarage, where he had been a private pupil,

and from Lichfield he went as a private pupil

to another—with his head master, who had

been presented to the living. The house

was comfortable enough, but the place was

hideous; a huge, very populous, mining

village in what is called, only too aptly, the

Black Country; a bare, treeless, windy

region with coal-pits everywhere. It was

quite new, called into existence by the

mines; and the long rows of raw red-brick

cottages, all exactly alike, and without gar-

dens, seemed to Fernando a nightmare of

ugliness. The contrast between this horrible

parody of a village and his beloved Grace-

church nearly choked him. At Gracechurcri

hardly two houses were alike, and all were

old, mellowed, too, not by time alone, but

by human use and sympathy; so each had

its character, slowly acquired and reflective
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of placid generations of habitations. There

were streets with ancient names, as the

Watergate, linking the little town with past

times and customs; and the great church,

dominating the place, had been there for

hundreds of years before the Reformation.

The people, too, had not been there themselves

but belonged there in their forefathers from

immemorable time; but they were of many
different callings, and of many various grades,

blended into the unit of an ordered society.

At this other place in the Black Country

it was all different; no one had been born

there except the babies, and the people

came from the four winds; they were all

of one class and one calling, yet they made
no community, and had no social bond.

The number of inhabitants was very likely

greater than that of Gracechurch, but the

place had no character of a town except

populousness; and one had, under indignant

protest, to call it a village. The church

was as new and stark as the cottages of the

same hot-looking, flower-pot red brick; those,

however, of the miners who came to church

liked to sing, and sang well.

At Gracechurch it did not so much seem

as if the quaint streets wanted to struggle
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out into the country, as that the friendly

country liked to creep upon the town and

see what its quiet neighbours were about.

At Pitville (its real name was nearly as nasty)

there were no real streets; but the long

ranks of monstrous houses dashed out along

a black road, or up a black hill, as if merely

in the hopeless desire to get away from each

other (the only sign of grace they had)

;

there was nothing to tempt them further

afield, for all they could reach was the same

black land on which they themselves were

built. There were no fields, no woods, no

pleasant roads with trees in the green hedges

—there were no hedges for them to grow in;

only unfenced black tracts leading from pit

to pit.

There was, indeed, an immense reservoir,

and the uncouth foreign name was good

enough for it. No escaped lunatic could

think it was a lake. The only timber near

it, or in sight, was that about the gaunt

pit-heads. No ferns or plants grew on its

asphalt banks; when the sun shone the

waters would not kiss those black lips, with

tender low murmurs; wrhen the rain fell

they only hissed rudely. To walk around

its smoke-seared shores—shores, indeed!

—
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was to bid Fernando be homesick for the lovely

meres that lay among the woods and parky fields

round Gracechurch.

How he loathed those walks—from nowhere

to nowhere and back again!

Had he been free to make friends with the

pitmen, or their loud-voiced, unfriendly-

looking wives in the hideous cottages, it

might have been better, more human. But

he was now no longer a Gracechurch boy,

only a private pupil, marched forth for

air and exercise with three or four other

private pupils, as dull and bored as himself,

under the somewhat timorous wing of an

usher duller and more bored than any of

them. That poor usher! What a life his

must have been. To rise in the bleak

morning, and all day long teach four boys,

who did not greatly care to learn, things

that he as little cared to teach. I do not

think they liked him much, and very likely

he had no occasion to like them. They
thought him a nuisance, and no doubt he

found four nuisances worse than one could

be. He was quite a gentleman, and was
probably well-educated; but I doubt if

he thought education very interesting, and

he certainlv did not fail to make it as unin-
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teresting as the crassest ignorance. The
boys were not resolved to learn nothing, but no

learning worth any trouble was offered them.

Knowledge, we are told, is Power, but know-

ledge must have chiefly struck them as being

rather baggy about the knees, particularly

reticent in speech, and averse from the consider-

ation of anything of human import.

Fernando had never cared for games;

but at Pitville he would have been glad to

play almost anything. Four marooned boys,

in a rocky vicarage, which wasn't home, and

wasn't school, could play at nothing. They

dawdled out to walk, or dawdled indoors if

it were too wet to stir abroad. That they got

into no obscure mischief was, I do think, singu-

larly to their credit.

At that time Fernando was deep in George

Eliot, and he often envied Tom Tulliver at

Mr. Stelling's for having that Reverend

impostor's baby to nurse and wheel forth

in a perambulator. As it was he read and

read, not lesson-books, but George Eliot,

and Emily Bronte, Dickens, and even Thack-

eray. "Even" because he had too much
loved the loud optimism of Dickens to be

quite sincerely in love with Thackeray's posed

cynicism. Of Thackeray's great master-
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pieces he liked then The Virginians by far

the best; it seemed homelier and kindlier than

Vanity Fair, and, if the genius was less, it

seemed also less aloof and pitiless.

Silas Marner, Adam Bede, and the Mill on

the Floss he read almost as an exile dreams

of home; their people were the sort he had

known all his life, and they worked and

sorrowed among the deep lanes and rich pas-

tures that had formed the setting of his own
brief experience.

He read and learned, at that time, far

too much poetry, steeping himself in Tenny-

son, still caring for Longfellow, and feeling

for much of Wordsworth almost an agony of

admiration. Shakespeare he also read, but

was not yet able to feel; he read chiefly

the historical plays, unable of the others

to appreciate truly any but King Lear.

But for this reading he would have been idle

and unhappy; as it was he was only exter-

nally unhappy—and only idle as to the "real

business of school," lessons. One Lent he

resolved to mortify the only pleasure he had,

and, being incapable of living without reading,

would read only "pious" books. As it

happened this left him nothing to read but

children's books, and for forty days he stuck
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to Ministering Children, Robert and Frederick,

The Fairchild Family, and such like. It was

an odd penance, and, like most penances,

less disagreeable than it sounds. But it

sent him back at Easter, with hungry

appetite, to Wuthering Heights, which he

read, for the second time within three months,

with a more furious zest of amazement than

ever. It was like getting out of a parlour

on to the passionate freedom of the moors.

Born near those Yorkshire moors himself,

there was always in his blood something

that answered to their rainy light, their

windy gleams of cold sunshine, their loneliness

from the world, their uncouth attraction, and

brooding, big, dolorous indifference. They

have no date, and belong to no time or

fashion; changing with every cloud and

every hour, their identity stands huge and

perdurable; empty they have no hunger,

and melancholy they hold an impregnable

content; without body, parts or passions

they are bigger than us, and have no depend-

ence on us or our likings.

The Heathcliffs and the Earnshaws did

not seem to Fernando inhuman, but primeval;

born of a genius that never mated, but

wedded itself to the great wilderness of the
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passionate cold moors. No genius was ever

so impersonal; her folk are not herself in

many guises; she has nothing in any of

them; but her sombre and lonely spirit

blows through them all like the wind through

the desolation on which they and she lived.

Except for reading, Fernando had quite

literally no pleasure and enjoyments what-

ever during the time he was at Pitville

Vicarage. At Lichfield he had occasionally

been asked out to tea; at Pitville there was

none to ask him; and at Lichfield he had

found a real enjoyment in the place itself; the

place itself was detestable at Pitville.

Fortunately, it lasted only about a year, then

he ceased to be a private pupil, and went home

to his beloved Gracechurch.



CHAPTER XIX

HALF A LOAF

Fernando did not leave home for any other

school for about two years, and they were

years full of enjoyment. The whole autumn

of the first year he spent in Ireland with a

widowed aunt from whom, as from her

daughters then and afterwards, he never

experienced anything but extreme kindness.

They were not rich, but their hospitality was

boundless; and they were as clever and

interesting as they were kind. To stay with

them was no real interruption of a liberal

education. Of course they were Protestants,

but, for Ireland, they were High Church, and,

what mattered more, they were thoroughly

broad-minded. If Master Fernando's High
Churchness was of a different and much more
Roman complexion than their own, they let

him alone, almost without remark, and

entirely without interference. And to tell the

truth Fernando's ritualism might have given

them some excuse for protest: he must have

157
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been, in the deeply Protestant church of their

parish, an uncomfortable pew-fellow; and if

taste and tact apply in such circumstances he

did fall short.

Sometimes they so far pandered to his

proclivities as to undertake quite a railway

journey of a Sunday, to accompany him to

St. Bartholomew's in Dublin, or to Grange-

gorman in its suburbs—at that time

esteemed the acme of High Churchness in

those parts. St. Bartholomew's struck Fer-

nando as painfully unequal to its reputation;

Grangegorman was better, and there he

heard the Rev. Basil Maturin preach, who was

afterwards for so many years a famous preacher

in the Catholic Church.

Once he was taken to tea, by his cousin, to

the house of their uncle (then Lord Chancellor

of Ireland) at Raheny, a house hired furnished

by the Lord Chancellor from a Catholic

landlord, and there he was permitted to look

through the keyhole of the private chapel,

which had been duly locked up by the proprie-

tors before letting their house.

With breathless interest poor Fernando

peeped in: but it was an anti-climax, for

there was nothing more Papal to be seen than

two chairs with plump hassocks on the seats
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of them. On another occasion he had better

luck. After luncheon and tea at the charming

country house of a charming Mrs. Cusack, he

and his cousins were driven by her to call upon

a Catholic neighbour, and the lady of th£

house—an elderly widow, with quiet, some-

what reserved manners—at Mrs. Cusack'

s

request was induced to show the chapel.

"Fernando," urged Mrs. Cusack, "is more than

half a Catholic already."

The old lady slightly shook her head, as if

in this matter half a loaf wasn't bread at all.

But she showed the chapel.

It was tiny, and its one small window
(heavily barred) was almost hidden from

outside view among ivy, and behind a close dark

shrubbery.

"My dear," said the quiet hostess, whisper-

ing to Fernando, "it's a poor little room

squeezed in a corner; not because we wrould

grudge our biggest and best, but because it

was chosen for the chapel in the persecuting

times, and my husband's forefathers had to

find a place whose existence wouldn't be

suspected. See how little it is, and how
low."

It was just a closet into which half a dozen

people and a priest might squeeze; the altar,
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in a low recess, was very small, but it was a

touching place with its memories of hard and

bad times when to hear Mass was a danger;

and on the walls were hung simple little family

relics—sacred pictures that had hung over the

beds of children who would have been over a

century old were they on earth still: a bit

of a girl's first ball-gown, made by her into a

fine Agnus Dei when she was going away to be

a nun in Flanders; a cross or rosary blessed

by the Pope and given to some child for his or

her first Communion—eh, dear! how those

bits of things gripped Fernando about the

heart

!

"Don't be half a Catholic, my dear," the

old lady whispered into Fernando's ear,

while she locked the door when they had all

come out. "Half and half isn't one thing or

the other."

It touched him to see her lock the door, and

put away the key as if it were a custom in-

herited from the .old cruel days when none in

that house could talk openly of the Chapel, or

go in and out of it as they listed.

It was dark in the shut carriage as they

drove away from the house, and no one could

see Fernando's face, but Mrs. Cusack felt,

somehow, how he had been impressed, and
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leaning forward whispered to him half laugh-

ingly:

"Take care, Master Fernando, or you'll be

tumbling over altogether."

One of his aunt's nearest neighbours was a

certain Lord, of a family that had been

Catholic until very recently, and some of

whose members were Catholic still. Of one

of them she often spoke, mentioning that he

was a Private Chamberlain at the Vatican.

Fernando little imagined that within fifteen

years he would himself be a Private Chamber-
lain of the Pope.

On his return to Gracechurch, Fernando had
a very pleasant time, staying much with kind

and pleasant people in country houses, and
entering fully into all social engagements that

offered. It was in some ways an idle time

enough, with scarcely any nominal study, but

with all the more leisure for the reading in

which Fernando delighted, and perhaps he

learned as much that way as many boys who
do not care for books would learn in the same
time at school.

To himself this time at home became

memorable because during it he made his

first confession, to an Anglican clergyman.

Years before he had very tremulously tried to
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go to confession to a Catholic priest, as has

been told in Gracechurch, and had learned that

the thing was impossible. He had then made
no attempt to deceive the priest by passing

himself off as a Catholic, but, having read all

Charlotte Bronte's books, he probably had in

mind the sort of confession one of her very

Protestant heroines is represented as making

to a priest in Brussels.

Long before his own attempt he had earnestly

wished to go to confession, but had been too

shy to propose it to any clergyman of his own
Church whom he knew.

How he fared when he actually did make
his first confession as an Anglican there is no

need to tell here. It is enough to say that the

preparation lasted over many weeks, and the

confession itself occupied four hours: for

Fernando had then only the vaguest idea of

the distinction between mortal and venial

sin, and tremblingly believed that the omission

of a single venial sin would involve the guilt

of sacrilege: nor did he at all understand that

it suffices to confess our faults in their number

and species—he supposed it essential to detail

each fault in its minutest circumstances,

every wrong or idle word must be repeated

as it was spoken, every vain or wicked thought
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described as though it had been a picture,

every wrong deed detailed as to its minutest

aspect, with all that could have led to it, and

all that might have followed on it.

The time fixed for his confession was eight

at night, and the place, whither he had to walk,

and whence he had to walk home, after mid-

night, was three miles away. As it happened,

through his own misunderstanding of ecclesi-

astical rule, he was nearly worn out before he

ever started on that walk, for he imagined

that, for confession as for Holy Communion,
he must be fasting, and the day had been tir-

ing.

Rising before seven he had gone to church

at eight; being a guest in a house not far

from his own, he had felt it necessary to

appear at breakfast, though unable (as he

thought) to eat or drink. Purposely appear-

ing late in the dining-room he had managed,

by waiting on other people, talking and so on,

to pass away the time till everyone else had

left the room, without anyone's noticing his

own abstinence.

The whole morning he spent in church,

already tortured by neuralgia, his life-long

austere and inexorable companion; at

luncheon the tactics of breakfast had to be
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repeated, with more difficulty. In the after-

noon, by ill luck, there was a picnic, to which

some drove, some rode, and some walked,

and it fell to Fernando to be among the

walkers. Only about seven o'clock did he

return, just in time to walk off again to keep

his appointment.

As he made his way home between twelve

and one in the night, very tired, and in

horrible pain as to his head, he felt sure that

he was in God's grace, and I do not think

that he was wrong. If perfect contrition can

be attained by earnest and painful sincerity,

he had for that while at all events attained it.

His first confession to a Catholic priest wras

not till three years later, on the day of his

reception into the Church; it also began at

eight o'clock, but at eight o'clock in the

morning, and it was all over by ten minutes

past.



CHAPTER XX

NOTES AND INTERROGATIONS

The gentleman to whom Fernando made his

confession as an Anglican did not remain long

in the Gracechurch neighbourhood, and the

boy did not go to confession again till he

was once more at school. This was not for

some time.

Probably few of those among whom he was
living had much idea of the extent to which

the boy's mind was inwardly absorbed by the

religious question. They were all thoroughly

good people, who spent a great deal of their

time in works of usefulness and kindly charity

among the poor : and they did it in a singularly

pleasant fashion, not as a task, or as an

austere duty, but as though it were one of the

pleasures of life. It would hardly be possible

to make readers unacquainted with the people

to whom allusion is here made understand

what I would like to describe—their delightful

vitality and cleverness, their fun and cheer-
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fulness, and at the same time their rare

sympathy and helpfulness towards the poor or

the afflicted. I am certain that by the poor

and troubled themselves the actual assistance,

the material benefits, were not more ap-

preciated than the odd, unusual light-hearted-

ness and obvious pleasure with which they were

rendered.

To Fernando himself, they of whom he

speaks had been for years quite extra-

ordinarily kind, and were so still; but I

doubt if they ever understood him, and

especially if they ever suspected what was the

real hidden interest of his life. They knew
him so well, and had known him so long, that

they could hardly believe in any shyness

towards them on his part. That merry circle

was not a good place for shyness. Yet he was
shy about the one subject that had always

more or less absorbed him. These most dear

and admired friends of his had a trenchant

wit, and a rather unfettered power of ridicule,

and he shrank timidly from exposing to it

his own secret preoccupation. They assumed

—or he thought they did—that the "ritual-

ism" they perceived ever on the increase in

him was a shallow, external foible, a smut

on the nose of his common sense, and probably
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a passing hobby which he would outgrow as he

became more manly.

And as he imagined they thought so, he

held a sensitive silence about the theme that

was always more and more engrossing him;

while talkative enough about ten thousand

other matters about which he was as ready to

laugh and gibe as they were. And he was as

eager for amusement and pleasure as any lad

of his age, and seemed (and was) pretty

frivolous. Such a boy, cramming all the fun

he could into every day, was not likely to

strike his intimates as being very seriously in

earnest about the one shy, personal, most

inward subject that really brooded ever in

his mind. He knew that the extreme of High
Churchism was regarded by them with an almost

mocking coldness, perhaps as an idiosyncrasy

bordering on bad taste; and he had an

instinctive certainty that, though they con-

sidered ritualism as a kind of shoddy

Romanism, they would like the real thing

—

if ever it came to the real thing—much
worse.

Would it ever come to the "real thing"?

That was a question that would from time to

time ask itself, suddenly and uninvited.

Fernando had learned to believe himself
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already a Catholic; and he had in fact long

believed everything that Catholics believe;

but that eagerly learned lesson that he was a

Catholic would not always remain fixed and

comfortable in his conviction as a once-

learned lesson should. There would come

horrible, cold pangs of misgiving. And to

be a Catholic, Fernando was quite resolved

—

it was a necessity of life.

Yet he shrank from the idea of change

being necessary, and earnestly desired to

be able to go on as he was, and believe himself

a Catholic where he was. There are many to

whom almost all change is welcome—change

of place, of surroundings, of friends, of

occupation; to them the lack of it seems dull

stagnation; and perhaps this attitude of

mind is most frequent in young people,

to whom any change half promises adventure,

as it no doubt is movement in some direction

for better or for worse. To Fernando, how-

ever, the necessity of change was, and always

remained, intensely repugnant; as a boy he

had no spirit of adventure, and ever dreaded

to fly even from certain evils to others he

knew not of. To travel he would have liked,

for that one kind of movement he had quite

passionate desire; but it was only to see
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strange places; to live in, he desired only the

old places. The old friends, the old occupa-

tions, were so dear and familiar that he could

not easily face the obligation of renouncing

them. His notion of what would be the

perfect lot in life was to be a man (to remain

a boy being impossible) where he had been

a child—manhood itself imperceptibly merged

into middle age, and that into age—there in

the dear simple home, in the quiet place

where everything was loved and familiar,

among the old friends whom every year made
only more dear and more truly the larger part

of himself.

Then there was another thing, a thing

which perhaps those who have all their

lives been Catholics can never understand.

Having endowed the Church to which he

belonged with all the attributes of Catholicity,

he loved her with an affection that must be

incomprehensible to those who have never

thought of her as a part of the Catholic

Church, but have simply recognised in her

a rag torn away from the seamless robe of

Christian Unity. To them the Church of

Fernando's boyhood is but one of the alien,

outside forces at war with Catholicism; and

thus everyone who has left her for the
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Catholic Church comes to regard .her. But

before the day of conversion arrives, each

Anglican who has, perhaps for many years,

believed himself a Catholic as sincerely as he

is resolved to be nothing else, has a piteous

agony of disillusionment to suffer. Is there

any anguish more poignant than the slow-

growing, cruel suspicion, ripening to dry

certaintv, that love and lovaltv have been

given mistakenly? And as the love and

loyalty of a son for his mother is of all the

deepest, tenderest, and most reverent, so

must the agony be worst when the doubt

arises whether she whom he believes to be

his mother is not his real and true mother

at all, but a usurper of the sacred office, a

false claimant of the venerated name. How
reluctantly must such a doubt be admitted

by anyone of loyal heart, how mean suspicion

must for long appear to him. Only a bleak

onslaught of evidence that enforces certainty

can satisfy him that the fault is not in himself.

Unless he be arrogant and self-satisfied, he

must be prone to accuse his own unfaithful-

ness, and to condemn himself of ingratitude

for maternal services rendered. And one

who has striven to live, as it were, a Catholic

life outside the Catholic Church, believing
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his own Church to be a part of her, has

never failed to receive from God many graces;

he will have prayed much, and no prayers

are left unheard; he will have made countless

acts of sincere contrition, not hastily or

easily with superficial formality, but with

intense inwardness and desire for forgiveness;

has God held aloof, unnoting? He has

prepared with long hours and days of fervent

longing, of deep and tremulous faith and

worship, of utter humility and sense of

unworthiness, to receive what he has believed

to be true Eucharist; he has times out of

number received it; must not those receiv-

ings have been so many spiritual Com-
munions? He has loved God's saints and

above them all His great mother; he has

lived in the habit of prayer through their

intercession; have they shut their ears,

and refused to join his supplications with

their own to the Most High? Has Mary
turned away and disowned before the court

of Heaven the child who has cried out to

her motherhood? For the dead he has prayed

often and often in every day through years.

Mayhap he never saw a grave, though but a

nameless hillock without cross or stone to

mark it, in some weed-grown neglected
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churchyard, but he has lifted up to Christ

strong arms of tender supplication for that

unknown sleeper, for whom, like enough, no

other lip has breathed a single prayer till

then. He has never seen a funeral go by

without jpraying for the soul whose earthly

part was being carried to its last low house;

he has never heard the death-knell tolled

without prayer for the lonely spirit gone to

meet the inexorable Judge; he has never

read of shipwreck, or fell mishap in mine or

factory, by road or rail; of pestilence or

battle or murder, but he has poured out his

sad entreaty to Omnipotent Mercy for the

slain or the dead. Have all these dead been

ingrate? Has none showed pity for pity, and

prayed for him?

Countless, or uncounted, thousands of

times he has signed himself with the ineffable

sign of the sweet and bitter Cross, not with

miserly haste, trivially, unthinkingly, but

with deep, deep awe, invoking the Name of

the Eternal One and Three. Has the signal

been ignored in Heaven, and no answer flashed

back to his upyearning soul?

Well, all these gifts of God Himself, free

mercies, and uncovenanted, he will have

taken for current graces received by every
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member who wants them of the Church he

has been thinking was a branch of the one

Church Catholic and undivided—part of the

economy of his inheritance as a child of the

Church, maternal gifts as well as paternal.

Gratitude and reverence forbid him to ignore

the graces he has been given, and humility

bids him perceive in them the efficacy or the

motherhood in which he has trusted, forbids

him to imagine they are anything personal

to himself, which would have been given him

as certainly had he held the same course though

a member of some body making no claim to

hierarchy or sacraments.

This is what I mean when I say that the

Anglican who has believed himself a Catholic,

and who begins to doubt if he. can be a

Catholic without becoming one, will at first

accuse himself of ingratitude for maternal

services rendered by the Church to which

he externally does belong. I say "exter-

nally" because such a one, determined to be

a Catholic at all costs, • even the cost of

awaking to the cold fact that he must enter

the Church from outside in order to belong

to her, does belong to what, the theologians

call the soul of the Church already; and so

he has not been quite wrong in ascribing the
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graces he has plentifully received to his mem-
bership in the Church, the treasure-house of

God's imperial gifts, though it was not the

Church he thought.

All this is said to explain how it was that a

lad, from childhood ill love with Catholicity

and yearning towards the Church, measured

his steps and looked well at the next one,

pondered and dreaded and longed and scourged

his longing ere he said aloud and without

wavering to himself, "I will go. To be

there I must get me hence, I cannot be

in two places at once; this place and the place

I mean are not the same, but two and op-

posed. To be inside I must get in. No pro-

testations that I am within will alter my being

outside/'



CHAPTER XXI

A QUIET VOICE

Among the many kind and friendly neigh-

bours Mrs. Burscough and her boys found

at Gracechurch there was a family called

Thrush, consisting, when first she went to

live in the little town, of a father, mother,

son and two daughters; but the son, a dark-

browed, somewhat fierce-looking young man,

was in some business at a distance and seldom

came home; and the father died a few years

after Mrs. Burscough's arrival. Mr. Thrush

was, or had been, a very learned gentleman,

and, it was said, had had plenty of money to

spend in his undergraduate days at Oxford.

Whether he then spent it all or whether he

had had losses I do not know, but he and his

family were anything but rich when Fernando

knew them. Like other learned persons

Mr. Thrush was rather odd-looking. He was
very tall and very white, both as to his hair and

as to his face, and he always walked leaning

forward so that his head went much in front
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of his long body and legs. His clothes were

black, but rusty, and he wore a stock and

voluminous white neck-cloth—always spot-

lessly clean. As he walked he never looked

about him, but seemed to be carefully noting

the paving stones as though each of them

carried an inscription—say in Hebrew, or

the cuneiform character. If you gave him

"Good day" he would stop, remove his hat

with a very fine bow, and make some remark

about the weather with a kind of urbane

distinction, as if it wfere the result of con-

siderable research—to w7hich you were gra-

ciously welcome. His smile was singularly

amiable, but somehow it conveyed the im-

pression that the old gentleman had not been

as successful in life as his talents had led him

to expect.

He was in fact a clergyman with a very

meagre benefice—what is called a Perpetual

Curacy—and his church was far out in the

country, and in his parish there wras no

parsonage or any house in which he and his

family could lodge. So they lived in a small-

ish house on St. John's Hill in Gracechurch,

and all his journeys to and from his parish

were made on foot. He regularly passed

our house, and if it were raining or snowing
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he carried a large cotton umbrella of no
particular colour, like a gig umbrella. Twenty
paces behind—never by his side—walked his

younger daughter, Hessy. She was a pretty

girl and dressed herself too picturesquely

to satisfy Gracechurchian ideas of propriety;

for in mid-Victorian days, Gracechurch re-

garded any attempt at a picturesque attire

as "theatrical" and of dubious propriety.

As no ladies connected with the theatre had

even been seen in Gracechurch it was quite

free to make up its mind as to the peculiarities

of theatrical dress without any tiresome correc-

tion of them by actual observation.

Hessy Thrush, I think, rather enjoyed the

sensation of shocking her neighbours; but

it is fair to say that she never did anything

to shock them beyond dressing herself to

her own taste. She was, however, it was
considered, of too independent a spirit, and

she had a way of laughing when no one had

intended to make a joke; also she quoted books

with French titles, and it was commonly sup-

posed at Gracechurch that French books "were

not adapted to female perusal."

There was another Miss Thrush, who was
seldom at home, being a governess in a wealthy

family somewhere, so that Hessy had sole
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charge of her parents, to whom she was

thoroughly devoted. The old lady was deli-

cate, and hardly ever went out, but sat in

some state in the small but pretty drawing-

room, exquisitely neat, as carefully dressed

as if she had a clever and attentive lady's

maid to look after her. Hessy was the lady's

maid. It was she who made her mother's

quaint and very becoming caps, close-fitting,

of fine white muslin, and tied under the chin

with dove-coloured satin ribbons. Old Airs.

Thrush was very handsome, with fine features

and a wonderful clear unwrinkled complexion;

her singularly bright dark eyes, abundant

white hair, and coal-black evebrows, gave her

a striking appearance. Her gown of well

saved black silk, and the soft gray Indian

shawl embroidered with white silk, never

varied.

She sat always in the same arm-chair, and

never did anvthinsr; but her talk was trenchant

and amusing, and her hard, rather ruthless,

laugh gave a sarcastic twang to it.

Old Air. Thrush sat downstairs, when in-

doors, and rarely appeared to visitors; but

he was generally out, either at his parish

or working in a sort of allotment-garden he

rented near the town. You would often
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meet him coming home from this latter

place, carrying a large bag full of cabbages,

onions, or carrots; and on such occasions his

bow was even more courtly, and his manner

more than ever grandly urbane.

Once, thus burdened, with an armful of

radishes and cress, he stopped to greet Mrs.

Burscough, and when the speaking trumpet was
adjusted he said:

"These are for the consumption of my
family. Personally I cannot digest crude

esculents."

The radishes and cress seemed, thus named,

to share to some extent in the old gentleman's

stateliness.

One summer Hessy Thrush gave a large

tea-party, and as the drawing-room was

anything but large—though as dainty as an

old carved ivory box—and her father's study

much smaller, she had tea laid out on the

big kitchen table in the cool and roomy

kitchen. There was no fire, and she had

filled the quaint fireplace with great boughs

of beech and copper beech, and huge fronds

of Osmunda fern. She had almost panelled

the walls with other boughs, and there were

big, loosely arranged nosegays of sweet

flowers everywhere. The room looked very
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pretty and smelled delicious, and there was

room for all Hessy's guests to sit down com-

fortably without crowding. To have chosen

the one large room in the small house, and

given it its gala look, was really an instance

of the girl's cleverness; but I doubt if

Gracechurch quite approved—it was too

original. Old Mr. Thrush did not sit down,

but handed cups and plates, and when he

offered lettuce or radishes he confessed again

that personally he could not digest crude

esculents.

That was the last time Fernando ever saw

him; when he came home for the Christmas

holidays the old gentleman was dead. Fer-

nando spent, from time to time, many
pleasant quiet hours in Mrs. Thrush's drawing-

room, reading aloud to her and Hessy while

the girl plied her clever and industrious

needle.

"Mamma," she said one day, "shall I make
him read one of my Abbot's books?"

And the old lady laughed one of her low,

dry laughs and said: "Hessy gets letters from

an Abbot, Fernando. What do you think of

that?"

Fernando wished that he did; but he did not

say so.
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"How did you get to know him, Hessy?"

he asked, all agog.

"I don't know him. I never saw him in

my life, and I don't suppose I ever shall.

But a cousin of ours turned Catholic some

years ago, and we heard he had become a

monk. Mamma and I were talking about

him one day, and we wondered how he liked

it—he was rather a harum-scarum fellow

as a lad—and I wrote to him, at Mount St.

Bernard's Abbey in Leicestershire—that was
the name of his monastery. The Abbot

wrote back and said that Stumpy—Father

Aidan—died last year, and told me all about

him. He praised Stumpy very much, and

said he had died quite in the odour of sanctity.

So I wrote again and thanked the Abbot, and

he wrote again sending a prayer book that

poor Stumpy had used—we always call him

Stumpy, for, of course, we never knew
Father Aidan; so I had to thank him, and

sent another letter, in which I said I wondered

what the Cistercian dress (they're Cistercians

at Mount St. Bernard's) was like. Then
the Abbot wrote again, saying he was sorry

he had no portrait of Father Aidan, or he

would send it; but one of the monks had

taken photographs of himself and he sent
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two; one showed him in the plain monk's

dress, the same as Stumpy wore, and the other

in a cope and mitre, with a crozier in his hand.

Of course I had to thank again, and he wrote

back sending three or four little books that

Stumpy had brought with him to the monas-

tery.

"Quite a correspondence, eh?" chuckled

Hessy's mother, "but it's quite proper, for

the Abbot seems old enough to be her grand-

father/'

Hessy went to an old bureau in a recess

by the fireplace, and brought the monk's

letters and books and photographs to show

to Fernando.

The little portraits showed, as Mrs. Thrush

had said, an old man, not at all handsome,

but with a good plain face wonderfully

gentle and kind-looking. It was not the face

of a learned don, perhaps not that of a

specially clever man, but it was exactly that

of a contemplative monk: humble, patient,

very sweet—of one who for long years had been

listening to Him who said, "Learn of me,

for I am meek and lowly of heart, and ye

shall find rest for your souls." The whole

face, and the attitude, too, expressed rest

and trust, a serene happiness across which the
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tender shadow of the Cross lay gently and

softly, and a singular rare quietness that was

like a divine signature to a silent pact.

"Because thou hast given me all thyself, I

give Myself, who am All to thee." To look

on such a face, and read it, might be a salve for

the dry smart of hurt ambition.

I do not know whether the letters most

interpreted the portraits or the portraits the

letters. Hessy had given the occasion of the

letters rather than their substance. They were

all short, but that in which the old monk
told of the young monk's brief and blessed

life in the cloister was like a tiny faultless

picture of contemplative religion. Nothing,

somehow, could have been a fitter medium
of conveyance for it than the handwriting

—

small, plain and clear, without the least

ornament or the least erasure or amendment.

The phrases were the simplest anyone could

choose, and there was hardly any epithet.

Even the thin, cheap paper and the ink,

not black and staring, but rather pale and

grey, seemed to suit and be of a piece with

the writer. Fernando had just been reading

aloud, in the "Mill on the Floss," the wonder-

ful passages where are described Maggie's

reading of the Imitation, and to him it seemed
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that a quiet voice, like that of its writer,

was breathing still through the old monk's

letters to this girl. Except in a certain

unfitness for her surroundings, a sort of

hopeless angry protest against them, Hessy

Thrush had no likeness to Maggie Tulliver.

And nothing could be less like stout, whimper-

ing Mrs. Tulliver than Hessy's mother. Yet

for all that, to Fernando it half appeared as

though the "quiet voice" from the same

place was trying to bring the same message:

"Know that the love of thyself doth hurt thee

more than anything in the world."

Certainly the world seemed remote enough

in that old, faded drawing-room; hardly

anything could have been more still. The
window was wide open, but scarcely any

sound came through it but such as might

be called a ripple in the dozing silence. No
voice came from the little street, no echo

of a footfall. Opposite, behind a high wall,

was a big garden full of fruit trees, with no

wind in them. A tall laburnum close to

the wall flung long golden chains over it

that hung quite motionless. Inside the little

room there was nothing to hear except the

girl's needle as she drew her thread through

the thing she was making: the old, old
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lady sat quite motionless; and the lad,

reading, never made a sound—the paper of

the letters was so thin and soft it gave no

crackle in his hand. Once the hour struck,

in the belfry of the church beyond the hill,

and the chimes played the tune of the hymn,

"Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty/ ,

but distance gave the deliberate slow music

a softness as remote as that of an echo in

a dream.

And yet

—

Motionless sat the old lady, upright, in

her high-backed chair, her withered gray

hands upon its arms; her shining dark eyes,

exaggerated by the strong black brows, were

directed outwards towards the tall pear

trees in the garden over the way, and they

gave the impression that inward she could

not look. Forward they could not look any

distance, and still see anything this world

can show; backward they really looked,

and not contentedly. She saw behind her,

on the almost finished road, little that had

been as she would have chosen to have it.

Very handsome still, proud, clever, too,,

exquisitely dainty and refined, she made
one think of an ex-queen who didn't like it;

and she had never been of much consequence.
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She was like a fancy picture of a very great

lady for which someone who was not a great

lady at all had sat. "A dowager duchess"

people would say of the picture; and the

original was a Perpetual Curate's widow,

who had never cared for parishes, and a poor

grumbling folk, and little dull usefulnesses.

And Hessy, with a rebel head bent over her

work, was not thinking of it: her fingers

were clever enough to do it without any

current attention. To her, poverty and dull-

ness and her place in this obscure, forgotten

corner of the world were a sheer cage, where

she sat beating her youth and vague desires

for life up against the harsh bars of inexorable

circumstance. And the quiet voice came,

like the breathing of a great silence, from one

who had turned away from the world, and,

folding up its long catalogue of ambitious

chances, had chosen that which was Hessy's

cage and found in it—everything. Poverty,

obscurity, forgottenness, obedience, these four

walls had made no prison; in prison one

loses everything but self. Oneself fills it

to bursting. Leaving self outside, he had

found the Only Greater than self that man has

ever known, or will: God and all.

When, three years later, Fernando himself
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knew that old Cistercian Abbot, he could hardly

ever see him withqut seeing too (as it were

behind him) the figures of Hessy Thrush and

her mother.



CHAPTER XXII

THE MONK'S BOOKS

A pause of two whole years in a boy's

school life at just the time when he should

be most steadily at work, from fifteen to

seventeen, could hardly be made up by any

subsequent ardour of study; and poor

Fernando never studied arduously. That he

was a passionate reader alone saved him

from flat ignorance; a scholar he could

scarcely become, and a scholar he never did

become. As always happens when we realise

our neglected chances, he came, much too

late, to look back with unavailing regrets

to his laziness at school, and especially at

his last school; and one good result did

accrue from that belated repentance—the de-

termination to go on educating himself through-

out life.

The two years at home, when he should

have been hard at work at school, were not

his own fault; in fact, that he did go away
1 88
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to school again was, as will be shown in its

place, his own doing. At the time he was
told that the question of expense made it

impossible for him to remain at school. And,

as he could not help being at home, he simply

set about enjoying it, and most thoroughly

succeeded. No two years of his life till then

had ever been anything like so pleasant. He
paid delightful and long visits to the hospit-

able houses of relations and friends, and at

Gracechurch itself he was always happy.

As has been said, it would have been his

unenterprising ideal of life to have gone on to

the end at Gracechurch. He had no ambition,

and no desire for change. Yet he knew in-

stinctively that the Gracechurch days would

come to an end, and perhaps the very sense

of that inevitable parting cast a wistful

and tender halo over those final years at

home.

No doubt most lads of his age would have

thought life in such a quiet place dull enough.

There was only one boy of anything near his

own age in the place, and he was away at

Eton except during the holidays. Nor were

there any young men—which Fernando

minded more, for he always got on better with

young men than with boys.
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Hessy Thrush, a little older than himself,

was the only quite young girl, when the Graces

were away in London, as they always were

from about February to July. Probably most

lads of sixteen or so would have considered it

their duty to fall in love with Hessy in

Fernando's circumstances, and I daresay

the old ladies of Gracechurch thought he

would—or had already done so. But though

boys in their teens are apt enough to fancy

themselves in love with young ladies a little

senior to themselves, it did not occur to

Fernando; and that was a good thing for him,

as Miss Hessy's power of ridicule was con-

siderable. Perceiving no tiresome proclivi-

ties that way in him, she treated Fernando

with a comfortable, almost young-mannish,

intimacy.

On the evening when the Mill on the Floss

was interrupted by the little episode of the

Abbot's letters, Hessy, who had grown tired

of the subject, told Fernando he might, if he

liked, take away with him the books the

Abbot had sent; and of the permission the lad

greedily availed himself.

He sat up in his own room reading them till

his candles were burned out, and then lay

awake thinking of them.
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One was a prayer-book, the first Catholic

prayer-book Fernando had ever handled, with

a beautiful, quiet name, the Paradisus Animce.

One was a little work on the public offices of

the Church, by Canon Oakley, called "Catholic

Worship." One was a life of Saint Bernard,

and the fourth was the Spiritual Exercises of

Saint Ignatius.

Into the last of these Fernando barely

glanced that night; and to a glance the

wonders of that wonderful book do not yield

themselves. A complete skeleton contains

the whole framework of man's body; all

that supports, and protects, his flesh, his

limbs, his organs; but it would not im-

mediately suggest the picture ©fa living man
to one who never saw a skeleton before, and

had mostly only seen the faces and hands of

his contemporaries, and had no knowledge what-

ever of anatomy.

To Fernando's impatient peeping into the

book it seemed dry and monotonous. And he

was impatient; he wanted to swallow at once

all that was set before him. He could hardly

read a full page of any one of the books with-

out putting it aside to see what was in one of

the others.

As to the saint's life, it was useless trying
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to read the whole book that night, and use-

less to read half a chapter at a time.

A prayer-book lends itself more readily to

peeps here and there: and the Paradisus

AninuB had beautiful and fragrant corners,

as any old garden must have in which old and

sweet things have been set with loving care,

and well used and visited for ages.

Fernando then knew nothing of the history

of the book; yet it was plain that no one had

simply sat down and written it. Many of the

prayers, and of the hymns, bore a saint's

name, and the saint had not written the

prayers, but prayed them. Other saints and

martyrs had used them afterwards, and the

first consecration of origin had been reiterated

and re-doubled by secular use.

Practically the only prayer-book Fernando

knew then was the book of Common Prayer

—

which has, I am certain, brought numbers of

converts to the Church. At first he expected

to find in the Paradisus Animce something

like it, and was partly disappointed by the

subtle difference. The Catholic prayer-book

in his hands was not for common use; it was

not, in general, for public use, but private.

And so its familiarity seemed, at first blush,

less dignified. Then gradually it became
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obvious that the familiarity was sheer in-

timacy; as though a wonderful collection of

tender, private documents were being laid

open—a Journal Intime of spiritual inter-

course; the overheard outpourings of many
lovers to the Loved One.

And, here and there, the monk who had

owned the book had marked a prayer or a

passage, or had written in (on a tiny scrap of

thin paper, in a very small, clear hand-

writing) a prayer of his own, sometimes read-

ing like the outcry of a tenderness that even

the saint's tenderness could not contain

within its loving bounds—as a flooded stream

bursts the old sweet bank and forces another

way for itself.

To Fernando, reading alone in the sleeping

house, it seemed like a new link with Heaven

to know that he who had written these love-

words to the King was now already—so soon

afterwards—face to face with Him, in His

Court, with no need any more for pen or paper,

but able to speak, as a man does to his friend.

The monk then, that moment, was looking on

the Trophied wounds—the only wounds

Heaven holds, and they are no scars of death

but the five great seals to the promise of

life.
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To Fernando those brief, written cries of

the dead and living monk to his Beloved were

so sacred and so intimate that it seemed like

an eavesdropping to read them, as if one

should listen at a chink to a secret: and

the King's secret too

—

Sacramentum Regis.

Yet the King's Secret is an open one;

that our Beloved is One and there is none

other.

One thing is plain: the monk's cloister was

his porch of Heaven, where he knelt for the

door to open, with all else behind and shrunken

to a sheer nothing. The one thing needful

to him was the Master's Presence, and he

gave all his Saviour could desire—like idle

Mary while Martha ran about. The alternate,

rather greedy, reading of the prayer-book

and of the little treatise on Publie Catholic

Worship, was not perhaps the proper way of

using either, but it did not spoil either to

Fernando. It only cast a soul of light on

each; especially was it the case that the

book of prayers, whose material was gathered

from many sources in many ages of the

Church's life, seemed like a gloss and a

commentary on the treatise; the whole

ground-work on which Catholic worship is

built being the doctrine of the Eucharist, and
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the Keynote of the whole harmony, in many
tones, of the prayer-book, being the convic-

tion of Christ's invisible but actual presence

among men in the tender humility of His white

disguise.

Fernando, as he read, sighed to acknow-

ledge how great indeed was the difference

between these two books and the Book of

Common Prayer. Here the truth of the Real

Presence was the supreme, innate and out-

spoken conviction, the one thing obvious,

certain, and substantial, expressing itself in

countless ways, and words, but never in any

dubious word: there, in the Book of Common
Prayer, the great thing to be said was that

it was patient of a Catholic interpretation,

that the reality of the Eucharistic Presence and
Sacrifice was not denied, but left tenable—as

silence gives consent. And, alas, in the Book
of Common Prayer were rubrics and articles

that could not at best be called condescension

to them who believed, and would admit

neither the Presence nor the Sacrifice. And
for ages it had been used by them who denied

the Sacrifice and the Presence as embodying

their dissent from the Catholic doctrine, and
not that doctrine at all.

It was plain as black and white could make
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it that the change of bread and wine into

Christ's living body and blood has been all

along the explicit teaching of the Catholic

Church; and alas! why was it not plain that

the Anglican Church committed herself to the

same teaching? How piteous that the best

that could be made of the best expression of

her belief was only that the Catholic doctrine

is not contradicted, is connived at, may claim

the chill consent of silence.

The Paradisus Anima, from end to end,

was full of the one ineffable fact that Christ

is on earth still, living and real, as He was
visibly

—

"In those holy fields

Over whose acres walked those blessed feet

Which fourteen hundred years ago were nail'd

For our advantage on the bitter cross,"

and that, being here, He is to have inevitably

our adoration as frankly, now Godhead and

manhood are veiled alike, as when in Jewry

the Godhead only was veiled.

The whole meaning of Catholic worship is

the rendering of that inevitable tribute of adora-

tion; how hardly, in the Book of Common
Prayer, can even condescension to and allow-

ance of such worship be found.

Like a bitter and a freezing wind came,
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in bleak contrast, to Fernando the echo of

that hideous rubric at the end of the "Order

of the Administration of the Lord's Supper,

or the Holy Communion," in the Book of

Common Prayer—the Book of Common
Prayer which he had treasured as the Magna
Charta of Anglican Catholicity:

"Whereas it is ordained in this Office for

the Administration of the Lord's Supper that

the Communicants should receive the same
kneeling: (which order is well meant, for a

signification of our humble and grateful

acknowledgment of the benefits of Christ

therein given to all worthy Receivers, and for

the avoiding of such profanation and disorder

in the holy Communion, as might otherwise

ensue), yet, lest the same kneeling should by

any persons, either out of ignorance and
infirmity, or out of malice and obstinacy, be

misconstrued and depraved; It is hereby

declared, That hereby no adoration is intended

or ought to be done, either unto the Sacra-

mental Bread or Wine there bodily received,

or unto any Corporal Presence of Christ's

natural Flesh and Blood. For the Sacra-

mental Bread and Wine remain still in their

very natural substances, and therefore may
not be adored; (for that were Idolatry, to be
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abhorred of all faithful Christians) ; and the

natural Body and Blood of our Saviour

Christ are in Heaven and not here; it being

against the truth of Christ's natural Body

to be at one time in more places than

one.

"No adoration intended''; the mere

posture of kneeling held to demand justifica-

tion and excuse, as though the ordinary

posture, even of prayer, were to be allowed

to a communicant only under protest and

proviso, and liable to be misconstrued and

depraved "out of ignorance and infirmity/'

or sheer "malice and obstinacy." Where

would be the ignorance? In imagining that

the kneeling communion meant a real recep-

tion of Christ's real Body? Where would be

the infirmity? In fondly supposing His true

Body here? Where would be the malice and

obstinacy? In continuing to suppose, that,

after all the Reformation had done, there was

still a Mass in the English Church and a Divine

Victim offered alive upon her altars, to Whom
adoration may and must be given as adoration

is His inalienable prerogative everywhere, in

His cradle at Bethlehem, in Pilate's house,

upon His bitter cross, on His great white

throne?
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"No adoration is intended." In Cqjtholic

worship all adoration is manifest, to God,

real and living, in the Eucharist, whether

received in communion, or stationed, the

Sentinel of the Tabernacle, in some out-

post church, on faith's confines where

none outside in the street may believe in

Him.

No adoration intended, "or ought to be

done."

Alas, alas ! What consolation could Fernando

find in the words following?

No adoration ought to be done "either

unto the Sacramental Bread or Wine"—but

who on all God's earth ever did adore either

the bread or the wine? What Catholic ever

yet adored the bread of the sacrament, or the

wine of the sacrament? Only, when the

consecration had left neither bread nor wine,

does he adore the substance of the Body and

of the Blood of Christ divine, that had taken

their place.

And no adoration "ought to be done unto

any Corporal Presence of Christ's natural

Flesh and Blood. For the sacramental

Bread and Wine remain still in their very

natural substances, and therefore may not be

adored."
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Most certainly no Catholic, no sane human
being, might or could, adore the very natural

substances of bread and wine. And, if the

sacramental bread and wine were believed by

Catholics to "remain still in their very

natural substances" no Catholic would ever

have adored them. Whoever thought that

they did? But all the world knows that

Catholics believe those "very natural sub-

stances of bread and wine" to be changed in

the Eucharist into the very substance of

Christ's natural flesh and blood—so they

adore Him there.

"For that," says the rubric, "were idolatry,

to be abhorred of all faithful Christians.''

Of what idolaters were these rubric-makers

talking? Of men who never existed, men
who taught that the unchanged substance

of bread and wine should receive divine

worship? Or of the millions who do

exist who adore Christ present in His

real natural flesh and blood in the Eu-

charist?

"The natural Body and Blood of our

Saviour Christ," says the rubric, "are in

Heaven and not here." Excellent Pro-

testantism, but the negation of Catholic belief,
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"it being," decides the rubric, "against the

truth of Christ's natural Body to be at one

time in more places than one." Very

pat and neat Protestant 'philosophy, but

fatally opposed to the Catholic philosophy

whereby the Catholic theology of the Eu-

charist is shown to be neither fantastic nor

illogical. Idolatry is a hard word; but the

rubric-makers evidently intended to disclaim

it for their Eucharists, and to insist upon it

for the Eucharists of some other Church.

What Church? Could any reasonable reader

of the rubric doubt that it was levelled against

the then current, and still current, teaching

and practice of the Catholic Church, of which

Fernando had been taught to think himself

a member, whose belief as to the Eucharist

had long constituted for Fernando the whole

groundwork of supernatural life, the subject-

matter of highest prayer, the great bridge of

spiritual intercourse between his soul and his

soul's Master?

What condescension even could be read

into such a rubric, if words are ever to mean

anything, to the doctrine which Fernando

had, long long before his first communion,

felt to be the central one of Christian faith
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and life? What adroitness oi inter-

pretation could save it from being a cold and

harsh repudiation of that which to him seemed

God's supreme gift to His Church?



CHAPTER XXIII

MISGIVINGS

If the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist be

"idolatry to be abhorred of all faithful

Christians/' then Fernando knew he was an

idolater—like the saints, who had adored what

he adored.

The accusation of idolatry did not worry

him; it was not a libel on him, but against the

Catholic Church, and could not trouble his

conscience; the trouble was that it disclaimed

the Catholic Church, and to be a Catholic he

was quite determined: it gibbeted a central,

necessary article of his belief, and proclaimed

that belief alien from the Church in which he

found himself. If that doctrine were indeed

alien from the Anglican Church, then must he,

too, be alien from her.

For days after borrowing Hessy Thrush's

books he read them at every available moment;

always finding in them one thing—the picture

of the church which was his own Church;

not a cryptogram, out of which the word
203
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Catholic might subtly be evolved, but the

frank statement and repetition of it, not as an

epithet of somewhat dubious meaning, but

the sum and declaration of the whole faith he

loved.

Whether it were in the saint's life he read, or

in the exercises of the much later saints, in the

treasury of prayers or in the expositions of

Catholic Worship, he found the doctrines

which made up his own belief underlie every-

thing, illustrated by everything, and pro-

claimed everywhere, without hush or evasion

—not contraband, smuggled in, or obscurely

hinted.

He had for years prayed for the dead; and

in all the Book of Common Prayer, in but one

vague phrase had he ever been told there was

even allowance of it; "beseeching thee" says

a prayer in the order of the Burial of the Dead,

"that it may please thee, of thy gracious

goodness, shortly to accomplish the number

of thine elect, and to hasten Thy Kingdom;

that we, with all those that are departed in the

true faith of the holy name, may have our

perfect consummation and bliss, both in body

and soul, in thy eternal and everlasting glory;

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."

A meagre illustration of the practice, if the
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practice of prayer for the dead be allowed,

and the only illustration. Not, by any cir-

cumspect and dubious phrase, "patient" of

interpretation in the Catholic sense, but

grammatically at least equally patient of an

interpretation involving no admission of

purgatory, or of souls still in a state where

prayer might help them heavenward, did

Fernando find illustrated in his Catholic

books the truth he held as to the departed and

the need wherein so many of them must still

lie of the charity of prayer. Fernando himself

felt the great need of better prayers for him-

self than his own, and for years he had begged

them of God's great servants, the saints in

bliss. In vain he had ransacked every remote

corner, every cautious phrase, of his Book of

Common Prayer, for even the palest reflex of

such a belief, the most reticent admission of

its mere lawfulness. There were "no bones

about it" in the "collection of ancient

Catholic prayers called the Paradisus Animce"

;

there was no coyness of expression of the

serene certainty that saints do pray for

sinners, and that sinners had best beseech the

saints to add their entreaties to the sinners'

own. If it be natural that they who feel the

imperfection of their own prayer should desire
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to reinforce their appeal to Heaven by asking

the servants of God in glory to join with them

in supplication, how inevitable is it that they

should think first and most of her who is not

only the friend of God but His Mother. And
to her Fernando had for years been in the

more than daily, almost hourly, habit of re-

course. It was as natural to him to speak to her

as it was to lay open to his earthly mother his

heart and his hopes. There was nothing for

which he had ever prayed, for ever so long,

which he had not commended to her interces-

sion : "I ask thy Son this, but do not let me ask

alone. Ask with me. Even when I cannot be

praying for myself do thou be praying for me"

had been in a thousand variant forms the bur-

den of his cry.

And as he grew in love of God, and in the

sense of His Majesty, so did he grow in the

appreciation of her unique dignity whom the

Incarnate God had chosen out of all womankind

to be His Mother. As the constant meditation

of the divine order and beauty and harmony

brought a deeper realisation of eternal purpose

and choice, a more awestruck appreciation of the

fitness of every divinely appointed instrument

for its work and office, so did the lad learn to

venerate her whom Omniscience called out of
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the whole mass of womanhood as fit for an

unparalleled, unimaginable relation to Him-

self.

A filial instinct had brought him to a close

and tender intercourse with the mother be-

queathed to him by his dying King from the

cross. And what recognition of such inter-

course, what allowance of such a relation, had

he been able to find in the Book of Common
Prayer ?

At the beginning of it, before the actual

Calendar, he found certain Tables of lessons

proper for Holy Days, and therein was men-

tioned "The Annunciation of Our Lady."

The day in which Fernando found this entry

was a red-letter day to the child—for he was

only a child of eleven years old then. It was

a plain concession to the Blessed Virgin of one

of her titles peculiarly un-Protestant in sound;

and he took it, with a singing of heart, as proof

that the Anglican office-book recognised her old

place in Catholic feeling and belief. And there

was one other proof, which struck Fernando

a year or so later, when he was between twelve

and thirteen. In the calendar itself she was

called only the Virgin Mary; but the calendar

notified December 8th as the Conception of the
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Virgin Mary, another Catholic note, for surely

of all feasts that may be called Roman and

Popish that one holds almost the most marked

place. December 8th is the day on which Catho-

lic Christendom commemorates the Immaculate

Conception; and if the Anglican calendar re-

tained the feast, must it not, Fernando decided

gleefully, admit the tenability of the doctrine?

True, the calendar dropped the word immacu-

late, and hardly (no doubt) by an accident; but

why celebrate the conception at all if it were

not immaculate?

That notification of the conception feast, and

that one use of the title of "Our Lady" had to

satisfy Fernando's longing to find, in the office

book of his Church, testimony to that Church's

recognition of the Blessed Virgin's dignity and

office. There was nothing else, no following up

;

no collect of any feast of hers implied the re-

motest admission that she might be asked to add

her prayers to ours; only the chill declaration

that the invocation of saints is a fond thing

vainly invented, repugnant to the word of

God.

"What can it all matter?" asks the Anglican

who is content to be a Protestant, and would

be highly scandalised to find his prayer-book
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opening back doors to Popery ? And the Catho-

lic, to whom the Anglican Communion is only

one of the countless Protestant sects, might as

naturally ask "What does it matter what the

Book of Common Prayer teaches or allows?"

But ah, how terribly it mattered to a poor

Anglican boy who was quite certain the Catho-

lic teaching and practice were right, and had

been very happy in the exquisite discovery that

being Anglican he was Catholic! If you are de-

termined that you must be a Catholic it is a

bitter realisation that the Magna Charta of your

Catholicity is a document of coldly dubious im-

port, with only a hint of admission here and

there of Catholic truth, and horribly broad and

blatant pronouncements of dogged Protestant-

ism obtrusively displayed in it.

How insistent did Fernando find the contrast

in the handful of Catholic books "chance" had

thrown in his way. Wholly divergent from each

other in scope and purpose, all were alike in this

—those truths which Fernando held vital were

taken for granted as vital ; Catholic doctrine was

not connived at here and there; it was not a

question of leaving unguarded loopholes for es-

cape to such as felt the imperative necessity of

Catholic belief: they did not let slip a chance
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phrase susceptible of Catholic interpretation,

and then, on another page, raise aloft an ori-

rlamme of negation: every Catholic practice was
unaffectedly assumed to be the faith and prac-

tice of Christians.

Poor Fernando! How he envied them who
thus showed in every word the possession of a

birthright in Catholic truth. They had no

claim of heirship to justify; no weary task of

convincing themselves and others that they had

an honest right to believe just what he believed.

They were at home, and all the riches of their

Father's house were theirs without dispute or

subtle argument.

If Fernando alone had found himself in such

a grim predicament, it would be of consequence

to none but him ; alas, how many have been, and

are, in the same ! Not a raw ignorant boy, but

numbers of men and women, the preoccupation

of whose life has been religion, have as Angli-

cans gradually come to believe all, or very nearly

all, that the Catholic Church believes and

teaches, hold it for God's revealed truth, and

find in it the essential basis of their spiritual

life, and have eagerly listened to the enchanting

suggestions that they are Catholics, and at

home, as Catholics, in the Anglican Church. To
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them it is no trivial matter to be forced, with

agonised reluctance to scan the office-book which

is the most authoritative document of Catho-

licity they can claim, and find it failing them.

Catholic faith has long ago become to them

inevitable and indispensable—how if the Magna
Charta of their Catholic liberties pronounce

sentence of Protestant slavery? How if it

ignores their essentials, and be brutally com-

placent to the phrases that condemn and malign

those essentials?

Many of them are content to fly for refuge

to the sorry comfort of the theory that the

prayer-book was a sort of bone of contention, off

which the Protestantising section of the Re-

formers bit off all they could of Catholicity, but

on which, none the less, some scraps of it were

left adhering, having by merciful providence es-

caped the Protestant tooth. Another rather

bleak shelter they have to find in the position is

that the prayer-book is a book of accommoda-
tion, where each party among its compilers had
to give and take what necessity ruled: to satisfy

the Protestantising party it had to omit what
the Catholic party would have greatly desired,

and to insert much that was highly unwelcome
to them.
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These theories were already known to Fer-

nando when he read Hessy Thrush's books, and

out of them he had extracted every grain of

comfort they could yield. But certainly while

reading the dead monk's books it did occur to

him that there must be a surer comfort in be-

longing to a "branch" of the Church that had

not to accommodate Catholic teaching to Pro-

testant ears, and so state Catholic truth that a

Protestant section within her gates might not

recognise it for what it was. On the contrary

it was obviously the way with that other

"branch" so to propound her Catholic doctrine

that it could not be possibly be mistaken for any-

thing else, and to commit herself and all her

children to it as sine qua non; instead of leav-

ing deftly concealed loopholes for Catholic

tenets to creep in by, she openly built up any

weak places where Protestant interpretations

might enter. "This," Fernando perceived her

saying, "is the Faith; nothing short of it is

the Faith, no conclusion contrary to any

item of it can be allowed to be anything but

false."

I suppose it all comes to this—that Fernando's

reading of those four Catholic books, not chosen

by himself, but brought as it were haphazard

to his knowledge, and none of them polemical,
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gave him his first appreciation of the blank con-

trast between the vagueness of Anglican Catho-

licity and the plain definiteness of Catholic

Catholicity.



CHAPTER XXIV

SCHOOL AGAIN

Many passages in Canon Oakley's book Fer-

nando read aloud to his mother while she worked

at wood-carving, and she listened with ready in-

terest and candid appreciation. In her there

were no prejudices against Catholicity to over-

come—she never had any. Her attitude towards

the Church had always been respectful, and free

from the slightest desire to see or imagine faults

in it. Born of parents who were as hostile to

Catholicity as Irish Protestants know how to be,

she herself was incapable of any such hostility.

She seemed to be a Protestant only that she

might have the privilege of becoming a Catholic;

but that was not to be just yet.

She listened, I say, to her son's reading of

these Catholic books with pleasure and an hon-

est satisfaction in rinding explanation of things

she had been sure needed only explanation to

make them appear good and reasonable: but I

do not think she was aware that it was a definite

step in his conversion or in her own.

214
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Was Fernando aware?

Remembering so much, it may seem obvious

that he must remember that. But he himself

is not sure. He is sure that it was a step on-

ward, but is far from being able to say to what

extent he realised it then. He had long since

arrived at the point of knowing that to be a

Catholic was for him a necessity of life; he had

not reached the point of recognising that to be

a Catholic he must become one, not by mere in-

sistence to himself that he was one but by ad-

mission where he did not yet belong. That the

Roman Catholic Church was Catholic he very

well knew, but he still clung to the fond

delusion that his own Church was Catholic

too.

He was no longer always sure; there came

stabs of uncertainty; but they were so sharply

wounding that he could but parry them, as one

does instinctively ward off blows that wound
cruelly. And parried for the moment, they left

not quite the old confidence, but a sort of work-

ing confidence.

His argument for his own Catholicity was,

I suppose, that of many others. "We believe

what Catholics believe : he who holds the Catho-

lic faith is Catholic. That there is a Protestant
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section in our Church is not our fault, but the

fault of our Church's rulers: we do not belong-

to that section ; the Roman church does not hate

its Protestantism more than we do. But we
can no more help it than Rome can."

Thus Fernando, really moving, hardly knew
it, and was not moving' with complacent gusto.

This was the state of things when, at last, he

went to school again.

He chose the school for himself, and was al-

lowed to do so for this reason: under the will of

his grandfather, old Mr. Burscough. long dead,

a little money was to come to him when he should

be twenty-one: in 1S75 ne was seventeen, four

years short of it. But he wrote to the old lawyer

who was his guardian under the will (whom, by

the way. he had never seen), and asked if, out

of the money that would be his in four years,

enough might be paid at once to enable him to

go to a public school. The old gentleman re-

plied without delay and said that the proposal

was too sensible a one for him to reject. He
seemed to think it odd that a lad who was en-

joying himself immensely at home, staying about

in pleasant houses and practically enjoying all

the delights of being grown up, should want to

go back to lessons and schoolmasters, deliver up
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the keys of his young-mannish freedom and be

again amenable to rules and punishments. But

it was an excellent resolve, and he (Mr. Gor-

don) could only applaud and help it; the money

would be forthcoming.

So, as Fernando was to pay the piper, he was

allowed to call the tune and left free to choose

the new school for himself.

I will call it St. Wolstan's; and say that it

was a new school, one of a large group that to-

gether made up a college or corporation. St.

Wolstan's was in the Midlands and in the dio-

cese of Lichfield where Fernando's first school

had been, and of which diocese his English

grandfather had been a beneficed clergy-

man.

It has the reputation, as all the schools of that

corporation had, of being strongly High Church,

but not ritualistic. The main object of the

schools was to provide a definitely Anglican edu-

cation, it being recognised that the ordinary pub-

lic school might, and often did, fail to do that.

Of all that, and even of his own school, St.

Wolstan's, as little as possible will be said here;

though the writer of these papers thinks highly

of the corporation and of his own school, and

would gladly pay a fuller tribute to the excel-
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lence of its whole spirit and discipline. If he

speaks hurriedly of what he would like to praise

at length, it is not because he is willing to give

only a meagre and grudging acknowledgment,

but he has long known that the less he identifies

himself with St. Wolstan's the better is St. Wol-
stan's pleased—and that not out of any ill-will

to himself, but for reasons of public policy. The
society, which we may call the Corporation of St.

Augustine, was from its inception accused of

Romanising tendencies, an accusation by the

way singularly wide of the mark; for the schools

were steeped in the Anglican, anti-Roman spirit;

but there the accusation was; and it was just

such a sort of blot upon the escutcheon of St.

Wolstan's as the school's enemies would make
the most of, that one of its lads would develop

into a Passionist Monk and another into a Pre-

late of the Roman Church. Therefore, the

school has ignored the perverse fact as far as

possible; and here the connection will not be

insisted upon more than can be helped. So far

from having condoned Fernando's offence in

"submitting to Rome" it is fair to say that St.

Wolstan's has betrayed no sign of forgiving it

after six and thirty years.

That is why the school must here pass under

a pseudonym, whereas Fernando's former school
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has been mentioned without the need of any

alias. In the grammar school of King Edward
VI at Lichfield, Fernando's portrait in the habit

of a Protonotary of the Roman Church holds an

honoured place, and to the school magazine he

is a regular contributor. His affection for both

schools is unaffected by these accidents, and the

memory of both is for ever enshrined in his

heart: though he was a happier boy at the

school which is unwilling to remember him than

he was at that which so faithfully refuses to

forget him.

It was in September, 1875, that he entered

at St. Wolstan's.

He found a beautiful building built on the

flat top of a hill in a beautiful country, in the

lovely heart of the rich England Midlands, the

region which the genius of George Eliot has

somehow made to see more typically English

than any other. Within an easy walk was a

village where "Adam Bede" is said to have

lived; the screen in whose noble church (ancient

and once Catholic, of course) he is said to have

made or to have restored. To that village Fer-

nando often walked, and in that church he often

prayed for the soul of Hetty Sorrel. "A charac-

ter in a novel?" Perhaps, but assuredly a real
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sinner behind whose fictitious name lay a soul

needing all that prayer could do for it.

After all these years, nine and thirty of them,

Fernando can call back—nay not call back but

suffer to come back unsummoned—the stillness

of that empty church, empty not only with its

weekday emptiness of folk, but lonely in its

emptiness of the exiled Christ of the Taber-

nacle; the silence within, the silence outside, only

pointed and noted by the whisper of a soft Sep-

tember breeze; the far, far cry of a pheasant

in deep woods; the barking of some homestead

dog from a farm set among opulent meadows
—Mr. Poyser's farm, perhaps.

If Fernando prayed for them all, Adam's

soul, and his father's, Seth's and Dinah's, were

not they for whom those names stand asleep in

the green churchyard outside, they or others on

whose needs his prayer might fall ? As time goes

on, and the hurry of life increases, we find it

hard to find time to pray even for all who ask

it; but we need no*t grudge a lad his charity,

though it went so far afield as to cover with

his prayer needs typified under names in a

book.

I have mentioned thus at once this walking

to Adam Bede's church, because such walks

were Fernando's greatest pleasure all the time
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he was at his last school. Games he always de-

tested, and the country all around was so beau-

tiful that walks were inexhaustible. The vil-

lage near the school wras pretty, and it had a

beautiful church, but of recent date, and even

then Fernando never could care for new
churches as he did for those that had been built

in the good old days before the deplorable Re-

formation. To him the Reformation was al-

ways a thing deplorable to remember, to ignore

as far as might be; the thousand years before

it were England's good days. In no new church

could he feel, however beautiful it might be, the

same delight as came from one in which the

Crusades might have been preached, where the

old Mass had been said, and God's Mother had

been given, without grudging or apology, her

meed of love and praise. But only a mile or

two off in an exquisite valley, or rather hung

on a rock above the valley, was a Catholic

church and convent, and thither Fernando often

walked to make his visit to the Blessed Sacra-

ment. It was not ancient; did not date back to

the "good days;" but it ignored the Reforma-

tion too, and seemed to proclaim the life and

continuance of what the bad days had tried to

kill and exile.

Only once did anyone there speak to Fer-
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nando: on the same day an Irishwoman clean-

ing the church told him that he was no Catholic

but would be one, and that the friend who had

come with him never would; and the priest spoke

to him, rousrhlv enough, and almost made him

resolve never to go thither again.

Fernando never saw the Irishwoman again,

but no doubt she prayed for him, and helped to

make one half of her prophecy come true. That

priest, when he was one himself, Fernando

knew and loved well, a man of infinite tender-

ness, and an exquisite preacher, but of that

irritable temper that often goes with a warm
heart and a quick brain. Something probably

had ruffled him that day: perhaps it ruffled him

(who had been an Anglican himself) to detect

in Fernando the assumption of being already

a Catholic; the boy "climbing up some other

way" and fighting shy of the one open door,

seemed to him a young thief and a robber. It

did clearly anger him that a lad from the

Protestant college should think he had the

right to come and ''make visits" in his church,

as though he were a Catholic.

In those later days when Fernando was his

friend the priest utterly refused to be penitent

for his roughness. Of course, he maintained,

Fernando had been a bumptious young Angli-
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can, pseudo-Catholic ; and to "sit upon" such

was a duty. In this case the process

had obviously produced the wholesomest re-

sults.

Only once did Fernando attend any service

at that Catholic church, and that was full two
years after, and when he had himself become a

junior master at St. Wolstan's. As a boy he

could not be absent from the college chapel

at any hour of public service.

So that perhaps it is an inversion of order

to mention it yet. Still, having begun, I will go

on. It was in the summer of 1878, just before

the holidays, after which Fernando went up

and matriculated at Oxford. A summer's even-

ing and a Sunday, and the service was Benedic-

tion of the Blessed Sacrament; at which the

lad (he was twenty then) had never before been

present. First came English devotions, for

which he did not care much; and the plain

truth is, I must even now declare, that our

English devotions are seldom very impressive;

nor am I convinced that our people greatly de-

sire them. English people certainly do like

singing hymns, and sometimes the hymns are

worth singing, but not quite always. Occa-

sionally the words are as meagre as the

music.
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At this church, as in many others, there was
the queer custom of singing the hymns sitting

down, a posture incompatible with good sing-

ing.

Then came a sermon of which Fernando ought

to remember every word, and does remember

nothing whatever. Finally there was Bene-

diction. That was coming into an inheri-

tance.

Someone gave the stranger a book, and he

followed—and sang too; which, I doubt, he

had no business to do. Cardinal Manning not

half a year later said he had none.

"You," he said, "you urchin, sang Our Lady's

Litany when you were a Protestant and meant

to remain one/' (Did he, though?)

"I never said my first Hail Mary in church

until I had resigned the Archdeaconry of

Chichester" (poor Fernando wasn't an Arch-

deacon), "then I went over the bridge to St.

George's and knelt down in the Lady Chapel

and knew I had a right to say it."

The cardinal wasn't quite right, however;

when Fernando went to Benediction, he had

made up "what the poverty of the English

language obliges one to call 'his mind,' " that

he would be received into the Catholic Church;

and he was not an Anglican Divine.
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But of Anglican Divines he did not think it

necessary to speak, on the occasion alluded to,

when driving with His Eminence the former

Archdeacon of Chichester.

The fact that Fernando did not go to Bene-

diction till he meant to give over being an

Anglican makes it premature to speak of that

Sunday evening yet.



CHAPTER XXV

ST. WOLSTAN's

For the reason given in the last chapter I cannot

say as much about Fernando's schooldays at St.

Wolstan's as I might wish, and perhaps my
readers may not be sorry.

But some first impressions, and then one or

two particular small episodes may be given. As
to the former, it was late evening when Fer-

nando got his first glimpse of the school, and

very fine it looked, covering the rich green hill

with a noble yet simple pile of buildings. The
meadows about it were almost like a great

park, with a wealth of trees, very few roads,

and hardly any other houses anywhere in

sight.

Up the steep road from the village where the

station was—hidden from the college in a deep

dell full of trees—scores and scores of boys

were walking in groups, with loud talk and

laughter; and, somehow, that young noise

seemed not to intrude upon the evening still-

ness but to lie upon it.

226
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Other scores and scores of boys, who had

come by earlier trains were sauntering in the

huge playing field; and in the cloisters were

yet other scores, all talking with a clatter of

noise like that of a rookery.

The entrance to the cloisters above the play-

ground was by an arched gate, above which in

a niche was a statue of St. Wolstan, in "ap-

parelled" alb, chasuble, dalmatic and tunicle,

with a mitre on his head and a crozier in one

hand. With the other he seemed to bless the

boys who passed beneath into the house called

by his name.

First of all Fernando was shown his own

room, high up in a block of buildings at the end

of one arm of the open quadrangle, in which

block was the Warden's Lodge. In the opposite

block was the Head Master's House.

It was in quality of being a "Foundation Pro-

bationer" that Fernando had a room to him-

self. These F.P.'s, as they were generally called

for short, after certain years of study, were sup-

posed to pass certain examinations, and, if they

succeeded, were given masterships either at St.

Wolstan's or at other schools of the Corpora-

tion. Adjoining Fernando's room was that of

another F.P., and also that of a very queer old
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master whose name was Dickory, but who was
commonly known as Grubs because he was

deeply versed in entomology, as he was also in

many other things, especially in philology and

literature. The F.P., who was Fernando's

other neighbour, was almost a young man, and

his name may be given here as Bruce Tudor.

He had walked up from the station with Fer-

nando and had already impressed him with the

dignities, privileges and rights of F.P.'s.

After a little unpacking, he came into Fer-

nando's room and said it was time to go to hall

for supper.

The real dining-hall was not then built and

the Great School was used as one; it was a

very fine room, much finer than the dining-halls

of many famous schools that Fernando came to

know afterwards. At one end was the dais, on

which were the tables for the Upper and Lower
masters, set T-fashion.

There sat the Head Master, with the Captain

of the School standing beside him, calling the

roll. As each name was called the owner of it

stood up and cried "Adsum," which of course

made Fernando think of Colonel Newcome

—

and perhaps not of course, gave him a lump in

his throat.
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Beside the Head, but seated, and round the

corner of the table, sat the Second Master, who
smiled so as to show his teeth at every name,

as if there were some joke in it.

The table where Fernando sat was rather a

short one, being used only by the Prefects and

F.P.'s. As soon as the roll was called the same

noise began that the cloister had been full of;

everybody talked, and no one talked in whis-

pers.

Bruce Tudor introduced Fernando to the

others at his table and they were all very friend-

ly and civil. But supper did not last long; then

there was a sort of walk (or talk) in the

cloisters, and then Compline; very short, of

course, and I think the most popular service of

the day. The boys all sang the psalms and

hymn by heart, and seemed to like it.

After that there was no talking, but all

trooped up to the dormitories except Prefects

not on duty, who went to the Sixth Form Room,

and the F.P.'s who went to their own rooms.

So ended Fernando's first day—or part of a

day at St. Wolstan's.

Next morning he had to be examined, and I

daresay the Head Master found him backward

and ignorant—hardly entitled to his ex officio
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position of Sixth Form boy and Prefect. Still,

human nature being human nature (Mr. Lowell

says there's a deal of human nature in a man,

and I expect there's more in a boy), it was soon

a satisfaction to him to discover that he was not

the most ignorant and backward of the Sixth.

Bruce Tudor was three years older, and had

been at school all his life, but he seemed pre-

destined never to remember what he learned.

He was so manly, and so big, it always made

Fernando blush and shiver to hear him put up

to translate, especially as Fernando soon liked

him very much. The Prefects were taken in all

classics by the Head Master, and he loved

classics, and sneered at all mathematics as

"sums." That endeared him to Fernando, who
was always an idiot at any "sums." Even al-

gebra seemed to him a fiendish Islamic inven-

tion for the torment of Nazarenes.

It may as well be said that from first to last

the Head Master was very kind to Fernando.

And it may as well be said he did a marvellous

work for the school, quite in its infancy, into

which he infused a spirit that was like a fine

tradition. To give a new school a sense of high

tradition is a wonderful feat of influence.

The Head Master had to work against one
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very serious drawback to his position; he was
not, as many of the masters had been, an old

boy of any other school of the Corporation, but

an outsider. And there was another difficulty:

he was not High Church; on the contrary he

was what is called Broad, and to be Broad was

held almost treason in the Corporation.

The Warden had nothing to do with the

teaching of the school; he was a figure-head.

And the figure-head of a ship is not greatly in

the captain's way. But I suspect that the High
Church Warden and the Broad Church Head
Master of St. Wolstan's were terribly in each

other's way.

As to the High Churchness of St. Wolstan's,

Fernando found it almost an anti-climax. He
had expected, and hoped for, a great deal more

than he found. There were many services

in chapel, but they were none of them very

"advanced": and Fernando himself got into

trouble more than once for practices that were

held to be "Roman." Except for the Compline

every evening all the services were thoroughly

Anglican; and even in the bidding prayer at

Holy Communion no more direct prayer for the

dead was included than whatever might be im-

plied in praying for all benefactors of the Cor-
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poration, all who had done it good, and all who
had done it harm. The celebrant did not use

"vestments" but only a stole of the colour of

the day, with a chalice-veil of the corresponding

colour. During the actual Communion the choir

sang the beautiful hymn

"Draw nigh and take the body of the Lord,

And drink His holy blood for you outpoured."

The celebrant never stood at either end of

the altar sideways to the people, but always in

front of it, with his back to them. Forty years

ago that was considered "High"—implying a

sacrificial attitude.

When Fernando arrived at St. Wolstan's the

Warden was not there, being in residence at

Ethelminster, of which cathedral he was a

Canon. Soon, however, he came, and his com-

ing speedily brought trouble on Fernando's head.

On the Monday after his arrival a message was

brought to Fernando, in the Prefects' Room, that

his presence was required by the Warden in his

lodge.

"What have you been up to, young Burs-

cough?" one of the Prefects wondered with

cheerful unconcern. To be "wanted" by the
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Warden was a sign of something beyond the

common.

Not without a sinking feeling, rather like

that which one experiences when "going down"
in a swing, did Fernando make his way to the

Warden's Lodge. He found the Warden writ-

ing in his study, a large, pleasant, and not un-

duly severe-looking room. The Warden he had

seen already; in fact, his stall in chapel was im-

mediately behind that dignitary's, and he knew
that the Warden could look severe. He looked

so now.

"Come in and shut the door," said the great

man, going on with his writing for a few min-

utes.

I think he thoroughly understood the cowing

effect of suspense, and knew quite well what

he was about. To set a delinquent at his ease

is no part of wisdom in him who intends to

convey intimations of displeasure. And the

Warden was displeased and meant to show

it.

Presently he rose and stood upon the hearth-

rug, with his back to the empty fireplace—an

excellent thing to stand in front of when you

desire to produce a cold impression. A good

fire at your back has too friendly and com-
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fortable a look, and it is apt to make intimate

little cheerful cracklings. Over the austere

stone chimney-piece was an Arundel Society

print.

"I have had, unfortunately, to send for you,"

said the Warden. "And to send for you in

order to find fault."

"What on earth about?" said Fernando, but

entirely to himself. To the Warden he ventured

on saying nothing.

He was (and always was) painfully conscious

of being very small, and the Warden was a

big man, burly, and of an almost overbearing

presence. His nose, indeed, was small, and

not fine, as some small noses are; but it ex-

pressed determination, almost pugnacity. His

eyes were bright, and acute, intelligent, and cer-

tainly masterful. On those whom he liked they

could glance very pleasantly, but I am sure he

did not like Fernando; and I doubt if he liked

him the better for being known as a boy some-

what marked by the Head Master's favourable

notice.

"Unfortunately I must find fault," the War-
den went on: and he conveyed the impression

that the misfortune was Fernando's, as was

the fault.
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"At Holy Communion yesterday," he con-

tinued, "I observed your behaviour; and there

was an objectionable feature. I saw that in

approaching and leaving, before your Com-
munion and after it, you genuflected to the

Sacred Species in the hands of the celebrant.

It is the reverent custom of this place to bow,

profoundly; not at Holy Communion only, but

whenever the altar is passed. That is the usage

of our Church. To genuflect is a Roman usage,

and alien to our tradition. That is the objec-

tionable feature of your behaviour; and it is

highly objectionable. It must be absolutely

discontinued/'

"Very well, sir," and Fernando bowed (pro-

foundly), though the Warden was not at the

altar. Of course, he could not argue, and did

not complain even in his own mind that he could

not. Nevertheless, it seemed to him that if one

should bow profoundly to an empty altar, on

which there is only a cross; bow to it, as he

had been told, because it is the King's empty

throne (as in the House of Peers the lords bow
to the empty throne of the earthly sovereign)

;

that it cannot be an excessive tribute of venera-

tion to bend the knee to the present King Him-
self. That the Warden believed the King to be

present there in the Eucharist, as fully as he
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did, he did not doubt. The Warden could not

have expected that the boy would argue with

him, or make any protest; but he seemed almost

disappointed that Fernando said so little.

"You understand," he observed in a staccato

voice, "that this practice must be wholly dis-

continued."

Fernando said that he quite understood; and

looked as though awaiting some signal of dis-

missal from the presence. But the Warden saw

no reason for so promptly ending his discomfort,

and enlarged austerely on the evils of a Ro-

manising tendency. As he discoursed he sur-

veyed Fernando from head to foot—no great

distance; and before he had done, something he

saw caused him to demand:

"What do you wear upon your watch-chain?

What medal is that?"

It was a very small medal, about the size of

a sixpence, and the Warden advanced to scru-

tinise it.

"An old Irishwoman in my mother's district

at home, to whom my mother was kind, gave it

to me two years ago, and ever since I have car-

ried it on my chain."

On one side of it was the portrait of Pius

IX, then already in Heaven, where his pray-

ers might be helping Fernando; on the other
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was St. Peter's effigy, and around it the legend,

"Ubi Petrns ibi Ecclesia." The Warden turned

it about in his big hand, and his eyes did not

glance pleasantly on the wearer of it. But he

did not order the lad to remove it; and when

he had tossed it away, he said nothing as he

stepped back to his place on the rug. His si-

lence could, he knew, be sufficiently overpow-

ering. His silence and his face did almost over-

power Fernando.

"I shall always keep it," the boy said, "but

if you think it wrong that I should wear it

—

here—on my chain, I will take it off and keep

it in my pocket out of sight.''

At that moment the Warden's butler, who
looked like a verger, entered with a telegram,

and the Warden said:

"You can go, Burscough."

And Burscough went; that was the first

episode.



CHAPTER XXVI

s.j.

When next Fernando was "wanted" the matter

was somewhat serious.

He soon became aware that though the great

majority of his schoolfellows were not much
concerned with such matters, there were some
few who were, or wrere disposed to be, quite

as High Church as himself. I daresay, though

I do not pretend to know if it were so, that they

were sons of clergymen with "advanced" views.

To some of them St. Wolstan's seemed painfully

moderate. How the boys found each other out

I cannot tell, but they certainly did find Fer-

nando out, and gradually came to talk to him of

these things. This was not till he had been

some time at the school, and perhaps he was
then known to be even more "High" than was
approved by some of his pastors and mas-

ters.

The result of these confidential discussions

238
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was a scheme that was, it must be confessed,

peculiar. To Fernando it seemed a pity that

the boys with ideas like his own should be mere

lonely isolated units, scattered through the

school, unable to encourage and support each

other. If united somehow in a group they might

give mutual help to one another; especially help

to be High Church.

Why might they not combine and make of

themselves a sort of guild?

Then the scheme, as first imagined, grew
in the boy's mind, and became more ambitious.

Why should not the guild extend beyond St.

Wolstan's and bring together boys with the

same ideas belonging to different schools?

Fernando himself knew boys, a few of whom
were High Church, at several of the great

schools. No doubt they also felt themselves

isolated, and no doubt they, too, would like the

idea of such encouragement as would come

from association with boys of like mind in their

own schools and elsewhere.

Certain simple rules might be kept by all,

and certain practices followed, such as con-

fession, prayer to the saints, prayers for the

dead, and so on.

It is not necessary to put down in detail all

that the scheme was meant to effect, or how;
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even if Fernando had thought it all out then

and could remember it all now.

He did enter into correspondence with some

boys at other schools, and found adherents

to the scheme. So did other boys of the group

of St. Wolstan's.

Finally he drew up a paper and had it printed

at the town, five miles away, nearest to St. Wol-

stan's. The paper set out the objects of the

union, and (I think) the methods to be fol-

lowed and the rules to be observed. And it

gave the name by which the members were to

call their association. The name was, perhaps,

the most singular feature of the scheme.

At the top of the paper the Holy Name was

printed in a Cross, thus:

—

J
E

JESUS
u
s

And the little association or guild took for its

designation that of a very great and famous

one: it called itself the Society of Jesus.

Now how did the boy hit upon that title?

It must be remembered that he had now read

the Life of Saint Ignatius of Loyola; and that
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no doubt answers the question. But he did not

mean to copy the name absolutely. In the Life

the Order founded by Saint Ignatius was al-

ways mentioned as the Company of Jesus, and

Fernando did not know that in English-speaking

countries it is in fact known as the Society of

Jesus. So the boy, purposely avoiding the

word "Company" chose that of "Society." I

cannot help wondering what Saint Ignatius

thought of it up in heaven. A schoolboy in a

non-Catholic school was plagiarising the name
of his own great Society for a queer, unau-

thorised, highly illicit, little association of other

Protestant schoolboys. For my part, I think

he understood. What the Saint founded was

meant to band Catholics together in defence of

the ancient faith then assailed by a new menace.

What the unsaintly boy meant was to help him-

self and others to be Catholics in an isolation

that made it difficult. Perhaps the smiling Saint

only prayed that the lad might really be made
a Catholic.

Well, the paper was printed, as has been

said, and copies of it were posted by Fernando

and his associates to their friends in other

schools; and in some sort the little society was
launched on its half-secret contraband voyage.

The members were but few ; whether they would
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ever Have grown to be many I cannot guess, for

the "society" was, like its mighty namesake was,

doomed to be suppressed. No doubt Fernando

dreamed of its rapid spread, of new associates

coming in from ever so many schools. Per-

haps if that had happened he himself would

never have been really a Catholic.

But from his dreams about his society he

was soon and coldly awakened.

One day he was "wanted," and it was by the

Head Master this time, for the Warden was

not then in residence; and well, I fancy, was it

for him that the Warden was away.

Fernando betook himself to the Head
Master's house and knocked, without apprehen-

sion, at the study door. Prefects were con-

stantly being sent for by the "Head" about mat-

ters concerning the school, and there was noth-

ing alarming in such a summons. And Fer-

nando was extremely fond of the Head Master.

Dr. Usher (we will call him so) was neither

old nor awful. He was not in the least "don-

nish," and cultivated no ponderous aloofness of

manner: I doubt if he would have thought it

scandalous if anyone had suggested the hy-

pothesis that he was once a boy himself. He
could laugh at jokes he had not made himself

—even if one of his own Sixth Form boys made
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one at his own supper-table. He could, how-

ever, make excellent jokes himself, and he was

first-rate company. He had a temper, and

he could be unpleasant enough, especially to

persons who disliked sarcasm; but Fernando

thought his irony very stimulating, and was

not exactly afraid of him.

When he called out "Come in," Fernando

went in, unsuspicious of calamity. The Head's

house was not so imposing as the Warden's

Lodge, and his study was quite a small room,

pretty full of books, much read and not too full-

dressed. A man who is not on easy terms even

with his books is apt to be more alarming in

his library.

"Come in, Burscough, and wait a minute till

I've finished this," said the Head Master over

his shoulder. He was really writing, and writ-

ing quickly to get it done, not on purpose to

create suspense. Fernando stood still, wait-

ing, not at all disturbed.

Then the Head had finished, and got up.

"Well, Burscough!" he began. And Fer-

nando promptly perceived that something was

going to happen. Dr. Usher's face was always

expressive, and it expressed a good deal.

First of all, it seemed to say:
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"You're a nice young gentleman, I don't

think."

He did not assume a look of savage hostility,

or even of magisterial wrath; but he did look

determined, and he did not look pleased.

"No nonsense," his eyes said.

"And what nonsense," his sardonic smile

said.

"Now, Burscough," his lips said, aloud, and

then his glance was directed towards his writing

table. Fernando's eyes followed, and there, on

the top of a pile of letters, lay that well-known

printed leaflet concerning the "Society of

Jesus."

I have no doubt that Fernando grew as red

as a turkey-cock—not that I ever saw a red

one.

"Yes," said the Head Master, grimly, "it has

been sent to me."

Some master in some other school had got

hold of it and had extracted from its owner the

name and address of the sender, and had then

written to Dr. Usher.

"Who is responsible for that precious pro-

duction," he asked.

"I am."

He read it aloud. And if I had been some-

body else I might have admired the rich va-
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riety of sarcastic emphasis which he employed.

As it was I should have much preferred to hear

him read as many lines of some unknown classic

author, with an obvious purpose of insisting on

my immediately translating the same without a

dictionary.

"Well, Burscough!" he said, when he had
finished.

And those two words were very eloquent.

They summed up a most unflattering judgment

of the author of the paper. He was sillier, more
absurd, more worthy of derision, aye, and of re-

proof, than falls to the ordinary lot of boys.

On the serious side of the matter, as calcu-

lated to do harm to a corporation of schools

already accused of being "Jesuitical/' the Head
Master laid but passing stress. Not, I think,

because he was not himself High Church, but

because he chose rather to seem to regard the

whole thing as an amazing exhibition of ab-

surdity. Probably he knew very well what he

was about.

Of the name of Fernando's society he did

speak, and that with a kind of amazement of

sardonic criticism. It was then that Fernando

first understood that he had literally taken the

name of the Jesuit Order for his guild of school-

boys.
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More than once the Head Master laughed,

and called out "Upon my word!"

But his laugh did not at all suggest any in-

vitation to the culprit to join in his merriment.

It was all for himself, and Fernando's depths

of idiocy were the most unapproved occasion

of it.

If I had an enemy I should think it very

wicked to wish that he might be as uncomfort-

able as Fernando was that afternoon.

"And you—you originated this precious

scheme ?" he exclaimed abruptly.

"Yes, sir."

"It proceeds from what the poverty of the

English language obliges me to call your brain?"

"Yes, sir."

He paused.

"But you found others to join you."

That was obvious, or it could never have been

a society at all. So Fernando held his peace:

and he was not asked their names.

"And even in other schools you sought and

found others to join you . . . Upon my word!

upon my word ! And the whole thing was to be

private and confidential—a secret society! upon

my word!"

A good deal more was said : a great deal more
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than it was pleasant for Fernando to hear. But

it would be tedious to try to recall it all.

That he was in disgrace, and very black dis-

grace, was made abundantly clear. What, he

wondered, would be done to him? For a Pre-

fect there were no minor punishments, and this

was not a minor offense. Flogged he could

hardly be for founding a Society of Jesus for

Anglican schools; but might he not be expelled?

And to him it seemed that expulsion might very

possibly be decreed, especially if the whole thing

were to be reported to the Warden. Then, he

thought in his misery, people would know only

that he had been expelled, few would know why

;

no doubt the cause would be assumed to be

something very different.

Looking back now I can see how little likely

it would be he should have been expelled. Even

had it seemed (as very possibly it might) to the

Warden that the boy richly deserved the ex-

tremest penalty for such an offence, to inflict it

would have been a great risk. Fernando's

parents might have made the matter fully public,

and the many who accused the Corporation of

"Jesuitry" would have been loud in crying

through the newspapers: "The boy only carried

out the teaching he had imbibed: a juvenile
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Jesuit no doubt, but without any disguise. And
who taught him?"

They would have been grossly unjust and

unfair; but that never would have stopped them.

Fernando's "Jesmtry" was certainly not learned

at St. Wolstan's, but was utterly contemned by

its rulers. There is no more passionately anti-

Catholic spirit than that of a strongly Anglican

school.

The Head Master talked long, but he said

nothing about expulsion, and probably the idea

of it never entered his mind. He had not the

least idea of persecuting or bullying Fernando,

but merely intended to squash him.

On one thing he wTas, of course, determined.

There must be an instant and complete end of

the guild. Like the Bourbon kings (whom he

particularly despised) he was resolved on sup-

pression of the ''Society of Jesus." And poor

Fernando had to play Clement XIV to the Head
Master's Louis and Charles; so the little so-

ciety was suppressed.

But the originator of it was none the less

determined to be a Catholic. He thought he

was one, but he was quite sure he must be one.

And why should not Saint Ignatius have prayed

that his boyish plagiarist might find out his mis-

take, and set it right?



CHAPTER XXVII

BOY AND MASTER

I hope it will not be supposed by anybody read-

ing these chapters of a lad's life that Fernando

at school thought of nothing but religion; his

mind was occupied by many other things. Games
he disliked, but he enjoyed at St. Wolstan's a

very pleasant time without them. He had many
friends, and he was for ever making new friends

among books. And he was already writing

himself: before he was twenty he had finished

his first novel, which was published early in

1879. The second did not follow till 1903, and
it made as little mark as the first. It was not

until 1907 that his third book appeared and

drew attention to his work.

The first bit of writing for which Fernando

ever received payment was a small essay writ-

ten, and published in Chambers' Journal, in

1876. I think the price paid for it was thirty-

five shillings. An article in the Globe, a year

or so later, brought about the same amount.

249
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But he was always writing, and undoubtedly

he should only have been reading and learning.

Among other work of this sort he edited, as its

first editor, the school magazine, called the

IVolstonian: but he did not write much in it,

and what he did write was of no consequence or

value whatever.

In 1876, and again in 1877, he took the Senior

Divinity Prize. At the Speech Day of 1876 he

acted M. le Philosophe in Moliere's Gnatho

Bourgeois Gentilhomme, and Old Gobbo in

a scene from the Merchant of Venice. In the

Annual Shakespearean Play of the same year

he acted Egeon in the Comedy of Errors. In

the following one, the Merchant of Venice, he

represented the merchant; and at the 1877

Speech Day he was Gnatho in the Ennuchus of

Terence, and Hotspur in Henry IV.

He never acted at all well, being wooden and

monotonous; and, never having seen any play

acted upon the stage of a regular theatre, he

had no model on which to form his own acting.

Some of the boys acted splendidly, and the

Annual Shakespearean Play was, and still is,

a notable feature of the school year. Except

for Fernando's own part in it, it was always in

his time thoroughly well done.

The rehearsing of the play took a good deal
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of time, as did that of the parts in the scenes

from Latin, English, or French plays given on

Speech Days : Fernando was a very slow "study"

and singularly awkward and stupid in his efforts

to profit by the instruction of the masters who
coached the actors.

In 1877 ne became president of the school

debating society, in which he had been a speaker

from the time of his arrival. All these things,

and his long walks and excursions, rilled up the

fime out of school very agreeably. Only one of

the many debates lingers at all in his memory,

and that for no important reason. The subject

of the debate somehow brought in the Stuarts

and the Hanoverians, and Fernando made a

long—and probably dull—speech, throughout

which he consistently alluded to "James HI,"

"Charles III," and "Henry IX," as the Kings

of England, and to the de facto monarchs of the

House of Brunswick merely as the Electors of

Hanover. Such blatant Jacobitism was con-

sidered portentously aggressive.

On half-holidays Fernando never played either

cricket or football, and for Prefects there were

no bounds ; they might walk whither they chose,

so long as they were back in time for six o'clock

Roll Call, and did not go anywhere by train.

As the other Prefects were almost always
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playing either cricket or football, Fernando's

walks were mostly solitary, and he liked them

none the worse. In college he was not at all

unsociable, but he specially enjoyed these hours

entirely to himself. It is much easier to build

castles in the air alone than with a talking

companion, and Fernando built thousands of

castles. And he was still devoted to poetry, and

repeated huge quantities of it aloud to himself

during those long, long rambles.

Many of the walks were pilgrimages to places

which he peopled with the men and women out

of George Eliot's books—as has been told al-

ready. He fixed on an Adam Bede, but never

tried to get in talk with him, lest he should dis-

prove himself. Seth and their mother he also

picked out; and at different times he saw Mr.

Tulliver riding through the deep rich lanes, and

Aunt Pullet and her husband, and Aunt Gleg

and hers, in their respective gigs—the former

much the neater turn-out.

Getting leave to go by train, he made other

pilgrimages of this sort. To Uttoxeter on a

rainy market-day to see Dr. Johnson, his old and

much-loved schoolfellow, doing penance in the

market place. To Ashbourne to pick out (quite

arbitrarily) the house where the great lexi-

cographer used to stay with Dr. Taylor.
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The old church at Ashbourne was quite de-

lightful and packed with beautiful and interest-

ing monuments; and there, too, Fernando spent

happy, dreamy hours, always bewailing the

Reformation that had brought the Catholic Mid-

dle Ages to an end.

Fernando, I say, was not always thinking of

religion, but much of amusement, if his amuse-

ments were not quite the same as those of his

friends; much of books, secular books, and the

people in them, whom he liked better to be

with than most people in "rear' life; of his cas-

tles in the air, of which he himself was master

and castellan; and very, very much of home and

Gracechurch.

Also he wrote many letters, and some of

them were addressed to exalted personages, who
probably were little aware of the youth of their

correspondent. For instance he wrote to Dr.

Pusey, and the great Tractarian answered in a

long letter on a small sheet of paper in a tiny,

rather crabbed hand. Of course, he wanted

Dr. Pusey to explain away something Pro-

testant-seeming in the Church that Fernando

was still trying hard to be sure was Catholic;

and, of course, Pusey was ready to do it, but

not much pleased that his correspondent should

seem to have any misgivings.
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Another to whom Fernando wrote, and very

often, was Canon Carter, of Clewer, at that

time a great luminary in the highest Anglican

firmament. His replies were fuller than Dr.

Pusey's and seemed a great deal more benign.

He either did not, or did not choose to seem to,

see that his correspondent had misgivings, but

wrote as though counsel and encouragement

were all that he needed. His letters were uni-

formly kind, friendly, and sympathetic, and

gave the impression of an old man full of gentle

graciousness. Perhaps he kept the lad where

he was a year or so longer.

A third correspondent of Fernando's was

an Anglican Benedictine nun of Feltham, in

Middlesex; her letters had nothing to do with

Anglican difficulties, but simply dealt with life

in the cloister, and how they who were hidden

in it might help those out in the world. I am
sure that she had a hold of the hem of Saint

Benedict's garment, and I hope his prayers

brought her, as they have since brought so many
who have called themselves his daughters, into

the light of his own faith: but I do not know,

for it is seven and thirty years since I heard any

word of her.

Just before Christmas of 1877, when he was
nineteen, Fernando went in for the examination
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which, if he passed, would make him a master.

Of course he hoped to pass, but he felt very

uncertain about it, very doubtful even of scrap-

ing through: of "honours" he had not the

slightest hope. One could get First Class in

Honours, Second Class, and Third Class, and
one might just squeeze through without honours

at all.

The results were not known when the school

broke up for the Christmas holidays. During
them Fernando received a telegram from the

Head Master. "Best congratulations, you have

floored your Examiners." He did not know that

it meant more than that he had not been

"ploughed," but that entirely relieved and sat-

isfied him. Next morning's post brought a let-

ter with particulars—he had passed First Class,

and he could hardly believe it.

It meant not only that he was entitled to a

mastership; even a "pass" would secure that;

but that he would receive double the salary of

a passman.

Many letters of congratulation came, and in

January he went back to the school as a master,

provided for, and fully earning his own living,

and still he was not twenty. So that he felt

very comfortable. And he was delighted to

have been given a mastership there, at St.
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Wolstan's, instead of in one of the other schools

of the Corporation.

He had been extremely happy at St. Wol-
stan's as a boy, and to be still there, instead of

beginning again in a strange place, in the higher

status of a master, altogether appealed to his

tastes. All changes of place and companions

were always hateful to him.

Certainly that return as a master seemed to

hold out little promise of his ever tearing him-

self up and moving away into a new and strange

world altogether. It rather seemed as though

now he must settle down into a fixture in the

school, making there whatever career 'life might

hold for him. And it was such a career as he

would have chosen. In the country that he

now greatly loved, in the house that he loved

much more, among friends already dear, with

work that he liked, the years would pass placidly

by, and the one thing he abhorred, change and

strangeness, would never come to trouble him.

To a lad with eager and stirring ambitions

the life of an under-master might not seem very

alluring. Such a one would only accept it, per-

haps, as a stepping-stone where his foot would

not linger. But to any boy it would not seem

to be a bad beginning: to be, before his

twentieth birthday, a master in his own school,
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with his seat at the High Table on the dais, and

a recognised position, of which the "cappings" in

cloister and playgrounds were one of the out-

ward expressions—to any lad, I say, it would

appear a pleasant enough start in life.

To Fernando it was much more. Though he

built castles in the air he had not much ambi-

tion, not because he was specially modest, but

because he was not enterprising, and because

he fully recognised that without money, or the

qualities that can compel success without it, no

striking field of distinction lay open to him.

He wanted, chiefly, to be happy, and the life that

now lay before him promised the kind of hap-

piness he desired.

I say that that return to St. Wolstan's as a

master held out but a poor promise of Fer-

nando's ever making such a change as would

rob him of all his promise of life and leave him
to begin again. Probably from the time he had

been a child of nine or ten, there had never been

a moment in which he was, humanly speaking,

so little likely ever to become a Catholic. Every-

thing conspired to make him want, more than

ever, and he had always wanted, to believe he

was a Catholic already. Two years and a half

at St. Wolstan's had undoubtedly made him
more Anglican.



CHAPTER XXVIII

ORDERS

But something happened to set aching once

more the misgivings that had now for four

years or more from time to time been gnawing

at his vitals; for it was vital to Fernando that

he should be able to believe himself a Catholic.

In the Fellows' Library, to which he had ac-

cess, Fernando came upon a book on Anglican

Orders ; and he read it greedily.

Oddly enough he had never realised till then

that there was any question of their validity,

or that the Catholic Church refused to recog-

nise them. The mere discovery that it was so was
very, very dismal. He had always supposed that

the Orders of the Anglican clergy were admitted

without question by the Catholic Church as it

admitted those of the Greek, Russian, Coptic,

and Oriental schismatic Churches. All those

Churches had the Mass, and there was no ques-

tion as to the fact that they who communicated

258
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at those schismatic altars received the validly

consecrated Eucharist. That the Latin Church

held those dissident churches of the near and

middle East to be schismatic Fernando knew,

and he had supposed that it regarded the Angli-

can Church as being in the same boat; it was
not Peter's ship, that boat, in the Latin idea, but

it was duly manned by bishops, priests, deacons,

etc. Now he found that there was a wide and

lamentable divergence between the status of

those schismatic Churches and that of his own,

in the judgment of the Catholic Church. Evi-

dently she did not regard the Anglican body as

a Church at all, but only as a sect, without

Orders, like the Kirk of Scotland, the German
Lutherans, and the Swiss Calvinists.

This, I say, was a dismal discovery. What-
ever the Anglican writer, whose book he had in

his hands, might have to say against the Catho-

lic view, it was a heavy blow to be made aware

that such was the Catholic view. No doubt

the Anglican defender of the Orders of his own
Church would prove to have much to say : prob-

ably he would establish his own case to his own
satisfaction or the book would not have been

published. But that would not alter the now
ascertained fact that the Catholic Church held

those Orders null and invalid, that she did not
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admit the existence of real bishops and priests

in the English Church, or recognise that in it

there was the Mass and the true validly conse-

crated Eucharist.

However firmly the writer who defended his

own Church's Orders might believe in them, it

was none the less true that the Head of Christen-

dom and the whole Catholic Church under his

obedience simply disbelieved in them. The
Anglican writer might be right ; but so might the

Pope. It was horrible to think that there was

doubt and uncertainty in so absolutely vital a

matter; and how could there be certainty on the

Anglican side if the Catholic Church in England

itself, in France, Italy, Spain, Poland, Austria,

Germany, Ireland, and the Americas, with one

voice maintained the same denial? Nay, was

there anything to pr^ve that even the dissident

Churches of Russia, Greece, Egypt, Syria, Ar-

menia, etc., admitted the validity of Anglican

Orders any more than did the Latin Church?

It did not appear so. It might only too probably

transpire that every Church with undisputed

Orders of its own joined with Latin Christen-

dom in regarding the Anglicans as a mere Pro-

testant sect that had lost its Orders as had the

Presbyterians, Zwinglians, and Calvinists, and

all the host of English and American sects. The
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claimant alone might support his own claim;

nay, the claim was not, that Fernando did know,

put forward with any unanimity by the claimant

body itself; for the whole Broad and Low
Church clergy of the National Church were

indifferent to such a claim, and the bulk of

them absolutely repudiated apostolic succession.

Without apostolic succession there could be no

valid Orders in the Catholic sense, but only the

sort of Orders admitted by Presbyterians and

Calvinists.

I must say at once that I do not think Fer-

nando ever recovered from the shock of discov-

ering that the Catholic Church regarded Angli-

can Orders as null and invalid.

At first that discovery prevented his going

on with the book that had brought it ; he was in

too low spirits, and too deeply in dread of not

finding the Anglican apologists conclusive. For

years he had lived in the dream that his own
Church was a branch of that of Rome; how
could it be, if it were not a Church at all? If it

had no Orders, it was only a sect, and the most

obscure and least orthodox of the little, ancient,

schismatic Churches of the East, with true

Orders, Mass and Sacraments, was in a higher

and totally different position. Their members,

schismatic by inheritance, as Fernando had
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thought himself to be, and not by any fault or

choice of their own personality, might await and

strive for reunion, and meanwhile have their

sacraments. In a mere sect there is no sacra-

mental life at all.

Of course Fernando went back to the book

tremendously anxious to find in it a plain case

made out; to read some triumphant proof of the

validity of Anglican Orders. But that he could

not believe that he found. There were argu-

ments in disproof of the Roman disproofs, but

no demolition of them; there was, as it seemed to

eager Fernando, nothing like a triumphant, clear

proof of the Anglican Orders' validity. There

was some rather half-hearted attempt to re-

tort the charge on the Roman Orders them-

selves, but that did not elate Fernando—he did

not wTish to see them impugned, but to see those

of his own Church clearly vindicated; and he

knew pretty well that all Ecclesiastical Christen-

dom, every schismatic Church itself, had always

admitted the unquestioned validity of Rome's

Orders; of them there was not any question.

The question lay elsewhere; and no attempt to

start another would answer it.

Many times Fernando went back to the book,

and never did it cheer and satisfy him.

The arguments it quoted from Catholic op-
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posing sources always seemed to him fatally

heavy, and the counter-arguments inconclusive

and depressing. I think the end of it all was

that he could not see anything more satisfactorily

proved than that the seventeenth century Or-

ders of the Anglican Church were doubtful;

that was not cheerful. He did not feel that it

would be easy to be satisfied with doubtful

Masses, and doubtful Holy Communion. But

the seventeenth century was not the worst.

There came the eighteenth, and it was impossi-

ble for him to feel assured of the Orders of a

Church that depended for them on the eighteenth

century bishops. Of how very few of them

could it be believed that they had any intention

of ordaining sacrificing priests, and of con-

ferring any power to consecrate bread and

wine into the true body and blood of Christ, or

any authority to absolve in the sacrament of

penance? Even of the nineteenth century

bishops could it be generally believed?

This is not a theological treatise, and it is

not intended to present Fernando as a youthful

theologian. It is only meant to show how
Fernando's position received a blow from wThich

it never recovered.

He had come back to St. Wolstan's with a

tacit purpose of living his life there, and the
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prospect had been pleasant and comfortable to

him. That pleasantness and comfort had now
experienced a menace; and Fernando was never

again able to look forward calmly to continuing

where he was. A Catholic he must be ; and now
it was becoming impossible to him to believe that

he was one already.

Concerning this unhappy business of the

Orders, he wrote many letters, and he was di-

rected to many books. Some of them he could

get and did get ; and he read them certainly with

a desperate desire to find in them a full satis-

faction of the doubts that had been raised in

him. In none of them could be find that.

Some of the books to which he was referred

he could not obtain; but in seeking them he

came across others, of which some were written

by the divines by whom the Book of Common
Prayer had been drawn up. These he read with

a kind of anxious suspense. Would they sup-

port the "Catholicity" of the Prayer Book?

Alas! they breathed nothing but resolute Pro-

testantism. How could their authors have de-

sired or intended to produce a Catholic service-

book? How could an Ordinal drawn up by

such men really embody any Catholic inten-

tion? Nothing could seem more dismally plain

than their abhorrence of a sacrificing priest-
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hood. Would any Ordinal of their making ex-

press the consecrator's intention of ordaining a

priest to offer sacrifice?

As I have just said, this is no theological

treatise and Fernando was no theologian, but

the only certainty he could arrive at by all

his reading was the certainty of doubtfulness.

To him it seemed ever more plain that all prob-

ability was against the validity of the Orders

of those who ministered at the altars where he

would wish to hear Mass and receive Holy Com-
munion.

Suppose the Head Master were really a validly

ordained priest, could it also be supposed that

he would have the intention of consecration?

Fernando could not suppose it.

Suppose on the other hand, as Fernando cer-

tainly did suppose, that the other clergy who in

their turns would celebrate had a full inten-

tion to sacrifice and consecrate, could it be taken

for granted that they had the power? Some

few of the bishops might be considered as pretty

sure to have intended to ordain a sacrificing,

consecrating priest; of most of them no such

intention could be held even reasonably prob-

able. And the bishops themselves had, each of

them, his episcopal pedigree; what could be

thought of it with such an episcopate as that of
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England during a full century and perhaps much
more? How many Georgian bishops ever had

intention of consecrating in the Catholic sense,

of doing in consecration what the Catholic

Church does?

So Fernando at celebration of the Eucharist

could never help hearing in his own mind the

dismal question, "Am I hearing Mass? Is it

the Mass? Is it anything?" When he went

to Communion he must, in spite of himself, hear

that other crucial question asking itself in his

mind. "Is it Our Lord—or unconsecrated

bread?" To adore the Living Christ in that

White Disguise of the Eucharist was the su-

preme act of worship; but what a misdirection

of worship if the thing adored were only bread!

To those who regard the Eucharist only as a

reception of bread and wine in memory of

Christ's death it cannot substantially matter

by whom the formula of "consecration" is pro-

nounced. It matters altogether to him who
believes that in the valid Eucharist Jesus Christ

Himself is received by each communicant.

It became so painful to Fernando to go to

Communion in this state of uncertainty that

gradually he almost ceased to go. He was

always present at the very frequent "celebra-

tions;" but now he seldom did more than try to
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"hear Mass;" and less and less did he feel any

assurance that he was hearing Mass.

What has been thus described as happening

to him has happened to very many other Angli-

cans ; but in one thing he may have been different

from most of them. For he had during a long

time felt confident of one thing—that in any

matter wherein the Catholic Church was at

issue with Protestantism, right must be on the

side of the Catholic Church. If the Catholic

Church had refused to admit the validity of

the Orders of the Greek, Russian, and other

dissident Churches of the near and middle east

(as it never had), Fernando would have been

sure that those Orders were null and invalid.

I think that for him, from the first moment
in which he became aware that the Catholic

Church of the continent denied the Orders of

the Anglican Church, it was really a foregone

conclusion that they must be invalid.

It could not be that the Roman Church denied

their validity simply because a section at all

events of the English Reformers had adopted

certain heresies: the whole body of the Greek

Church had adopted certain heresies, yet Rome
never revenged herself by impugning the validity

of Greek Orders, nor had it done so in regard

of the other dissident Churches of Eastern Eu-
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rope and Western Asia. They also had their

heresies, but Rome had not challenged their

Orders.

Rome had her quarrel with all of them, but

it did not drive her to deny the validity of the

Orders of any of them.

It could not be a mere provocative policy; it

must be simply a question of evidence and be-

lief. And Fernando could not believe her

wrong. That I think was a difference between

his attitude and that of many Anglicans who
have had his painful road to travel.



CHAPTER XXIX

THE NEW ROAD

Thus things were with Fernando when the

school at St. Wolstan's broke up for the long

summer holidays. He had begun the year in-

tending to remain on indefinitely, perhaps for

all his life; but now he knew that he would not

return in September.

In October he was to matriculate at Oxford,

and that came about in this fashion. At Easter

he had gone for a few days to the house of an

uncle, or rather the husband of one of his many
aunts. And this uncle had been much interested

by Fernando's success at the examinations of

the previous December. The "First Class" had

greatly impressed him, and particularly be-

cause it was largely due to certain classical

papers.

He urged that Fernando ought to go to Ox-

ford, since, with a good degree, he might com-

mand a higher position, as a master at St.

Wolstan's or any other school.

269
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Fernando plainly protested that he had not

the means. At St. Wolstan's he earned his

living, and would gradually earn more; but he

had no other income. If he left St. Wolstan's

for three or four years, his income would, dur-

ing all that time, entirely cease.

His uncle promptly offered to provide the

means for Fernando to go to the University ; and

ultimately this plan was agreed upon.

So that when the school broke up for the

summer holidays Fernando knew that he would

not come back at the end of them. By that time

he had come to look forward with intense de-

light to the years at Oxford.

The last Speech-Day at St. Wolstan's, at

which Fernando no longer "assisted'' as a boy

but as a master, was rendered memorable by

a speech, not on the programme, delivered by

the Head Master, who also was not to return

after the holidays. It bore reference to the

dual control of Warden and Head Master, and

was heard with an excitement seldom aroused

by any passages from the Greek, Latin, French,

or English classics declaimed in that hall. Its

substance, however, in no way concerns us,

and nothing further need be said about it here,

except that Fernando heard it with some dismay,
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and took the Head Master's part all the while he

was listening to it.

The speeches, expected and unexpected, were

all over about midday; after luncheon there

was a general exodus of the guests. Fernando

himself did not leave till late in the afternoon,

and that last afternoon at St. Wolstan's was

all packing and farewells. His room, stripped

of the things that had made it pretty and home-

like for three years, looked desolate and forlorn.

How happy he had been in it ! Friendships many
and dear had begun in it, or ripened in it from

mere acquaintanceship to friendship. Would
he ever see it again? Certainly never as its

tenant. Would those friendships continue? or

would the change that he felt approaching, more

by instinct than as yet by definite resolve, change

them too, perhaps end them?

It was a lovely day of English summer, all

sun and breeze; the rich upland meadows about

the college, timbered like a park, looked their

loveliest. Fernando went hurriedly round the

playing fields where he had so often sauntered

with his friends, and said good-bye to every-

thing. When he had gone away for the Christ-

mas holidays it was not to begin a really new
life; in a few weeks he had come back, and the

life as a master had seemed in all essentials the
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-same. Now everything was to be changed, scene,

friends, occupations—and, yes, something great-

er, more momentous, something that would

change everything with it.

Most boys leaving school to go to the Uni-

versity are elated with the sense of emancipa-

tion; to Fernando after half a year of master-

ship the change to Oxford was more like going

back to being a schoolboy.

Those farewells to the familiar and well-

loved places were more wistful than elated. The

known and tried had come to a stop, the un-

known in front had not begun.

It seemed strange too, presently, to be going

again along the often-travelled homeward road,

and for the last time—to know that the journey

he had a few months back looked forward to

making all the rest of his life never would be

made again: as it never has been. Thirty-six

years have gone by since that July evening, and

Fernando has never travelled an inch of that

road again.

It was on the Sunday night, two days before,

that he had gone to Benediction at the Catholic

Church of the village, two miles from the col-

lege, where he had very often been on half-

holiday afternoons to make a visit to the Blessed

Sacrament.
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When first he used to go there he believed that

the Blessed Sacrament was present at every

"celebration" in the College Chapel; only it

was not reserved there. Now that belief had
withered away, and it was only in the church

at Castle Talbot (as we will call the place) that

he could feel sure; and he could not receive the

Eucharist there, but he could go and worship.

Often he had gone, during those last doubting

months, and there he had never doubted. In

the empty little church there was no emptiness,

and the silence held the echo of a Voice full of

an old and tender invitation, bidding the tired

and the burdened wayfarer come and find His

rest.

In that place it had often seemed that faith

had nothing to do; there had been a clear con-

sciousness and realisation of the near Presence

of our Master that mere sight could not have

raised or bettered.

People think sometimes that it is only to the

strong in faith and spirit, to them in whom
there is some great achievement of virtue, that

this absolute realisation of Christ's presence in

the Eucharist is vouchsafed. It is not so. It

is given to those who need rather than to those

who deserve it. The Divine Lover does not woo
where He has already won ; but He pours out his
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ungrudging sweetness to the wayward and far

off, as the prodigal's father left the good son,

to run out to meet the miserable ingrate one.

Fernando, I say, kneeling alone in that quiet

church over and over again felt and knew that

a dozen feet away was the Most Beautiful of

the Children of Men. If He had pushed open

the door and left the Tabernacle; if He had

shown Himself in full stature of a man, smiling

as He smiled upon the children that played about

Him as He taught; if the smell of His raiment

could have crept to the lad's nostrils, the whis-

pered sighing of His voice crept to the lad's ears,

saying, as He said before, "Neither do I con-

demn thee"; if the lad could have seen the beat-

ing of that infinite Heart as Its pulsing stirred

His garment, it could not have added one

feature of reality, or enhanced by one iota the

impregnable conviction the lad had without all

those things.

If the lad could have had those things for

the choosing he would not have chosen them.

The offering of them would have seemed but a

reproach, as though without them he could not

believe. Thomas would not believe till he saw,

and he was allowed to see, to touch, too, if he

would; but the blessing was to them who never

should have seen and vet should believe.
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I have said how empty the place was and

how silent. No recollection comes of anything

in it, picture or statue, or carven niche; nor any

memory of any sound of whispering leaf or

breeze, outside. Nothing. Nothing but the

One Thing. The Presence.

The lad's thoughts wandered; but in a circle,

always with that ineffable, poignant, infinite

Centre.

He would think, suddenly, of the Holy Grail.

Of the exquisite story of its Quest. How it

eluded some. How it showed itself to some.

And, after all, it was but the Grail. Here were

the hands that had held it, that first Mass-night

in the awestruck room on the city wall. Here

the lips whose word had changed its wine into

Himself. Here the infinite Heart that had con-

ceived that supreme proof, so inconceivable by

any other heart but His, that half the world has

for ever failed to accept and hold it.

Only a few had been suffered after long quest

and prayer and fast to see the Grail. Himself

He gives to all: the reluctance is to receive

Him.

The lad's thoughts wandered—to the hard-

ness of the world's heart that will not believe.

Fools and slow of heart to believe all that the

prophets had said of Him, He had Himself
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called them who had seen His coming: and the

world's wise fools will not believe what He said

of Himself and of His staying. They cry out

against the Veiled Presence of the Eucharist as

not simple, contrary to the simplicity of the rest

of His story—as if God unborn in a Maiden's

bosom, God in a cradle, God learning to walk

and speak, God in bonds, God smitten on the

cheek, God spat upon and buffeted and hustled

in a crowd, God on a felon's cross, were all sim-

ple ideas, such as any man might have con-

ceived, and every man may think of without a

dread of the responsibility such truths lay upon

the purblind race of men.

Hither and thither the lad's thoughts ranged

out—to the indifferent, the averse, the unmoved
crowds of men who after twenty centuries still

run aloof and reject the lowliness of that Divine

Friendship offered so long, so patiently, so si-

lently.

His thoughts strayed, but always with the

sense of the very thing that had sent them out

along so many paths of regret and shame for

the hardness of the world's neglect of it.

I cannot tell you how many hours Fernando

spent alone, in the sweet summer afternoons, in

that quiet place where he was sure of finding

Our Lord. But he had gone very often, and
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each going was a pilgrimage, the greatest any

of us can make.

Then on that last Sunday evening of his stay

at St. Wolstan's he went to the church for Bene-

diction; the first at which he had ever been

present.

It was a simple function, with a very simple

rural congregation of country folks, mostly

labourers and farm-hands, very few gentry or

"educated" people.

It was to him a new thing to kneel among
such a crowd and know that all in it believed

that Christ was there upon the throne. Where
could you get a church- full of English Protes-

tant villagers with any such belief? Their

forefathers had believed it, but of that belief

they were themselves disinherited. Only among
the educated, and among a few here and there

of them, had Fernando ever found that belief.

Many of the Castle Talbot villagers, most,

I think, were descendants of those who had kept

the faith all along; kept it at the hazard of ruin

and death. Priests who had said Mass for them

out in the woods, or in some hidden loft of the

castle over there across the lovely valley, had

been dragged away to felons' prisons, to rack,

and rope, and mutilation, and slow horror of

death.
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That this was so gave a strange glamour

to a crowd otherwise so simple and so plain. Be-

hind each rustic figure was a pedigree of stead-

fast faith and patience. And here, as nowhere

else before, Fernando saw the tribute of Eu-

charistic Faith, not as a result of isolated re-

fined thought, but as an heirloom of loyal

fidelity on the humble and obscure.

For the right to believe in the Eucharistic

change Fernando and those of his mind were

always striving—to vindicate it as a thing one

might hold and yet be no outlander, borrowing

contraband from over seas. These villagers had

the right implied in their very name; it was their

unwasted inheritance; they had not to assure

each other that it was a lawful belief—every

one of them knew that to disbelieve was un-

lawful.

How could Fernando not envy them? How
could he help realising that what they had he

might have too without robbing one of them?

I think it was on that Sunday night that

he first knew that soon he would be a Catholic,

and that to be one he must become one.

But I cannot be really sure that it was then;

'for that knowledge comes so gradually that

when it has come at last one can hardly

tell how long it has been there. And some
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may say: Then it was the ritual that really

drew him over the dividing barrier, the

ceremonial of that first Catholic office at

which he ever was present that made up

his vacillating mind.

That at all events, I know is untrue. For

the actual ritual did not then attract him. It

was too new and strange, and his whole

longing and yearning was ever to what

was familiar and endeared by long habit and

use. The new forms and music, the new words

he would have to learn to love, he could not

instantly like them.



CHAPTER XXX

GOOD-BYE, GRACECHURCH !

In some ways those last summer months at

Gracechurch were like their predecessors,

in some ways very unlike. The home occupa-

tions were all the same, but there was an

inward sense of farewell that made everything

seem different. As a younger boy Fernando

had often thought how different a place the

Gracechurch railway station had appeared

whenever he went there during the holidays

from what it looked when he was there

waiting for the train which should take him

away to school.

It was so now with everything: the place,

the people, the occupations were just as they

had ever been; yet an atmosphere that was

strange and different hung about them, and

already began to throw them back into

perspective. It was partly due to the simple

fact that Fernando had come to the threshold

of manhood; in all other holidays he had been

280
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a schoolboy, this time he had come home a

schoolmaster; and his next birthday would make
him legally a man.

But deeper than that change lay the sense

of another, rapidly and inevitably approach-

ing, which would change his whole life. For

it was during those holidays that Fernando

definitely decided that he must be received into

the Catholic Church.

He resolved, as far as he could, to instruct

himself, and, almost as soon as he should be

at Oxford, to put himself under the instruction

of some priest. At Gracechurch there was no

priest within reach. Nor did he know any

Catholic priest anywhere; in fact he knew no

Catholics at all.

But, meanwhile, he wrote to Cardinal

Manning, who answered at once, with a clear

direct brevity. As to matters of detail,

this or that special doctrine, such as Indul-

gences, his replies were definite, plain and

succinct; but he insisted on the necessity of

considering, not items of belief, but the

grounds of Faith. His letters, as all his

letters did, went straight to the crucial point,

and were never rambling, as they were

never hurried. Religion, he showed, was

the realm not of conjecture, but of certainty;
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that certainty rested on faith, but that faith

rested on revelation, and that revelation

is no matter of speculation, but of assured

fact. To the fact there is a Divinely accredited

witness, of the fact there is a Divinely appointed

guardian.

I am not endeavouring to epitomise the

Cardinal's line of reply, but only to indicate

the direction in which he sought to lead his

enquirer's thought—not to detail of isolated

points of doctrine, but to the perpetua 1

Mission of the Holy Ghost in the Church.

To epitomise the Cardinal's gist three words

would serve as well as three hundred

—

The
Divine Teacher. Perhaps it came to this

—

that the ground of faith had never been human
argument but Divine Revelation. Man had

never been left to conjecture a god out of

his own brain; God had shown Himself.

The Patriarchs, the Hebrew Church and the

Prophets had all been recipients of Revela-

tion, but of a Revelation personal first, and

partial afterwards. The Catholic Church was

not to be worse off, without Revelation, but

better off with a wider Revelation, and a Catho-

lic Universal authority.

Uncertain faith could never be adequate

to man's need, or God's dignity; certain
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faith could rest only on a Divine witness.

The Holy Ghost in the Catholic Church se-

cured to man the certainty of faith. Christ's

promise of the Holy Ghost to her, for all

days, was His promise of Infallibility, His pro-

vision for man of a Divine Teacher, and so

of certainty in faith. The denial by a Church

of its own infallibility was the abdication of

any claim to the presence of the Holy Ghost

as the inspirer of her teaching. A Divine

Teacher cannot falter or stumble. I did not

mean to say even so much as this of Cardinal

Manning's letters. Rather I intended to men-

tion them as the beginning of a very close and

affectionate friendship.

To only one person did Fernando speak of

the resolution he had now formed of being

received into the Catholic Church, and that

one person was his mother. Of her sympathy

he could feel sure, though her approval he

could hardly expect. She only wanted him

to do whatever he thought right, but she must

regret that he should think that duty called

him so far. No doubt, she thought of her

son's change as in some sort a departure from

herself, and from everything that had been

planned for him. She did not dread that the

change would cause any division between
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him and her, but she must feel how deeply

it would divide him from his other friends.

Friends and relations would take offence,

though she should take none; and she grieved

at the prospect of his friendless opening of

life. And then she felt sure he would be a

priest, perhaps a monk; she would never be

grandmother of his children. He might join

some Order that would send him to the utter-

most parts of the earth. He might become

a monk in some terribly hard Order, in which

her poor son, so delicate as a child, might

have only cabbage to eat, and a board to sleep

upon, and hair-cloth to tease his skin! If that

happened, she did not think she could ever

eat her own food without hating it; she, who
had always denied herself that her boys might

have what was best, could hardly sit down

to dinner without shrinking from the memory

of what harsh, scant food her lad was eating.

She could not lie warm in her bed in a night

of winter without shuddering to think of her

son freezing on his bare board! Certainly a

great faculty of imagination has its pains as

well as its pleasures.

Her other two sons were already far away

—

with all this world's bulk between them and

her—for they had gone to New Zealand
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about the time that Fernando left Lichfield.

Her third son she had hoped to keep near

home. No doubt she had her ambitions for

him, though she never had any for herself.

Probably they were not very lofty or soaring,

for her desires were always moderate and

simple; but Fernando's little success at

St. Wolstan's gave her all the ground she

needed for reasonable hopes of his comfort

and well-doing. I daresay she felt sure he

would rise to be Head Master, with a pleasant

position of respect, a good income, and house,

and exactly the sort of occupation that suited

him—perhaps with leisure for writing books.

His becoming a Catholic would shut up every

visible avenue to success, and deprive him of

the position he had earned for himself during

the last few years.

She was never in the faintest degree worldly,

but no mother could help feeling as she did.

Let it be remembered that, whatever she felt,

she did not say one word to deter her son from

becoming a Catholic if that were what his con-

science bade him do.

What chiefly troubled her was her certainty

that he would become a priest—because she

feared that then he would be sent far away
out of her sight and reach. And, as it turned
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out, she was right as to his becoming a priest,

though at the time Fernando had no idea of

it. It was not, however, he who went away
from England, but herself. I suppose that,

after all, she was not greatly surprised to hear

that he was to become a Catholic; she had seen

it coming for so many years.

Those summer weeks of holiday at Grace-

church were all coloured with a mist of

farewell. Fernando had no illusions as to the

effect his change of religion would produce,

and it wras well he had not. Gracechurch

would never forgive his desertion of the Church

of England for that of Rome; it would seem

to Gracechurch as if he had deliberately given

over being an Englishman and made himself

into a foreigner.

As to the future, he had no idea what it

would be for him, in what manner he would

have to earn his living, or whither he would

have to go. But one thing was certain—he

would no longer be at Gracechurch. It was

not a place where as a Catholic he could live

and earn his bread. There was no church, no

priest, no Mass within many miles; there were

no Catholics.

Boyhood was gone; to all intents and

purposes Gracechurch would soon be gone.
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In the early days of October he went up to

Oxford, and on the sixth was matriculated in

the hall of Pembroke College; on the wall be-

hind the Master of Pembroke there was hang-

ing a portrait of Fernando's old ''schoolfellow/'

the Great Lexicographer, for whom he had

always a vehement hero-worship. He remem-

bered very well how Dr. Johnson, High Tory

Anglican as he was, had said:

"A man who is converted from Protestantism

to Popery may be sincere; he parts with noth-

ing; he is only super-adding to what he already

had. But a convert from Popery to Protestant-

ism gives up so much of what he has

held as sacred as anything that he retains,

there is so much laceration of mind in such

a conversion that it can hardly be sincere

and lasting."

When Fernando walked out of Pembroke

Hall that October afternoon, with his copy of

the Statutes under his arm, he was a Member
of the University, and knew he must not dress

in brown nor play marbles in "the High."

It was a great thing that, to be a member

of the most illustrious University (as he at all

events felt sure) in the world. And though

he did not belong to any college, being an

unattached student, that only made his
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interest in all the colleges more general and

personal. He lived in lodgings and he had

already made his rooms very pretty and

homelike with the old things from St.

Wolstan's. And soon he had visitors in

them.

On the first Sunday he had gone to Mass,

and he had also called upon the Jesuit Rector

explaining that he was not a Catholic, but would

presently become one.

One of his first visitors was a gentleman who

used to spend the autumn and winter at

Oxford, where he had charming rooms full of

interesting things at the bottom of "the

High," opposite Magdalen School. This

gentleman was a "Master" and belonged to

Brasenose College, but when he was not in

Oxford he was in Rome, doing duty as a

Chamberlain of Sword and Gown at the

Vatican. With him came two undergradu-

ates, recently received into the Catholic

Church, one of whom has now for many years

been an eloquent and distinguished Redemp-

torist. Another visitor was a young Irish

undergraduate, very clever, and also very amus-

ing; and he soon got into the habit of

calling to take Fernando out for long walks

—very pleasant, enlivened with eager, inter-
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esting conversation. He belonged to Balliol,

and was rather a pet of its illustrious Master,

Jowett, from whom he brought a message to

the effect that he would welcome Fernando as

an undergraduate of his college.

Very soon Fernando had friends in nearly

all the colleges, and the full fascination of

Oxford life had hold of him. Of course it was
quiet enough, for his friends belonged to none

of the smart, fast, or even sporting sets.

But Fernando's tastes were all quiet, and he

had never before enjoyed himself half so well:

if life could be all Oxford he would have

desired nothing better. Of his solitary

pleasures one was to go and saunter in

Addison's Walk in the groves of Magdalen

College; for Addison was another old Lich-

field "schoolfellow," and the place itself was
delightful. The trees had all their autumnal

beauty, and the deer in their tiny park gave

a suggestion of calm country remoteness and

peace.

On weekdays he often heard Mass in the

private chapel of his friend the Papal chamber-

lain, who constantly had priests to stay with

him. It was an interesting spot—a Roman
island in the midst of Oxford; for its owner's

ecclesiastical tastes were all Roman and the
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chapel was just like a bit of Rome. The walls

were red, relieved only by a set of tiny

Stations without pictures; there were no

pews or benches; the altar was a rich and

handsome Roman one, and under it was a

Corpo santo; the bones of the martyr (brought

from the catacombs) were enclosed in a waxen

effigy, representing a youthful figure sleeping

in pace. On ordinary days the glass in front

of the figure was hidden by an antependium of

richly carved and gilded open-work through

which could be seen another silken or "lama"

antependium of the rubrical colour of the

feast. Behind the cross was a picture of the

Madonna usually screened by a blind, and

there was a special indulgence granted to all

who should recite the Salve before it. The

Papal chamberlain was far too Roman to have

flowers on his altar, but between the candle-

sticks were splendid reliquaries containing very

important relics.

On the floor beside the altar stood a large

crystal coffer within which, on a crimson

velvet cushion, lay one of Pius IX's red velvet

shoes, a white skull-cap of his, and the quill

with which he had signed the decree of Papal

Infallibility.

There was a really magnificent and most
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interesting collection of vestments, some of

which were very ancient, and some of which

had belonged to famous popes or cardinals.

The owner's rooms were also filled with beau-

tiful and interesting objects; even the arm-

chairs and settees had been made up out of the

panels and decorations of the state-carriages

used by the cardinals before the fall of the

temporal power. The reader can have little idea

what splendid and artistic pieces of furniture

they made.



CHAPTER XXXI

THE GOLDEN GATE AT LAST

It was somewhat of a surprise to Fernando

that he was not put under instruction, as his

intention of becoming a Catholic was well

known to the Jesuits in charge of the church

of St. Aloysius, which he now regularly at-

tended. However, he was really instructing him-

self carefully.

One day, towards the end of October, one

of his two Balliol friends asked him suddenly:

"Why aren't you received?"

"I'm not sure that I'm ready."

"What are you waiting for? Anyone can see

you have the faith."

"I hope so. But have I knowledge

enough?"

"That will have to come gradually; no

one knows all about the Catholic Church the

day he is received—there's too much of it.

But you may just as well go on learning

inside as outside. One must learn much
292
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more inside than can be learned while one stays

outside."

Fernando appealed to Mr. Hartwell—the

Papal Chamberlain. He had a slight stammer,

and gave a little kick as he answered

:

"V-Valence is right. Th-there's nothing

for you to wait for. And you're losing all the

g-gr-aces you might be getting from the

s-sacraments."

As Fernando was only too eager to be a

Catholic he was very easily persuaded. And
Mr. Hartwell began to make arrangements

for the reception to take place in his oratory.

A priestly friend of his, canon of a little church

in Rome, was coming to stay with him and

would receive Fernando on the 26th of

October. On the twenty-fifth he arrived, and

had a long talk with the young convert, asking

many questions as to his motives, and con-

cerning the history of his drawing to the

Catholic Church. The canon was a very

gentle, kindly little man, elderly and of much
experience.

"It seems to me," he said at the end of the

talk, "that you have been a Catholic all along.

It is extraordinary in such surroundings as

you have had. How happy you will be

now !"
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"I hope/' said Fernando, "that you won't

think—because I have told you all this—that

I have been always a good boy. It would be

much harder to go to confession to you

to-morrow if you thought that. I have

been "

"Let us wait, my dear child, till you do go

to confession. It is not our Catholic way to

say anything about our sins except in con-

fession. Meanwhile, let us thank God that,

whatever you may have done, He has given

you this wonderful grace."

Presently Mr. Hartwell came in with another

guest, a young Oxford graduate, heir to a

title and a great estate, who had lately become

a Catholic and was about to become a

Benedictine monk. And, as the evening

went on, other young men came in, all under-

graduates of various colleges, perhaps a

dozen or more in all. All the English ones

were recent converts, but there were three or

four young Irishmen whose parents had

obtained permission from their bishops to send

them to Oxford. At that time the English

bishops did not allow Catholic parents to send

their sons to Oxford. One of the Irishmen

was a nephew of the great and famous Bishop

Moriarty, one was the son of an Irish judge,
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one was Fernando's Balliol friend, and one, I

think, was called O'Flaherty, and said that

over one of the gates of Galway, the metropolis

of his part of Ireland, was carved "From
the fury of the O'Flaherties, deliver us,

O Lord." He seemed very proud of it, but

he was not by any means furious-looking

himself.

The whole group of young men, Irish and

English, interested Fernando very much;

they were so thoroughly different in politics,

training and antecedents, and yet so unmis-

takably eager about the one thing they held

in common—their Catholic faith. The Irish-

men, had, between them, an inexhaustible

fund of amusing stories. And Mr. Hartwell

had plenty of stories too, Roman stories,

especially about his revered and beloved

master, Pius IX, who seems to have liked a

joke as much as anyone and known particularly

well how to make one.

Mr. Hartwell was a shining contradiction

of the phrase "Inglese italianato diavolo

incarnato," for he was a Roman by adoption,

and even looked Italian, and a better creature

could not be.

Apart from funny stories he was particularly

interesting to Fernando in his talk about the
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Vatican Council. He was a great rubricist

and described the Masses of all the bishops

of the various Oriental rites—Catholics but

not Latins—who had attended it. They had

given him their portraits, with inscriptions,

and signatures in ever so many different

Oriental tongues. It all seemed to Fernando

a wonderful illustration of the Catholicity of

the Church, and one which Catholics them-

selves do not always realise or remember.

The Pope is not Head of the Latin Church

alone, but has countless thousands of loyal

subjects belonging to ever so many ancient

Churches, of ever so many Eastern Rites,

whose bishops at the Vatican Council joined

to move the Definition of Papal Infalli-

bility.

.When Fernando walked home to his lodg-

ings he was saying to himself all the way,

"To-morrow I too shall be a Catholic." He
was very nearly home. It only seemed strange

how he could have stayed away so long. And
yet he really was becoming a Catholic at almost

the first possible moment.

Looking back, it seemed hard to realise

that he had ever doubted how it must all end;

he simply could not remember then the things

that had held him back. The phrase "sub-
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mitting to the Church," that he had so often

heard, expressed no feeling of his: he had not

"got over" difficulties, or surrendered any

prejudices. He had never had any prejudices

against Catholicity, but only wistful longings

for it; his had not been difficulties in accept-

ing the Catholic position but difficulties in hold-

ing all Catholic teaching and staying where he

was.

To-morrow he would be a Catholic. After

longing for it from childhood, to-morrow he

would have his share in that great inheritance

of which every Catholic child and boy and

man is co-heir.

Already he loved Oxford with an intense and

peculiar affection; and Oxford could never

have been without the Catholic Church. Her

streets were filled with venerable and beautiful

colleges and churches; and each of them was a

monument, poignant and pathetic, with one

inscription for all, Hie jacet fides Catholica.

In history there were many sad passages,

which he never could read without un-

availing regrets: such as that which tells of

the execution of Mary Stuart and that of her

grandson Charles, and the long and frightful

list of those who had been victims of the

Terror in France; but nothing in history had
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ever filled him with so deep and personal a

sense of loss and misfortune as the story of the

Protestant Reformation in England. To-mor-

row would heal his own wound inherited from

it. It was a wonderful thought that to-morrow,

instead of belonging to an insular sect, he

would be a citizen of the great Catholic world,

a member of the Church of all the Saints and

of the Apostles.

How could he help longing that what had

been given to himself should be given to his

countrymen too? The Conversion of Eng-

land became an absorbing interest. The
first time he had seen the phrase it had

arrested him. It was in the book of prayers

that had belonged to the dead monk. There

were certain prayers For the Conversion of

England. It was a strange revelation to dis-

cover that the Catholics, of whose customs he

had known nothing, should have that undying

hope, should have the patient, faithful habit

of praying constantly for the conversion of

this great, indifferent, unsympathetic Eng-

land.

To-night he had heard a very touching

thing. One of the young men, who had been

travelling abroad during the long vacation,

said that in some German town, in Bavaria
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I think, he had gone to a weeknight Bene-

diction of the Blessed Sacrament, and had

been astonished to find that the preceding

devotions were all being offered for the

conversion of England. In replying to his

enquiries they had told him that every Wed-
nesday night for hundred of years, these good

Germans had been accustomed to meet thus

and pray for the return of England to

Catholic unity.

Henceforth, Fernando himself must be ever

absorbed in this desire and prayer: if only he

could do something to help! Since childhood

he had been writing, serving an apprenticeship

that was to last many a long year yet; if only

he could write something for the conversion of

England

!

He could not help feeling that he was

getting everything and giving nothing; he

had no wealth, like some converts, to serve the

Church withal. Others brought intellect; he

came empty-handed. All he could give the

Church was a son's kiss of love and thankful-

ness.

He stood still upon the beautiful bridge of

St. Mary Magdalen's College, and looked up

at the lovely white tower, wondering. Why
should he be given so great a gift and others
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more fit for it not have it? Who can answer

such questions as that? The only answer he

could reach was this—gifts are for them that

desire them; God gives to the willing, rather

than to those whose claim seems plainer but

who have no will to receive.

For one person he must ask. He must begin

at once and go on and on till the gift should

be vouchsafed there also. Looking back, Fer-

nando could see that the first step in his

conversion to the Catholic Faith was his

absolute faith that Jesus Christ was God; and

that had come to him when, as a mere baby,

his mother had told him the story of Good

Friday. To her he owed it that he had never

thought of that Sufferer as less than God. It

seemed to him, that night on the bridge, that

all the rest had grown from that, by an in-

evitable sequence. That the failure to believe

in Christ as God lies at the root of all the

denial of Catholic teaching. "How can this

man give us his flesh to eat?" asked the Jews,

striving among themselves.

Peter knew that He was God, and said so

for the Apostles, and for saying so was made

their perpetual Prince. When Christ said

'This is my body," they knew how He could
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do what He had said. And Peter's Church,

knowing His Omnipotence, has never faltered

in belief. They who have never simply be-

lieved in His Godhead and Omnipotence go on

striving among themselves what the Eucharist

may mean.

When the Jews cavilled that none can for-

give sins but God alone it was the same block

of stumbling; and they who stumble still are

in the same difficulty—if He be God He can

forgive sins, by His own word, or by word of

delegation. If Christ be God, His vice-regent

must have His powers; but if men do not be-

lieve that Christ is God, then must they be

scandalised at the office and authority of His

Viceroy on earth.

To Fernando, then, it seemed that his mother

herself had set him in the path that had

brought him to that other Mother's arms; and

he must not be content till she also should

receive that joy and prize which to-morrow

would be his. Every external obstacle stood

in his mother's way. It seemed, humanly,

an impossible thing to ask. But it is the busi-

ness of Omnipotence to do what we cannot see

the way to do. Let Jesus Christ do it! And
He did.
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The clocks of the ancient city began to strike

and Fernando waited till the last of them had

done striking. "To-day I shall be a Catholic,"

he said.



CHAPTER XXXII

A STORY WITHOUT AN END

It is a strange thing this, to try and write of

the day on which Fernando did at last enter

the gates of the City of Peace, when one is

hourly waiting the summons to hurry away
and take up duties familiar for over thirty

years on the unfamiliar field of war. There

may be no opportunity to finish the chapter

before starting; the chapter may never be

finished at all. If not, it can hardly matter,

for the end of Fernando's story everyone who
has read so far knows already.

On the 26th of October, 1878, he was early

awake, and his first thought on waking was
"It is to-day. This is my day at last." I

think he felt not very differently from a

bridegroom on his wedding morning. He had

always, from almost babyhood, been in love

with the Catholic Church. As secret as a

boy's first love his had been; as secret and

perhaps as obvious. And now the day had
303
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come that was to make her lawfully his

own.

It could not seem like any other day before

or after. The light of that autumn morning

was "the light that never was on sea or land,"

rarefied, not shining from any created sun, a

dawn with no sunset to end it.

It is not possible to set down with ink how
the lad felt as he leaped from his bed, while

he dressed, as he hurried to the place where

the wonderful great thing was to happen.

His hand did not shake, but his whole nature,

and super-nature trembled, not with fear,

but with an indescribable elation. The
homeliest, most familiar things and figures

were altered out of recognition in an atmos-

phere of transfiguration. It was a day of

days, it was no day at all, but a pause in time

like a sudden opening of a window in the wall

between time and that which lies before and

after time.

No words that I can handle would express

it; the most accomplished words would but con-

fuse and vulgarise it.

As he passed with eager, almost stumbling

haste through the streets, they were not

common streets but paths to Rome. The

early morning folk in them—were they, he
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wondered hastily of each of them, Catholic?

if not, in case they were not, he put up

passionate brief entreaties for them that they

might be. Why not? it was God's business,

and God is omnipotent. He came to the door

of the house at the corner of "the High" and

Long Wall; and waited, with loudly beating

heart, till it was opened. Couldn't the man with

the milk cans who passed by hear it? Was he

a Catholic? If not, "Oh, please let him be a

Catholic!"

The sun was aslant on the leaves of the tree

tops behind the long wall in Magdalen grove.

What a light! And what a vital, exquisite

smell the clear October morning had! Inside

a few friends were gathered, come to see Fer-

nando made Catholic. They were in the vesti-

bule of the chapel, standing round a great mar-

ble figure of God's great Mother, with her

Divine smiling Baby in her arms. And she

smiled, too, as she held Him to her heart, as

if she were saying to Him: "Another: another,

for You and for Me."

Fernando remembered how his snowy York-

shire birthday had been the day on which

she first showed herself to the peasant child

at Lourdes. All these years she had been

drawing him, drawing him, and now he
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was come. He had always loved her feet, and

now he might kiss them of right.

The old priest came smiling in and took

Fernando gently away to make his confession.

It was made in a few minutes, almost before

the lad knew he had begun; then they went

to the chapel, and the boy made his profession

of faith; he hardly heard his own words, for

an echo in his ear: "Lord, Thou knowest all

things, Thou knowest that I love Thee." Peter

grieved at himself, at being no better than he

was, cried thus to Him who knew. Denials,

cowardice, failures, Christ knew them all, and

knowing all knew more—that in spite of all

the man loved Him. Only the echo was a vari-

ant "Lord, Thou knowest all things, Thou
knowest that I do believe it all."

Then came conditional baptism and absolution,

and absolution from excommunication, and Fer-

nando was a Catholic.

The Mass that followed seemed different

from any he had heard yet: It belonged to

him and he to it. Alreadv he understood it

better, differently. Only those who can re-

member know what the first Mass one hears

as a Catholic is like. The hearer is not that

only, or a witness only; he is part of it. His

life passes into it, and is merged in it. The
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God who offers it to God is Himself a man,

and He has suddenly seized upon your own
manhood and made it a part of His, and you

and He are offering together.

At the end, down in the vestibule, they who
had come to be present drew close, with friendly,

brotherly congratulations, as though they said

"You are one of us. You are come into our

family, and henceforth will dwell in our house

with us."

And behind them stood an innumerable com-

pany: all the martyrs and saints, the great dy-

nasty of popes, the vast unnumbered body of

Catholics in all ages: all smiling encouragingly,

and with the same word in their eyes, "You are

one of us."
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